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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON  

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS 

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Tungsten Based Electrocatalysts as Non-Noble Altern atives to Common 
Platinum Based Fuel Cell Catalysts. 

By John Blake 

Today fuel cells are far from being common place in the commercial market, 
primarily due to their high cost. The cost of such a system is largely determined 
by the platinum based catalysts used at both the anode and cathode of the fuel 
cell. If a non-noble fuel cell electrocatalyst could be used at either of these 
electrodes, the cost of a fuel cell system would be drastically reduced. High-
throughput physical vapour deposition and the modification of single crystal 
surfaces, has been used to synthesise candidate non-noble electrocatalysts 
which were then screened to determine their activity. 

Amorphous tungsten carbide thin films were shown to be catalytically active 
towards both the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and the hydrogen 
oxidation reaction (HOR). The constituent elements were seen to be less active 
than the alloys. These results are consistent with the literature where it has also 
been seen that WC is active, with W2C showing poorer activity.1,2 The trend in 
current density with respect to alloy composition confirms the results in the 
literature, with the highest activity seen at compositions corresponding to the 
WC phase, and a local minima in activity seen at compositions corresponding 
to the W2C phase. 

Metastable and amorphous intertransition metal alloys of WCu are shown to 
catalyse both the HER and the HOR. The constituent metals again exhibit poor 
activity. The results are consistent with ab initio calculations predicting HER 
activity for Cu overlayers on W, with the detected changes of the density of 
states (DOS) at the Fermi level associated with alloy formation.3 Two maxima 
in the HER activity are observed as a function of composition. This activity is 
associated with a metastable phase at W20Cu80 and a second at W50Cu50. The 
alloy at 50 at% also shows a maximum in the HOR activity, whereas the phase 
at W20Cu80 is not HOR active. The W20Cu80 phase is found to be oxygen-
covered at the HOR potential, explaining its inactivity. These results highlight 
the potentials of developing non-noble metal alloy catalysts for hydrogen fuel 
cells. 
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Figure 6.9.  Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the clean 

and ordered W(100) surface with the characteristic square array of dots seen, 

with the unit cell highlighted with solid red square. LEED pattern is presented at 
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Figure 6.10.  Potential window opening experiment using the clean W(100) 

single surface as the working electrode, the surface was cycled between -0.1 

and 0 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned was 

increased by 100 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This set of CVs shows the characteristic oxidation 

behaviour for W metal with the surface oxidatively passivating followed by the 

response associated with tungsten oxide in latter cycles. The CV was recorded 

in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from 

double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) 

at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a 

Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as 

the counter electrode.                                                                              220 
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cell. These CVs highlight the onset of hydrogen evolution on the W and 

oxidatively passivated W surfaces. The CVs were recorded in the transfer 

electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double 

distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a 

scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used was a Pd/H2 couple 

which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter 

electrode. It should be noted that each of the plots presented are scaled 

differently in order to highlight features unique to each voltammogram and care 
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Figure 6.12.  Cyclic voltammogram of the W(100) single crystal surface, within 

the transfer system electrochemical cell. This CV shows the characteristic 

oxidation behaviour for W metal with the surface oxidatively passivating during 

the first cycle (red) and exhibiting thr response associated with tungsten oxide 

in the second cycle (green), similar to the response seen for the polycrystalline 

W surface. The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M 

HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt 

mesh as the counter electrode.                                                                   224 

Figure 6.13.  Plot showing the number of monolayers of Cu deposited onto the 

crystal surface as a function of deposition time at a doser temperature close to 
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Figure 6.14.  XPS spectra for the unannealed W(100) surface after Cu 

deposition, with the spectrum in the energy range close to the Cu (2p 32)  

electron (top) and the W (4f 72) (bottom) being shown. The real experimental 

data (black) is an average of five scans, whilst the mathematical fit used to 

calculate the peak areas, and hence coverage, has been also been included 

(red).                                                                                                              227 

Figure 6.15.  XPS spectra for the annealed W(100) surface after Cu deposition, 

with the spectrum in the energy range close to the Cu (2p 32) electron (right) 

and the W (4f 72) (left) being shown. The experimental data here is an average 
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Figure 6.16.  Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the 

W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface with the characteristic square array of dots seen, 
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Figure 6.17.  Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 

and -0.25 VRHE, with the minimum potential the crystal surface was scanned 

being decreased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer 

system electrochemical cell. This CV shows the onset of hydrogen evolution 

with no sign of the voltammetry changing with each subsequent cycle. The CV 

was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and 

ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in 

this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt 

mesh was used as the counter electrode.                232 
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being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 

and +0.2 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned 

being increased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer 

system electrochemical cell. This CV shows a surface redox couple in the 

same potential range as was seen for the WCu thin film alloys, as well as the 

oxidative passivation of the surface at potentials above +0.4 VRHE. The CV 

was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and 

ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in 

this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt 
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Figure 6.19.  Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 

and +0.1 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned 

to being increased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer 

system electrochemical cell. This CV shows a surface redox couple in the 

same potential range as seen for the WCu thin film alloys, as well as the 

oxidative passivation of the surface at potentials above +0.4 VRHE. The CV 

was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and 

ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in 

this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt 
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The experimental data here is an average of three scans.                        238 
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is an average of three scans.                                                                          240 

Figure 6.22.  Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the 

W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface with the characteristic rectangular  unit cell seen, 

with the unit cell of the W(100) substrate highlighted with the solid red square, 

and the unit cell of the alloy surface highlighted by the dotted red square. The 

LEED patterns are presented at two different energies, at 45 and 64 eV. A 
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Figure 6.23.  Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 

and -0.25 VRHE, with the minimum potential the crystal surface was scanned 

being decreased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer 

system electrochemical cell. This CV shows the onset of hydrogen evolution 

with no sign of the voltammetry changing with each subsequent cycle. The CV 

was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and 
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double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) 

at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a 

Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as 
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Figure 6.26.  Cyclic voltammetry experiment with the working electrode being 
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Figure 6.30.  Cathodic sweeps from cyclic voltammetry experiments on the 
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1.1. Motivation: Low Carbon Energy Sources 

1.1.1. Climate Change 

The search for renewable energy sources as viable alternatives to the 

combustion of fossil fuels has received a great deal of attention over the past 

20 years.1 The interest in renewable energy has not been confined to academic 

circles; political and media attention in the area has increased drastically in 

recent years. The drive towards renewable energy sources has been dictated 

by both environmental and economic concerns.2 

Traditional energy sources use the combustion of fossil fuels to produce high 

temperatures and pressures which is subsequently converted into useable 

energy, such as electricity. The depletion of fossil fuels has meant their price 

has increased, consequently making their use increasingly uneconomical.3  

Moreover, global warming is commonly attributed to the increased levels of 

atmospheric CO2.
4, 5 The correlation between global temperature and 

atmospheric CO2 has been observed in many academic projects5, 6; one such 

data set presented by Petit et al.7 is given in Figure 1.1 where a correlation 

between the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere and global temperature is 

clear. 

Carbon dioxide contributes to global warming, as it is a greenhouse gas, 

absorbing heat from the surface of the earth and then emitting it in all 

directions. This means much of the heat that would otherwise be lost into space 

stays in the atmosphere and hence global temperatures rise. Consequently 

many western nations are striving to reduce CO2 emissions.  
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Figure 1.1 Plots showing the records of atmospheric CO2 and air temperature just 
above the Antarctic inversion layer. Plot adapted from data published by Petit et al.7 

Age = 0 corresponds to the year 1999. 

1.1.2. Alternatives to the Internal Combustion Engine 

There are many anthropogenic sources of atmospheric CO2, with the transport 

sector being one of the largest contributors.8, 9 The internal combustion engine 

is an ideally suited source of energy for use in transport as it allows for energy 

to be produced at any location as long as the fuel is provided. The energy is 

produced by burning the fuel in air and producing gasses at high temperatures 

and pressures, which in turn cause the motion of the engines pistons.10, 11 This 

two-step process introduces inefficiencies, with a typical efficiency of an 

internal combustion engine being approximately 22%.12 In addition, as 

discussed, their emissions are a source of atmospheric CO2 as well as other 

pollutants such as carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxides. 

Battery powered cars have slowly started to be introduced into the commercial 

arena and are referred to as zero emission vehicles. Many different types of 

batteries can be used in these vehicles, with the first vehicles of this kind using 

Ni-hydride batteries. In the more modern hybrid cars, the Li-ion battery is the 

most common due to its higher power density. Whilst the battery technology 
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used in most modern electric cars is well established, their weight, range and 

charge time prevent their suitability for long journeys. Consequently, many 

‘hybrid’ vehicles combining battery power and a traditional combustion engine 

have emerged as popular choices for the environmentally conscious driver.13 

These vehicles have been accepted very quickly into the commercial arena as 

they reduce the CO2 emissions of the vehicle whilst requiring no additional 

infrastructure to allow their use. As these still rely on the use of an internal 

combustion engine to produce their power, they emit a large amount of 

pollutants and still use fossil fuels, so will never be the answer to the energy 

problems facing the global community. 

Many alternative energy sources can produce electricity sustainably such as 

solar cells, wind power and tidal power. These can be used to supply electricity 

to the grid, but are often inefficient and require a reliable grid, which is often not 

available. In addition, they can have a limited range and poor energy density. 

Whilst these energy sources may still provide much of our energy in the future, 

they are all clearly not portable and are consequently unsuitable for use in the 

transport sector. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that, similar to the 

internal combustion engine, are portable and are capable of continuously 

producing power as long as a fuel is provided, and hence are widely 

considered the best alternative energy source for motor vehicles.  

Fuel cells have a much higher theoretical efficiency when compared to the 

internal combustion engine.13 Due to the processes involved in the combustion 

engine (large temperature gradients created by the simple combustion of the 

fuel) is limited by the Carnot cycle. The temperature gradients needed to 

operate the internal combustion engine, means the efficiency of the system is 

limited by the second law of thermodynamics, as not all of the heat can be used 

to produce usable energy. 

The first commercially available fuel cell car has become available in the UK. 

The Honda FCX Clarity is a mid-sized family sedan similar to many cars on the 

road today, an image of the Clarity is given in Figure 1.2. The key difference is 

that the power comes from a 100 kW hydrogen fuel cell. The  unused energy 
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produced by the cell, as well as the energy produced from braking and 

deceleration, is captured by the Motor/Generator and stored in a 288 V lithium 

ion battery. The hydrogen delivery network needed for the widespread rollout of 

this type of vehicle is yet to be installed in any nation, however the first public 

hydrogen filling station in the UK has just opened at the Honda plant in 

Swindon. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Image of the Honda Clarity, a commercially available fuel cell car. 
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1.2. Fuel Cells 

1.2.1. Introduction to Fuel Cell 

‘As early as 1839, William Grove discovered the basic operating principle of 

fuel cells by reversing water electrolysis to generate electricity from hydrogen, 

oxygen and water’.14, 15 The first fuel cells engineered to a useful standard were 

not developed until the 1940’s by Dr T Bacon in Cambridge and used in the 

1960’s on the Apollo space program.16, 17 Today fuel cells are used in many 

areas, though they are still far from being common place in the commercial 

market primarily due to their high cost. 

The fuel cell converts chemical energy into electrical energy using a supply of 

fuel, usually H2, and oxidant. A single fuel cell contains an electrolyte 

sandwiched between two thin, porous catalyst electrodes. Due to the 

electrochemical nature of the process, and hence the production of ions, the 

presence of an electrolyte is essential. The hydrogen, acting as a fuel, will flow 

into the fuel cell on the anode side and the oxidant, O2, on the cathode side. 

At the anode side, where the fuel is supplied, H2 diffuses through the gas 

permeable electrode and is dissociated on the active catalyst into H+ ions and 

electrons. 

H2 → 2H+ + 2e-                                                   Equation 1.1 

The electrons formed pass through an external circuit to the cathode, inducing 

an electric current. Whereas the protons produced can diffuse through the solid 

polymer membrane to the cathode and react with the adsorbed oxidant and the 

electrons. The reaction which occurs at the cathode is;  

 

�

�
O2 + 2H+ +2e- 

→ H2O                          Equation 1.2 
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A major advantage of this type of fuel cell is that the only products are pure 

water and heat. Theoretically, therefore, fuel cells could be considered to be a 

zero emission energy source.  

There are many different classifications of fuel cell; the defining feature of each 

type of cell is principally the electrolyte used. The electrolyte controls which 

ions are conducted and hence the electrochemical processes that occur. The 

electrolyte also determines the temperature range at which the cell is functional 

and therefore what application the cell will be best suited to. 

There are many different types of cell, each with their own distinct advantages 

and drawbacks. The main types of fuel cell are discussed here with a 

description of their uses.13 It should be noted that the discussion on fuel cells 

so far has been limited to the most common type of commercially available fuel 

cell, the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEM-FC). In other types of 

fuel cell, such as alkaline and solid oxide fuel cells, it is not the positively 

charged ions which diffuse through the electrolyte. Instead, the anions 

produced at the cathode diffuse through the electrolyte to the anode side, 

where they then combine with hydrogen to liberate water and electrons.  

Phosphoric Acid (PA) Fuel Cell 

The operating temperature of the PA fuel cell is slightly higher than the PEM 

fuel cell, at between 150 and 200 °C. This is still  a practical and accessible 

range. Phosphoric acid is used as the electrolyte and, similar to the solid 

polymer in the PEMFC, it is also a proton conductor. The electrodes used in PA 

fuel cells are the same as those used in the PEM fuel cell. The PA fuel cell is 

more tolerant to CO poisoning then the PEM fuel cell. Due to this, additional 

CO tolerance a PA fuel cell is generally more efficient then a PEM fuel cell, 

especially in the long term. 

The actual chemical reactions happening at each electrode are the same as 

those in the PEM fuel cell, however there is one distinct drawback to the PA 

fuel cell. The PA fuel cell has a larger mass to power ratio than the PEM fuel 
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cell. Therefore, if you want a PA fuel cell to provide the same amount of energy 

as a PEM fuel cell it will be heavier. Thus PA fuel cells are not well suited to 

applications in small electronic devices or in transportation. There are also the 

inherent safety issues caused by failure of acid containment. 

Direct Methanol (DM) Fuel Cell 

The direct methanol fuel cell differs from the PEM and PA fuel cells as it uses 

methanol, not hydrogen, as the fuel. Using hydrogen as a fuel presents many 

problems as the infrastructure to deliver hydrogen is yet to be implemented and 

so the only realistic source is generation within the system, using a reformer. 

However, in the case of the direct methanol fuel cell, which is powered by pure 

methanol it would be much easier to implement an infrastructure for delivering 

the methanol as it is a liquid, like most of the common fuels used today. 

The direct methanol fuel cell seems to be an extremely promising avenue for 

the easy acceptance of fuel cell systems in the commercial environment. 

However, research in this area is in its infancy in comparison to the better 

known hydrogen PEM-FC. The main problems found with DMFC cells is  the 

need for high platinum loadings and they seem unsuitable for high power usage 

(≥200 W). The chemical reactions which occur at each electrode are given 

below; 

 

Anode: CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e-                         Equation 1.3 

Cathode:
2

3
O2 + 6H+ + 6e- → 3H2O                     Equation 1.4 
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Molten Carbonate (MC) Fuel Cell 

The molten carbonate fuel cell is also a new technology and research is still on-

going into its properties. The first major difference between a MC fuel cell and 

the PEM and PA cells is its extremely high operating temperatures (600-1000 

°C). The additional thermal energy means that cheap er metals can be used as 

catalysts at the electrode surface. In addition, MC fuel cells do not require a 

reformer to produce H2 from the available primary fuels, as at these extreme 

temperatures the fuels are reformed internally. The properties of the MC fuel 

cell mean that at first glance they would be cheaper than a PEM or PA fuel cell. 

The high operating temperatures mean these benefits are offset by the long 

start-up procedure, additional strain on components and ultimately limit 

applications. The main application of a MC fuel cell would be in large industrial 

power plants and not in domestic or commercial settings. 

1.2.2. PEM Fuel Cells 

The PEM fuel cell is the most commonly available and most researched type of 

fuel cell, with its low operating temperatures and relatively high power density 

making it well suited to use within the transport sector. A simple schematic of a 

PEM fuel cell with the main components labelled is given in Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3. Simple Schematic of a single PEM fuel cell with the main components, 
reactions and products labelled. 

 

The PEM fuel cell contains a solid polymer electrolyte which conducts protons 

(the most common polymer used is known as ‘Nafion’). The polymer layer 

conducts protons due to its ‘anchored’ anions enabling the mobile protons to 

diffuse, as shown in Figure 1.418.  

 

 

Figure 1.4. Diagram showing proton diffusion through Nafion, a common solid 
electrolyte used in PEM fuel cells. 
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The operating temperature of a PEM fuel cell is in the region of 30 °C, 

becoming more efficient at higher temperatures. This is a relatively low 

temperature and means that the cell has a quick start-up procedure. There is 

also less stress on the components used to make the cell, as it does not 

encounter huge variations in temperature. The electrodes used in the PEM fuel 

cell are platinum deposited on porous carbon.19 The platinum catalyst works 

well, but is very expensive and is also extremely sensitive to CO poisoning.20, 21 

Catalyst poisoning occurs when CO becomes chemisorbed to the catalyst 

surface and deactivates it,21 therefore, a CO removal step is required between 

fuel reformation and the H2 arriving at the cell or a high purity H2 gas stream 

must be used as the fuel. In both cases this adds significant cost to the 

implementation of the fuel cell system as a whole. 

1.3. Catalysis and Electrocatalysis 

1.3.1. Catalysis 

A catalyst works by lowering the activation energy of the reaction, providing an 

alternative reaction pathway that avoids the slow rate-determining step of the 

uncatalysed reaction. This process changes the kinetics of the reaction but not 

the overall thermodynamics. Advances in the study of catalysis have provided a 

route to many substances, which would otherwise be uneconomical to produce. 

Examples of important catalytic reactions include the controlled oxidation of 

hydrocarbons and pollutants by metal oxides,22, 23 the hydrogenation of 

unsaturated hydrocarbons by transition metals,24 and in the case of fuel cells, 

the oxidation of hydrogen and the reduction of oxygen by precious metals.25, 26  

The catalytic process is most easily visualised using an energy level diagram 

like that presented in Figure 1.5. In this diagram it can be seen that the un-

catalysed reaction (green) requires a large activation energy (∆Eun-cat) for the 

reaction to proceed via the un-catalysed transition state (#un-cat) to the desired 

products. The catalysed reaction, on the other hand, requires a much smaller 

activation energy (∆Ecat), as the energy needed for adsorption and desorption 
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(∆Eads and ∆Edes repectively) are small and will therefore be in equilibrium for a 

good catalyst.  

 

Figure 1.5. Energy level diagram showing the different processes and energies 
needed for an uncatalysed (green) and catalysed (blue) reaction. 

 

Many of the modern catalytic reactions, which are industrially important, rely on 

heterogeneous catalysis. In most cases, these are solid catalysts with the 

reaction occurring at the solid-liquid or solid gas interface. In these kinds of 

reactions, one or more reactants will become adsorbed onto the catalyst 

surface. The adsorption process usually involves forming a distinct chemical 

bond between the catalyst and the reactant, this is called chemisorption. The 

strength of the interaction between the catalyst and the chemisorbed species is 

important in determining the activity of the catalyst. 

All catalytic reactions are made up of elementary processes. The rate of each 

of these processes will affect the overall rate of the reaction. The Sabatier 
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principle describes how the strength of chemisorption is crucial to the activity of 

a material as a catalyst.  

1.3.2. The Sabatier Principle 

In order to be active the catalyst must interact with the adsorbates strongly 

enough for the species to become bound to the surface. If the catalyst- 

adsorbate interaction is too weak there will be no thermodynamic driving force 

for the species to adsorb and hence no reaction will proceed. Conversely, if the 

catalyst–adsorbate bond is too strong the adsorbate will not desorb or react 

further inhibiting the catalytic process. If the hydrogen oxidation reaction 

(HOR), which occurs at the fuel cell anode, is taken as an example a simple 

diagram can illustrate these points. The diagram in Figure 1.6 shows the two 

key elementary steps involved in the catalytic oxidation of hydrogen, as the 

transfer of electrons is assumed to be very fast and not the rate determining 

step.  

Firstly, hydrogen gas approaches the catalyst material (shown as green 

spheres). At this point each hydrogen atom becomes chemisorbed onto the 

catalyst surface forming two hydride bonds. This process is labelled as process 

1. Next the adsorbed hydrogen atoms transfer an electron to the catalyst and 

desorb from the catalyst as protons, shown as process 2.27 
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Figure 1.6. Illustration of the two key steps involved in the catalytic oxidation of 
hydrogen, important in understanding the Sabatier principal. 

 

In the case where the catalyst material forms bonds which are too weak with 

hydrogen, process 1 will not occur and  no catalytic activity will be observed. In 

the situation where the bonds between the catalyst and the adsorbed hydrogen 

are too strong, process 1 will occur but process 2 will not causing the formation 

of a surface hydride and not the production of protons and therefore catalysis 

will again not occur. 

The volcano type relationship has been investigated quantitatively in works by 

Bligaard et al.,28, 29 which derived a typical volcano curve by initially considering 

the rate of reactant adsorption and product desorption separately. These two 

rates were then combined to form a characteristic Sabatier volcano curve. 

Figure 1.7 shows a schematic of the data presented in this work. It is clear from 

their data that at the extremes of the reaction enthalpy (∆E), the rate of 

adsorption (blue line) or desorption (red line) are by far the slowest step, 

consequently only this step needs to be considered as it is rate determining. 

However at intermediate values for ∆E the rate of both processes must be 

considered and hence the classical volcano type behaviour is predicted 

(dashed green line). 
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Figure 1.7. Schematic showing how volcano type curves are a combination of 
considering both adsorption and desorption processes. 

 

 

The Sabatier principle suggests that as the strength of the chemisorption 

process increases, the activity of the catalyst will initially rise until the optimum 

bond strength is reached. After this point the catalytic activity will decrease with 

bond strength.30 

1.3.3. Volcano Curves 

Commonly, the optimum binding energy is found by plotting the adsorbate bond 

strength of a material against a measure of its catalytic activity. These plots will 

usually show a peak in activity and are known as volcano curves. Volcano 

curves are one of the most fundamental discoveries in catalysis.31 An example 

volcano plot for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is presented in Figure 

1.8.28  
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Figure 1.8. Volcano plot, plotted from data reported by Norskov et al.28 showing the 
typical volcano shaped trend in hydrogen evolution activity as a function of metal-

hydrogen bond strength. 

 

The volcano plot given in Figure 1.8 has been adapted from data presented in 

work by Norskov et al.28 In this plot the measure of activity used  and plotted on 

the y-axis is the Log of the experimentally measured hydrogen evolution 

current density (Log i0). The calculated free energy of the adsorbed hydrogen 

atom (∆GH*) is plotted along the x-axis. From this plot, it is clear the description 

of the Sabatier principal discussed previously holds with the peak in activity at 

∆GH* ≈ 0.  

It can be seen from the data presented in Figure 1.8, that the peak in activity 

coincides with the precious Pt group metals. The elements on either side of this 

maximum can also be grouped together, with the metals on the left hand side 

with negative values for ∆GH* being d-electron poor transition metals which will 

form a hydride phase and thick passivating oxide layer. The metals on the right 
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hand side with positive ∆GH* values are all d-electron rich. Other elements have 

been found to occupy the right hand side (positive ∆GH* values) including p-

block or Fe-group metals. This observation is important as it shows the 

electronic structure of the metals is a crucial factor in determining the activity 

towards a given catalytic reaction, in this case the hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER). It should be noted here that the model used to generate this volcano 

plot suffered from the inherent difficulties of modelling the complex system 

involved in electrochemical reactions.  

Conventionally an experimentally measured value representing the adsorption 

energy, such as those obtained by temperature programmed desorption, has 

been used when plotting volcano curves. However, the work by Norskov et al.32 

showed that theoretical models can be used to predict the adsorption energy 

and hence the activity for a given catalyst and reaction.28, 32-34 These types of 

calculation can help guide the discovery of new materials, focussing the need 

for experimentation on more likely candidate materials.35, 36 The adsorption 

energy is, in part, determined by the electronic structure of the catalyst. The link 

between the electronic structure of a material and its catalytic activity can 

provide an essential tool to predicting the activity of a metallic surface.37 The 

electronic structure of a material can be probed experimentally, typically using 

photoemission experiments.38, 39 These types of experiments have shown, for 

many materials, that changes in the density of states near the Fermi level can 

be experimentally measured. This measured change in the density of states 

can then be inferred onto the adsorption of key reactive intermediates in a 

reaction and therefore a change in catalytic activity. Spectroscopic methods still 

rely upon the synthesis of the material, so a theoretical route to predicting a 

possible candidate material would be far more efficient.  

Changes in adsorption energy and activity of a metal can be attributed to the 

electronic structure of the metal surface. For transition metals the interaction 

between the adsorbate valence states and the metal d-states is key.40 The 

higher in energy the d-states are with respect to the Fermi level the stronger 
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the interaction with the adsorbate as the anti-bonding states will be shifted 

higher in energy and become less populated or empty altogether.  

1.3.4. Using Theory to Predict Activity 

Ab-initio calculations of the density of electronic states at the Fermi level of 

surface structures, such as pseudomorphic overlayers of noble and non-noble 

metals, have provided a way of modelling adsorption behaviour and surface 

reactivity.40 Recent progress in density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

describing surface processes has meant that computer based design and 

screening of candidate catalyst materials has become a possibility. 29, 41, 42 The 

use of first-principles calculations has allowed the understanding of volcano 

curves to move beyond the purely qualitative discussion presented in terms of 

the Sabatier principle.43 The relationship between the enthalpy change of an 

elementary step in the reaction, which can be calculated, and the overall 

reaction activation energy has allowed theory to make predictions on what 

materials may have desirable catalytic properties.  

Many works investigate the kinetics of a catalytic process using DFT 

calculations. These use parameters which can be calculated such as activation 

energies, adsorption energies and concomitant entropies and then infer the 

kinetics of the reaction from these properties. The accuracy with which these 

types of calculations predict real life systems is a matter of much controversy, 

however good agreement between theoretical and experimental results has 

been observed.44, 45 

In the discussions so far, the relationship between activation energies and the 

energies for each individual surface process in the reaction have been 

assumed to be the key relationship in determining the activity of a catalyst. This 

relationship is known as the Bronsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relationship.46 So 

far the activity has been associated with this purely electronic interaction. It 

should be noted here that in all cases there will be a degree of structural or 

geometric effect relating to the local structure of the reaction site.43  
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Volcano curves are commonplace within heterogeneous gas-phase catalysis, 

however, they can still be extremely useful in the field of electrocatalysis. The 

processes involved in electrocatalysis are very similar to those discussed 

previously in the context of heterogeneous catalysis. The adsorption of at least 

one reactant is still fundamental to the activity of the catalyst, though in the 

case of electrocatalysis the reactant will be a solvated electro-active species 

within an electrolyte.  

1.3.5. Electrocatalysis 

Some reactions can proceed by many different mechanistic pathways. The 

combination of molecular hydrogen and oxygen to form water can take place 

via free radical intermediates produced by heating. This process is known as 

combustion and is well known to have relatively poor efficiency.47 The 

combination of hydrogen and oxygen can also occur electrochemically with the 

use of an electrocatalyst to break up the hydrogen into protons and electrons, 

and to combine the protons, electrons and oxygen into water. This 

electrocatalytic process is much more efficient.13, 47, 48 

The main difference between heterogeneous gas-phase catalysis and 

electrocatalysis is that a transfer of at least one electron between the solid 

catalyst and dissolved reactant must occur in an electrocatalytic process. The 

electrocatalyst assists in transferring electrons between the electrode and 

reactants, or provides an alternative reaction mechanism which proceeds via 

an intermediate chemical transformation.49  

The transfer of electrons from or to an electrode surface is the fundamental 

process in an electrochemical reaction. Electron transfer is most easily 

visualised using a simple energy level diagram and is shown in Figure 1.9. As 

the charge on the electrode surface becomes more negative, the Fermi level 

(EF) rises in energy. The rise in energy of the EF facilitates the transfer of 

electrons to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the solution 

species, and hence this species is reduced. The rate of reduction will increase 

as the difference between the EF of the catalyst material and the LUMO of the 
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solution species increases. When the EF of the catalyst material is lower in 

energy than the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the solution 

species, the reactant can oxidise by transferring an electron to the electrode. 

 

Figure 1.9. Diagram showing how the electrons near the Fermi level take part in 
electrochemical reactions 

 

The transfer of electrons to and from the electrode surface changes the energy 

of the EF of the electrode. Upon oxidation, the EF will rise in energy, changing 

the potential of the electrode. If, however, the potential of the working electrode 

is controlled, the electrons given to the electrode flow as current through the 

cell, with the opposite process occurring at the counter electrode. In addition to 

this, an electrochemical potential (overpotential) is used to force a reaction to 

proceed. This means the greater the overpotential needed to force the reaction 

to occur, the poorer the catalyst. The aim of electrocatalytic research is, 

therefore, to design a material that produces a high conversion (measured as 

current density) with a low overpotential. The overpotential is the additional 

potential needed, over the equilibrium value, to cause an electrochemical 

reaction to occur at a given rate. The reaction may be anodic (oxidation) or 
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cathodic (reduction) depending on the direction of overpotential with respect to 

the equilibrium potential. 

A good electrocatalyst may still suffer from other problems, such as poor 

selectivity where the preferred product is not the only product formed, and poor 

stability in the environment needed for the reaction. Electrocatalysts can also 

be poisoned by the adsorption of contaminants, often blocking active sites on 

the catalyst. The problems of poisoning and stability are particularly important 

when looking at fuel cell electrocatalysts and will be discussed in more detail 

later.  

The kinetics of a given reaction will depend on the catalyst material. The 

difference in catalytic activity between materials occurs due to changes in 

composition and to some extent the surface geometry. When a given material 

allows practical currents to be reached at low overpotentials, the material can 

be termed a viable electrocatalyst. The overall rate of change at an 

electrocatalytic surface can be limited by mass transport as well as the kinetics 

of the reaction. This is to say that if the kinetics of the reaction is very fast at the 

electrode surface, the limiting mechanism may simply be the arrival of the 

reactant on the catalyst surface. 

The design of electrocatalysts is an important area of current research, as 

electrocatalysis is key to many alternative energy sources. In the case of fuel 

cells, platinum is the preferred catalyst material for both the anode and cathode 

reactions. This is due to platinum being both active and stable in highly acidic 

conditions. However, due to the materials high cost and scarcity,50 there is a 

concerted effort in research to find alternatives or at least minimise the amount 

of Pt needed. As discussed in the case of heterogeneous catalysts, theory can 

help with the discovery of new electrocatalytic materials. Using DFT type 

calculations on electrocatalytic materials is however, a much more difficult 

problem. Modelling electrocatalytic systems involves describing not just a 

simple gas phase reaction, but the solid-liquid interface created between the 

direct contact of the catalyst and the electrolyte. In addition, the electrochemical 

double layer and surface charging process is a much greater challenge, but 
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one that must be considered in depth.29, 41, 42, 51-54 A diagram outlining the 

complex systems involved in an electrochemical reaction, which must be taken 

into account when theoretically modelling electrocatalytic reactions, is given in 

Figure 1.10. 

 

Figure 1.10. Diagram showing the types of species at the surface of an electrode 
during an electrochemical reaction with the Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) and Outer 
Helmholtz Plane (OHP) labelled (Top). A model of the potential field close to the 

electrochemical interface created by the structure shown (Bottom). 
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There is more than one model of this type of electrochemical system being 

developed. Each different model has its own advantages and drawbacks, 

however, as yet none consider any kind of activation process needed to initiate 

a reaction. This is to say that these models only consider the adsorption energy 

of the reaction intermediate (not any activation energies needed).29, 41, 42 The 

theoretical models currently used start to breakdown for more complex systems 

where bonds need to be broken to form the adsorbed species. In addition, if an 

electrocatalytic reaction is to be accurately modelled it must be determined 

whether the reaction takes place over the whole surface of the catalyst or just 

at certain sites. Often defect sites (such as step edge sites) are found to 

contribute to the overall current density of a catalyst to a greater extent than a 

terrace site. Specific surface sites contributing more to the total current density 

than others is well known and hence it is widely reported that the activity of a 

material can change depending on which crystal face is exposed to the 

electrolyte.55 

These types of first principles calculations have progressed greatly, allowing 

the modeling of reactivity at the catalyst surface and electrochemical double 

layer interface have been successful in predicting the HER activity of pure 

metals, embedded atom and pseudomorphic overlayers.29, 41, 42, 51-54 The 

hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) on metals has also been successfully 

investigated in a similar way.56 The free energy of hydrogen adsorption (∆GH*) 

is used as a simple descriptor for HER activity within the context of the Sabatier 

Principle, providing a rationalisation of the “Volcano” behaviour characterising 

the relationship of the hydrogen adsorption energy and the HER current 

densities of both the pure metal and pseudomorphic metal on metal 

overlayers.56 

1.3.6. Fuel Cell Electrocatalysis 

The literature suggests the fuel cell as a highly efficient way of producing 

‘clean’ energy.13, 57, 58 In reality, the true efficiency of a fuel cell depends on 

many factors such as the fuel processing, the purity of the fuel used and the 
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power drawn from the cell. The greater the load applied to the cell the lower its 

efficiency, as drawing larger currents from the cell requires a greater over-

potential. The losses due to the over-potential occur with different mechanisms 

depending on the current density.59 These losses are shown graphically in 

Figure 3.3. The three different regions, A, B and C, of Figure 1.11 represent 

different mechanisms of loss. In region A the dominating mechanism is the 

electrode kinetics. This means that the rate of the reaction occurring on the 

surface of the electrode is the step which limits the current.  

 

 

Figure 1.11. Typical polarisation curve of a fuel cell with the three regions of loss, 
electrode kinetics (A), ohmic losses (B) and mass transport (C) labelled. 

 

In region B, the ohmic losses caused by the finite conductivity of the electrolyte 

limits the cells performance. Finally, at high current densities (region C), mass 

transport limits the current which can be drawn, meaning the diffusion of the 

reactants to the active sites on the catalyst is the current limiting step.59 

Out of the three regions discussed, the electrode kinetics region can be 

improved most significantly by improving the activity of the catalyst. The other 

two regions can be improved by reducing the cell width, which for engineering 

A 

B 
C 
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reasons can only be done to a finite degree. The electrode kinetics region, 

however, can be significantly improved if a better performing catalyst is found 

as an alternative to those currently in use.  

Assuming the cell is working perfectly and being fed pure H2 the limiting 

electrode kinetics, which cause the decay in performance, occur at the 

cathode, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR, Equation 1.2). The fuel cell 

anode reaction, the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR, Equation 1.1), however, 

can quickly become the limiting step if the anode catalyst decays or becomes 

poisoned over time. Catalyst poisoning is common when the fuel provided to 

the cell contains contaminants such as carbon monoxide. This problem is due 

to the most prominent fuel cell catalysts being platinum based catalysts. 

The poisoning of platinum by carbon monoxide occurs as the CO becomes 

strongly bound to the platinum.60-62 The origin of this strong binding is due to 

the strong σ-donor properties of carbon monoxide as well as the availability of 

π-anti-bonding orbitals for back-bonding. These two forms of bonding mean 

there is a strong interaction between the Pt and the CO. In electrochemical 

terms, a high over-potential is needed to strip CO from Pt in order to overcome 

the strong binding outlined above. The manner in which CO binds to the Pt 

surface is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.12. 

 

Figure 1.12. Diagram showing the types of bonding which make up a Pt-CO bond. 

Sigma bonding (left) and Pi back-bonding (right) 

In addition to the kinetics at the anode becoming slowed by catalyst poisoning 

and becoming the rate limiting reaction, there is also a more practical reason 

for changing the anode catalyst. For both electrodes in a fuel cell, expensive Pt 

based catalysts are normally used. Therefore, there is a drive to use other 
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catalyst materials, however fuel cell conditions are harsh, strongly acidic 

environments and large oxidising potentials at the cathode mean very few 

candidate catalyst materials are stable under these conditions.  

The conditions at the anode are conducive to the use of more materials, as the 

electrochemical potential used is much less extreme. Also under the ideal 

working conditions of the cell, as has already been discussed, the kinetics of 

the cathode reaction is limiting. This consequently means that if another 

catalyst is used at the anode, which has slower kinetics than Pt for the HER, 

but faster than the ORR, no detrimental effect to the cells performance will be 

seen. Therefore the discovery of a novel non-platinum electrocatalyst seems 

more likely to be found for the fuel cell anode reaction. 

1.4. The Fuel Cell Anode 

The oxidation of hydrogen along with the related HER are extensively studied 

systems and it has become convention to study these systems when 

investigating electrode-kinetics. Not only are these reactions well studied but 

also they are also very important catalytic reactions in their own right. Due to 

their widespread study, these reactions and the mechanisms by which they 

proceed are well understood. 

As discussed in both cases the adsorption of atomic H is the key process in 

catalysing the HOR and HER. These reactions, whilst being considered 

possibly the simplest electrochemical reactions, are still multi-step reactions. 

Often the cathodic evolution of hydrogen is taken as the example, as it does 

not involve the breaking of the bonds in molecular hydrogen. Instead, the first 

step in this catalytic reaction proceeds by the adsorption of a proton from the 

acidic electrolyte onto the catalyst surface (the Volmer step given in Equation 

1.5).63, 64 

(Volmer)     H3O
+ + M(e-)→ M-Hads + H20                    Equation 1.5 

(Heyrowski)       H3O
+ + M(e-)+ M-Hads→2M + H2(gas) + H2O          Equation 1.6 

(Tafel)        2M-Hads→2M + H2(gas)                                       Equation 1.7 
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Once the adsorbed H species have been formed, the reaction can proceed in 

two different ways in order to produce molecular hydrogen. Firstly the adsorbed 

H can combine with a proton from solution to reductively form H2. Alternatively, 

two adsorbed H atoms can combine to produce H2 gas.65, 66 

The fundamental mechanistic steps involved in the HOR are simply the reverse 

of those presented in Equation 1.5 – 1.7 for the HER. This means the adsorbed 

H intermediate can be formed by either simple dissociative chemisorption 

(reverse of the Tafel type reaction) or via dissociative ionisation (reverse of the 

Heyrowski type reaction). In both cases the breaking of the H-H bonds in 

molecular hydrogen takes place which means there is a significant activation 

energy involved in these processes which should be noted. 

In the HOR, once the adsorbed H species is formed the anodic oxidation can 

be very fast. The adsorption and desorption processes are vital to 

understanding the oxidation of hydrogen at the fuel cell anode. However, in this 

case of HOR the reactant is molecular hydrogen and therefore the process can 

be complicated by the diffusion of the dissolved H2 becoming rate limiting. 

As costly platinum catalysts are currently crucial to ensuring high activity 

towards fuel cell reactions, reducing this cost is one of the key challenges for 

the widespread commercialisation of fuel cells.55, 67, 68 This can be done to 

some degree, by reducing the amount of platinum used in the fuel cell.69, 70 

Using highly dispersed platinum particles on a support material enables a high 

activity to be achieved with low platinum loadings.71-73 Many physical 

properties, such as size, shape, and structure of platinum particles affect the 

observed activity of the catalyst material.74 It is well known that the different 

crystal faces of platinum adsorb hydrogen at different potentials and therefore 

have varying activities toward hydrogen oxidation. This is complicated further 

when edge, corner and defect sites are taken into consideration. When the size 

of platinum particles change, the proportion of each of these type of sites 

change and hence the activity changes.55 Many factors can affect the size, 

shape and morphology of platinum nano-particles. Carbon supported platinum 

nano-particles can be produced by impregnation methods, however it is very 
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difficult to produce particles with a uniform size or shape. Therefore, as 

controlling these parameters is important to being able to investigate their 

effects on activity, other methods have been developed. Colloidal synthesis has 

been found to be a powerful tool to producing well controlled nano-particles.74 

Reducing the platinum loading in this way can go a long way to reducing the 

amount of platinum used in a fuel cell electrode and hence the overall cost of 

the system. Lower Pt loadings does not, however, address the problems 

associated with CO poisoning. 

As already discussed, the presence of CO in the fuel stream causes the Pt 

catalyst to become poisoned and the activity of the catalyst to drop. The 

electrochemical oxidation of CO occurs at around 0.7 VRHE.
75, 76 This shows CO 

chemisorbs on the Pt, blocking active sites, as the oxidising potential needed to 

oxidise the CO is greater than that of H2.
77 It is therefore not surprising that CO 

can quickly become adsorbed to almost all of the Pt active sites, stopping the 

HOR from occurring at the fuel cell anode. 

The oxidation of carbon monoxide on a platinum surface involves a surface 

oxidising agent. This oxidising agent is often a surface bound hydroxyl group. 

In the process of oxidising CO a hydroxyl group adsorbs onto the platinum 

catalyst from the electrolyte (Equation 1.8). The surface hydroxyl then reacts 

with the adsorbed CO to liberate CO2 and a proton leaving bare platinum active 

sites (Equation 1.9). The CO stripping process can occur when the OH species 

and CO are on neighbouring sites on the surface. It can therefore be imagined 

that using an alloy as the catalyst can enhance this type of process as the two 

metals can have different roles in the reaction.66 

M + H2O – e-
→M-OH + H+                                                       Equation 1.8 

M-OH + M-CO + e-
→CO2 + 2M + H+                           Equation 1.9 

The modification of the platinum catalyst by alloying with other metals can 

improve the CO tolerance of the electrode. This principal has long been 

established and the addition of metals such as ruthenium to the catalyst has 

been shown to promote CO electro-oxidation at lower potentials.78-81 The 
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addition of Ru to Pt appears to promote the oxidation of CO, regenerating 

previously blocked active sites. Modifying the platinum electrode increases CO 

tolerance in several ways. Firstly the additional metal, commonly ruthenium, 

activates the dissociation of water on the surface. The formation of a surface 

hydroxyl species is crucial to the electro-oxidation of CO as it acts as an 

oxidising agent, as previously shown in Equation 1.8-1.9. This mechanism is 

known as the ‘bi-functional mechanism’ and was first proposed by Watanabee 

and Motoo.82 

In addition to the bi-functional mechanism discussed, the addition of an 

additional metal(s) can change the electronic structure of the catalyst in the 

same way as described in section 1.3. This can subsequently change the 

binding energies of reactive intermediates and hence the material’s activity 

towards CO oxidation. It is also possible that the addition of an inert metal 

could change the distribution of the active metal. This can consequently make 

alternative reaction pathways accessible.  

Currently, Pt or Pt-based electrocatalysts are used in all commercially available 

fuel cell systems. The cost of this catalyst commonly accounts for around 55% 

of the total cost of the system. Developing new cost effective electrocatalysts 

which could negate the use of Pt is a huge priority in fuel cell research and 

development. The only way this can be achieved is to develop a cheaper non-

noble metal electrocatalyst, which is both active towards fuel cell reactions and 

stable in the fuel cell environment.83  

Replacing the platinum at the fuel cell cathode has received much attention 

over the last years. A great deal of progress has been achieved with the 

stability of non-platinum cathode electrocatalysts increasing greatly. The most 

common types of materials used are palladium based alloys,  ruthenium based 

chalcogenides and transition metal macrocyclic compounds.83-86 The 

replacement of platinum and platinum-alloys at the fuel cell anode is less well 

studied. There are some material types which have been investigated as 

possible alternatives to Pt at the fuel cell anode, predominantly transition metal 
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carbides, oxides and alloys.83 The progress in these investigations will be 

reviewed here.  

The idea of using transition metal carbides as hydrogen oxidation 

electrocatalysts was considered by Bohm et al. in the 1970’s.87-89 These 

investigations found that tungsten carbide showed activity towards hydrogen 

oxidation and could be used as the catalyst at the fuel cell anode when a CO-

rich fuel stream was used as well as a pure hydrogen fuel, which is a significant 

advantage over traditional platinum based catalysts. Other works have 

confirmed this finding and investigated tungsten based electrocatalysts, finding 

activity towards hydrogen oxidation even in the presence of CO and H2S 

contaminants.87-89 

Numerous investigations into the applicability of tungsten carbides as an anode 

catalyst have been completed. How the activity of these materials towards 

hydrogen oxidation change with many parameters, including preparation 

method and carburisation temperature, has been investigated. In the case of 

tungsten carbide it was found that the stability of the two crystal phases (WC 

and W2C) were markedly different. The WC phase showed stability up to 0.6 V 

so could be a candidate for an anode material, whereas the W2C phase was 

not stable at any potential and oxidised to WxOy species on introduction to the 

electrochemical environment.90  

In a work by Izhar et al.91 a MoCo carbide material has been investigated as a 

possible fuel cell anode material. This material showed activity towards 

hydrogen oxidation but these activities were an order of magnitude lower than 

those seen by a traditional supported Pt catalyst. The low activities observed 

could be due to the low surface area of the catalysts prepared as well as 

inherent poor activity. Whilst showing significantly lower activity then Pt, the 

MoCo carbide material is still a positive step towards the development of a non-

platinum anode catalyst.91 

In other research by Izhar et al.92 it was found that, under experimental 

conditions, a prepared CoW-carbide material can exist as a mix of both carbide 
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and oxycarbide species. The CoWC with oxycarbide was more active towards 

hydrogen oxidation when compared to the pure carbide material. This shows 

that the stability of the material under the fuel cell anode conditions, and hence 

the true nature of the material being tested, is important in determining its 

activity.  

 

1.5. Combining Surface Science and High Throughput Techniques 

The high-throughput physical vapour deposition (HT-PVD) system has been 

used for many investigations.93-97 The HT-PVD system lends itself perfectly to 

the study of trends in electro-catalytic activity with respect to many parameters 

such as alloy composition and particle size. The HT-PVD systems allows the 

formation of thin film materials that vary in composition. This is done by 

simultaneously depositing the desired elements onto a substrate at room 

temperature. The co-deposition method used produces alloys that guarantee 

complete mixing of the elements used. These alloys are not susceptible to 

surface segregation and the formation of thermodynamically stable phases 

which could be a significant problem had annealing steps been used. 94 94 94 

[94] 94 94 94 59b 94 

The formation of the thin-film alloys by the co-deposition of the elements uses 

wedge shutters to allow the formation of a compositional gradient across an 

unmasked substrate. When is substrate is masked a 10×10 array of individual 

films with varying composition is produced. If an electrochemical array is used 

as the masked substrate, it is possible to produce a chip which has 100 

individually addressable electrodes, all of which have different composition. 

The alloys produced can be analysed using many different techniques. Energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) allows the determination of the alloy 

composition, X-ray diffraction (XRD) enables the elucidation of the specific 

phases present and electrochemical screening makes it possible to observe the 

electro-catalytic activity. The high-throughput electrochemical screening 
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method used makes pseudo-simultaneous electrochemical measurements on 

100 individually addressable electrodes possible. 

A vast amount of information can be gained regarding the relationship between 

activity and parameters such as composition from the films produced using the 

HT-PVD system. The films produced, however, are random mixtures of 

elements and hence it is impossible to gain any knowledge about the 

mechanisms that are taking place. Using well-characterised single crystal 

surfaces enables us to ascertain this type of mechanistic information, as well as 

access materials which are not available using the PVD method. The UHV 

electrochemical transfer rig makes it possible for this type of investigation to be 

completed 

The combination of surface science techniques and electrochemical methods is 

ideally suited to an investigation into the applicability of alloys in 

electrocatalysis and the mechanisms by which the electrocatalysis proceeds. 

This is particularly true for the Clavilier crystal method 98 and the ex-situ 

transfer techniques used 99-102 in this work, due to the different types of 

materials that can be synthesised using each of the two methodologies. The 

main advantage of using the transfer system over the Clavilier method is many 

more alloys can be prepared and studied. Using the transfer system a wide 

range of alloys can be prepared, characterised using surface science 

techniques and studied electrochemically. This means we are in a unique 

position to study many different systems. 

The transfer system itself consists of two chambers separated by a gate valve, 

This allows UHV surface science preparation and characterisation in this main 

chamber and electrochemical experiments, under 1 atm pressure of argon, in 

the electrochemical chamber. The analytical techniques available in this system 

are Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), X-Ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy (XPS) and Low-Energy Ion-Scattering Spectroscopy (LEISS).  

The sample is mounted on a manipulator arm which allows the sample to be 

moved between the two separate chambers without being exposed to the 

atmosphere. The system itself will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.  
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2.1. Introduction 

The results presented within this thesis involved the synthesis, characterisation 

and screening of potential catalyst materials. Extensive characterisation of the 

catalyst materials is essential to truly understand the catalytic performance of 

any prospective catalyst material. In almost all cases many different techniques 

must be used in order to understand the catalyst structure fully. One of the 

most interesting properties of a catalyst is the chemical composition of the 

material at the surface, however, other properties including bulk composition, 

bulk crystal structure, surface structure and thickness are also important in the 

characterisation of a catalytically active material. 

In most cases, when characterising a catalyst material, the interaction between 

the substance and an incident beam of particles or electromagnetic radiation is 

used to analyse the characteristics of the sample. The incident beams can be 

anything from electrons, ions, and neutrons to x-rays or infra-red radiation. The 

diagram shown in Figure 2.1 gives an example of the type of outgoing 

response which can be detected and analysed in order to gain different 

information about the material being screened. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of the different types of detected response possible from a sample upon 

interaction with an incident beam of particles or electromagnetic radiation. 
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Other techniques are also available such as scanning probe microscopy 

techniques which involve moving a sharp mechanical tip across the surface of 

a sample. These techniques provide used to investigate the topology of the 

samples surface. An example of this type of technique, used routinely in this 

investigation is atomic force microscopy (AFM) which will be discussed in more 

detail in Section 2.2.5. however a generalised schematic of these types of 

techniques has been included in Figure 2.2 below. 

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the scanning of a sharp tip across the surface of a sample and its 

interaction with the surface topology. This is a generalised view of scanning probe microscopy 

techniques. 

 

 

The two types of techniques discussed thus far are not an exhaustive list of all 

the techniques available and it should be noted that other types of techniques 

have been used in the course of this investigation and will be discussed in 

more detail later. However, in all cases the choice of technique used is 

dependent on the type of information required and the sample being tested. In 

most cases a combination of techniques is required to gain a full understanding 

of the materials composition and structure. 

In this theory section each technique used throughout the course of this 

investigation is taken individually and the theory behind the technique is 

discussed in detail. In addition to this, the type of information which can be 

gained through each technique will also be discussed, as well as its relevance 

to the types of materials which are synthesised.1 
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2.2. Thin Film Characterisation Techniques 

2.2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an imaging technique which is used to 

elucidate the surface topology of a material. It was used in this investigation to 

analyse the surface continuity of the thin film alloy samples, to ensure no 

defects such as cracks and scratches were apparent. SEM was also used to 

align the sample when performing energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDX) 

analysis, this technique is discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2. 

The scanning electron microscope employs a beam of high energy electrons 

(1-30 kV) directed at the specimen. An electron gun generates electrons and 

they are accelerated to the high energies needed. Condenser and objective 

lenses focus the electron beam, once this process is completed the beam will 

typically have a diameter of 2-10 nm. Next, scan coils move the beam across 

the specimen surface. A schematic of a common scanning electron microscope 

is given in Figure 2.3.  

The incident beam of electrons interacts with the surface of the specimen 

generating secondary and backscattered electrons and x-rays. The secondary 

and backscattered electrons can be differentiated by their energies. The 

secondary electrons have much lower energies and hence a much shorter 

mean free path when compared to the backscattered electrons. The 

backscattered electrons are those which are elastically scattered from the 

surface of the sample and can originate from depths as large as 500 nm.2 

The outgoing electrons are detected and amplified, generating an image of the 

surface. Simultaneously the cathode ray tube (CRT) is also scanned across the 

screen with the brightness of the spot generated determined by the amplified 

current from the detector. The image produced is simply a 2D map of outgoing 

electron density across the areas of the specimen scanned. The variations in 

the detected electron density are caused by topological variations at the 

sample surface.2 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic of the main components of a common scanning electron microscope. 

 

 

The signal used to generate the SEM image can be produced by detecting the 

low energy outgoing electrons from the surface as previously discussed. In 

addition to this it is also possible for x-rays to be generated via the interaction 

between the incident electron beam and the solid specimen. The depth to 

which the electrons penetrate the surface is known as the interaction volume, 

and at different regions of this volume different types of radiation are 

generated. The secondary and backscattered electrons are used during SEM 

experiments, the x-rays generated are analysed in EDX analysis. This 

interaction volume is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.4.1, 2 
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Figure 2.4. Diagram showing the interaction volume and the regions which produce secondary 

and backscattered electrons as well as x-rays.  

 

2.2.2. Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDX) 

As previously discussed when a beam of high energy electrons interacts with a 

sample it is possible for x-rays to be produced. These x-rays are produced 

when the incident electron ionises a sample atom by ejecting an atomic 

electron. The atom in the sample is now in an excited state and will relax to a 

lower energy state. If the electron emitted is a high energy (non-valent shell) 

electron this relaxation can occur via an electronic transition whereby an outer 

electron falls into the vacant inner shell site. This relaxation process causes the 

release of a photon, the energy of which is equal to the difference in energy 

between the two electronic states in the transition. This type of transition is 

shown within the context of an energy level diagram in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Diagram showing the generation of characteristic x-rays when a material interacts 

with a beam of high energy electrons, the process EDX is based on. 

 
 

The characteristic x-rays produced in this process will have a wavelength 

determined by the energy of the internal electronic relaxation, as described by 

Equation 2.1 (where = wavelength of the photon and ∆E = the internal energy 

transition). This means different atoms will have different energy emitted x-rays, 

hence the presence of a given element can be observed by the detection of the 

characteristic x-rays associated with that element. There are many possible 

transitions possible within a given element, it can be imagined when looking at 

Figure 2.5 that the relaxing electron could come from the L shell (not the M) or 

the incident beam could ionise an electron from the L shell (not the K) both 

meaning the photon emitted would have a different energy to that shown in the 

figure.2 

E

hc

∆
=λ                                                 Equation 2.1 

 

It is possible to establish the presence (or absence) of an element in a sample 

by the detection of some or all of its characteristic x-rays as described above. 

Whilst this is important, a more qualitative analysis that can determine how 

much of each element is present in each sample would be preferable. Simply 
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measuring the number of x-rays of each energy emitted per second, in theory, 

should give this information. In practise the instrumentation needed for a truly 

quantitative analysis is much more complex than for the qualitative analysis.  

Obtaining a meaningful quantitative analysis is complicated further, as whilst all 

elements from atomic number 4 (Be) to 92 (U) can be detected in principle, not 

all instruments are equipped for 'light' elements (Z < 10). Often very good 

sensitivity for heavy elements can be obtained, the lighter detectable elements 

such as carbon are, however, detected with much less sensitivity. 

The intensity of characteristic x-rays are measured by counting photons and 

the precision obtainable is limited by statistical error. For the heavier elements 

precision of less than ± 1% is usually possible, but the overall analytical 

accuracy is commonly nearer ± 2%. This is due to factors such as uncertainties 

in the composition of the standards and errors in the mathematical corrections 

applied to the raw data. As well as producing these characteristic X-rays, a 

continuous spectrum of x-rays is also produced, limiting the detection of small 

peaks.2 

2.2.3. X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction was used to determine whether the thin film alloys produced 

were amorphous or crystalline and, if crystalline, what crystal phases were 

present. X-ray diffraction experiments work as x-rays have wavelengths around 

1 Å, similar to the size of an atom. When an x-ray beam hits an atom, the 

electrons around the atom oscillate with the same frequency as the incoming x-

ray beam. The result it that outgoing waves are sent in all directions, however 

in most directions destructive interference between waves leaving neighbouring 

atoms results in no x-rays leaving the solid.  

In crystalline solids the atoms are arranged in a regular repeating pattern which 

means in some directions there will be constructive interference. This is to say 

the waves will be in phase and a well-defined X-ray beam will leave the sample 

at these few special angles. These two situations, destructive and constructive 

interference are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.6.3 
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Figure 2.6. Diagram showing how an incident x-ray beam (black) can interact with the atoms of 

a crystalline solid and produce both destructively interfering beams (blue, left) and 

constructively interfering beams (red, right).   

 

 

The angles at which constructive interference is observed and hence a 

diffracted x-ray can be detected is determined by Bragg’s law. The interaction 

between the atoms in a crystalline solid and the incoming x-ray appear to be 

reflections of the x-ray from planes of atoms (due to their regular repeating 

pattern). The incident x-ray enters the crystal lattice at an angle (Θ) to one of 

these planes of atoms. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.7. Here two 

x-rays enter the crystal, where the spacing between two equivalent atomic 

planes is a distance defined as dhkl.  

The first x-ray reflects off the top plane at an angle (Θ)  and the second reflects 

off the bottom plane at the same angle. The second ray will travel further than 

the first by a distance of 2∆. If this extra distance is equal to a whole integer 

number of the x-rays wavelength (nλ), then the two reflected waves will be in 

phase and will constructively interfere with each other, therefore, Bragg’s law is 

satisfied and a reflected x-ray will be detected.3 
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Figure 2.7. Diagrammatic representation of an X-ray diffraction experiment showing the interaction 

between the incident x-ray and the crystalline planes. This diagram helps to understand the 

application of Bragg’s law. 

 

 

This explanation can be described mathematically and is given in Equation 2.2. 

This description shows that at one particular angle, a given atomic plane will 

diffract an  X-ray which can be detected. In the case of single crystal samples 

this will be detected in the form of a diffraction spot. The thin film alloys 

produced in this investigation are , however, not single crystal samples. These 

samples contain many small crystalline regions known at crystallites, which can 

be orientated in all directions. Consequently, instead of a diffraction spot being 

observed, the diffracted beam is reflected as a cone, known as Debye cones. 

These cones are detected as concentric rings of scattered X-ray intensity 

corresponding to the various d spacings in the crystal lattice. 

 

�� � 2����	
���                                         Equation 2.2. 

 

The position and intensity of these peaks are used to identify the crystalline 

phases present in the sample. This is important as the crystalline structure of a 

material is instrumental to its properties. An obvious example of this is graphite 
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and diamond, both of which are allotropes of carbon. It is the crystal structure 

of these two materials which results in their vastly different properties.1, 3 

2.2.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy gives information regarding the surface 

composition of the thin film samples produced (usually limited to the first 2-10 

atomic layers of the sample, depending on experimental conditions). XPS 

results can therefore be compared with the data obtained in EDX experiments 

and give the necessary information to determine if the bulk composition is the 

same as the surface. The comparison of XPS and EDX results will show if any 

segregation of the elemental components of the thin film has occurred. 

XPS is a surface sensitive technique due to the relatively low inelastic mean 

free path of the ejected electrons, usually between 1-2 nm. The electrons 

ejected are core level electrons which have become excited via interaction with 

the incident x-ray beam, shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.8. In this diagram 

an X-ray ejects a k-shell electron from the atom (this electron can also be 

described as a 1s photoelectron). In this instance the photon could eject any 

electron with an energy less than the photon. Therefore any of these electrons 

could have been ejected, meaning the photoelectron spectrum will show peaks 

for all of the electrons and thus reproduce the electronic structure of the 

atoms.4 The ejected electrons which escape the sample and arrive at the 

detector without losing any energy contribute to the characteristic peaks used 

to identify elements in the sample. It is however also possible for the electrons 

to be inelastically scattered. These inelastically electrons will not have a 

characteristic energy and will contribute to the background of the spectrum. 
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Figure 2.8. Diagrammatic representation of an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy experiment showing 

the interaction between the incident x-ray and the core atomic electrons in the sample.  

 

 

The core electron in question will have a binding energy (Eb) which is the 

energy difference between the electron level and the vacuum level. This is to 

say that the electron will be ejected with a kinetic energy (Ek) upon interaction 

with an x-ray (hν) as described by Equation 2.3. 

� � �� � �                                            Equation 2.3. 

This is a very much idealised view of the XPS process and does not take into 

consideration inter and intra – atomic relaxation (Ea and Er respectively) which 

can occur in response to the creation of an electron hole. In addition to these 

relaxations the workfunction (Φ) must be taken into account. The workfunction 

is an extra barrier to ionisation and is dependent on the sample and analyser in 

use. Incorporating all of these factors Equation 2.3 can now be written as 

shown in Equation 2.4.4 

� � �� � � � � � � � �                              Equation 2.4. 
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It should be noted here that XPS as a technique can suffer from some 

complications. It is possible for satellite and ghost peaks to be observed, 

however, they usually have low intensities and therefore can be easily 

discounted. In addition to this Auger emissions can occur due to the production 

of a vacant core level hole. Whilst these Auger peaks can be analysed along 

with the XPS peaks in X-ray excited auger electron spectroscopy (XAES), this 

technique was not used during this investigation and will not be discussed 

further here.4 

2.2.5. Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) allows the collection of topological information 

and can image surfaces with atomic scale resolution. In this investigation AFM 

was used to image the thin film surfaces in order to gain essential information 

about the films roughness. In addition to this it was also used to profile the 

thickness of the surface produced. Both of these pieces of information are vital 

as films with varying thicknesses can behave very differently and films which 

have contrasting roughness will therefore have different surface areas and this 

must be considered when analysing the materials catalytic activity. 

During an AFM experiment a flexible cantilever with a sharp tip interacts with 

the surface. An idealised tip would be atomically sharp, however, in practice 

this is difficult to achieve. The tip is physically scanned across the surface of 

the sample using a piezoelectric scanner. The interaction between the tip and 

the surface of the sample is then measured an analysed by the deflection of the 

cantilever being measured.5 AFM uses the forces between the atoms in the tip 

and the atoms in the sample. These forces can be either attractive or repulsive, 

depending on the distance between the tip and the sample. The tip must be 

extremely close to the sample for these interactions to be of a measureable 

size, usually the tip needs to be within a few atomic radii. A feedback control 

loop keeps the tip at a constant distance (or constant interaction force) from the 

sample. Whist this happens a laser is directed at the cantilever and the 

deflection of this laser can be measured. This data can be used to create an 

image of the vertical position (topology) of the surface at each x,y position. 
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During this investigation the AFM measurements were obtained whilst running 

the microscope in non-contact mode. This mode was chosen as it means the 

tip and the surface never come into contact with each other and hence no 

degradation to the sample occurs ensuring the technique is non-destructive. 

When in non-contact mode, the cantilever is oscillated with an amplitude on the 

nanometre scale (<10 nm). The intra-atomic forces, predominantly van der 

Waals forces, are strongest between 1 – 10 nm and will interact with the tip to 

reduce the frequency with which the cantilever resonates. The decrease in 

resonant frequency is measured and is used to determine the distance 

between the tip and the surface.1, 5 

2.2.6. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a technique which 

uses a plasma to ionise atoms in the sample before directing these ions into a 

mass spectrometer to determine the composition. ICP-MS was used during this 

investigation to calibrate the compositional measurements obtained using EDX. 

This method was used as a calibration as it is highly sensitive, and has been 

known to detect species at sub part per trillion level.  

ICP-MS was not used routinely on all samples as it is a destructive method. 

The inductively coupled plasma is produced when argon gas is directed 

through a torch which contains a RF generator at its tip. The RF generator 

produces an oscillating current which in turn induces an oscillation of electric 

and magnetic fields at the tip of the torch. This causes the argon gas to be 

moved in the torch, next a spark is applied which ionises some of the argon 

atoms. The electrons produced in this ionisation are accelerated in the 

magnetic field and it is this process which is known as inductive coupling. The 

ionisation cascades into a chain reaction, where the accelerated electrons 

ionise more argon which produces more electrons, forming the inductively 

coupled plasma. Once this process has begun, a laser oblates a small section 

of the thin film sample which means the atoms in the film are able to be ionised 

by the plasma. This laser oblation process is the destructive part of the process 

as it ‘burns’ a hole in the film so the film cannot then be used for 

electrochemical measurement. The ions produced then enter the quadrupole 
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mass spectrometer, where they are separated into distinct mass/charge ratios. 

The detector receives a signal for each mass which is proportional to the 

concentration of species of that mass. 

2.2.7. Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy was used during these investigations to provide useful 

information on the structure and morphology of the thin film samples produced 

using the PVD synthesis. Raman spectroscopy allows the structure of the thin 

film samples to be probed experimentally without the need for them to be 

crystalline. Being able to investigate the structure of an amorphous sample is 

important as many of the samples produced are in this form and therefore not 

suited to crystallographic studies such as XRD. 

The Raman effect was first discovered by Professor C.V. Raman in 1928. The 

Raman effect takes place when an incident photon interacts with an induced 

electric dipole in a molecular bond. The incident photon excites the molecule to 

a virtual state, above the ground state. When the excited species relaxes back 

down to a lower energy level, it can do so to a different vibrational energy level. 

Consequently, the emitted photon will be of a different energy to the incident 

photon.  The emitted photon could be of higher or lower energy. This process is 

shown diagrammatically below in Figure 2.9.6 

 

Figure 2.9. Energy level diagram showing both the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering via virtual 

electronic state, which takes place in a Raman spectroscopy experiment. 
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In Raman spectroscopy the most important property of the bond being probed 

is its polarisability (α). In a Raman experiment the oscillating electric field of the 

incident photon interacts with the molecule causing the electrons to oscillate. 

This effect is much greater when the molecule is easily polarised1, 6. 

Energy of the interaction = 
2

2

1
Eα−                         Equation 2.5                       

α    = Polarsability                              . 

E    = Electric field of incident photon 

2.3. Single Crystal Surface Techniques 

2.3.1. Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) is a process by which the surface 

structure of a crystalline surface can be determined. As a part of this 

investigation LEED experiments were used routinely to assess the cleanliness 

of a W(100) single crystal, as well as the structure of Cu modified W(100) 

surface alloys. This was essential information to understand fully the nature of 

the surface which would then be tested electrochemically. 

LEED experiments rely on elastic scattering of monochromatic beams of 

incident energy, much like XRD described previously. In the case of LEED 

however, the incident energy comes in the form of electrons, rather than x-rays. 

The ability to use electrons for diffraction experiments comes from the wave-

particle duality inherent to electrons. The wavelength of the electrons must be 

in the order of atomic spacings, Electrons which have energies in the range of 

20 – 500 eV have the appropriate wavelengths to diffract.5, 7 

In much the same way as described for XRD and shown in Figure 2.6, the 

incident e- beam is scattered by the crystalline surface and can interfere 

constructively or destructively according to Bragg’s law. In a typical LEED 

experiment the sample is earthed and an incident beam of electrons is 

impinged upon the surface. The diffracted beams are then scattered from the 

surface towards the fluorescent screen where the LEED pattern can be 
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observed. This is shown within the context of a typical LEED experiment in 

Figure 2.10. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. A typical LEED apparatus. Electrons are ejected from the filament and are diffracted from 

the surface of the single crystal sample. The diffraction spots are visible on the fluorescent screen  

 

 

A typical LEED pattern, as would observed on the screen, consists of an array 

of diffraction spots which together make up a 2-dimentional lattice, a diagram 

showing this setup is given in Figure 2.11. The lattice is related to the surface 

structure of the single crystal sample. The LEED pattern can be described as 

the reciprocal lattice of the real space surface. Using this relationship the 

structure of the surface can be determined by observing the LEED pattern of 

the surface8. This is done by looking at the reciprocal lattice and relating the 

structure back to the real space lattice using simple geometry as shown in 

Figure 2.129.  
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Figure 2.11. Diagram showing a typical LEED pattern and how these patterns are generated on the 

LEED screen  

 

 

Figure 2.12. Diagram showing the relationship between the real space (black) and reciprocal (green) 

lattices. 
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2.3.2. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

XPS as previously discussed in Section 2.2.4. uses characteristic X-rays to excite 

atomic electrons which are detected and analysed as a function of their energy. This 

technique is a surface sensitive technique and can therefore also be used to detect 

the surface composition of a material. This is of particular use in the surface science 

experiments where a single crystal surface is modified by the addition of another 

element. Bulk characterisation techniques would not be suited to this type of 

investigation, as whilst the surface composition of the deposited element may be 

high, the overall bulk composition will be very low.10 The data obtained in a typical 

XPS experiment is the signal from an area of the surface approximately 5 x 10-2 cm2. 

The depth from which the electrons can be detected varies with kinetic energy, and 

this dependence is a simple linear correlation. Therefore, the flux of electrons at the 

detector will vary with kinetic energy, due to the mean free path depth λm (nm) of the 

electrons changing.4 

 

Within the range of kinetic energies relevant to a typical XPS experiment (100 – 

1000 eV), the mean free depth can be calculated using Equation 2.6. 

 

           �� � 0.41���.��
�.�			                                       Equation 2.6 

 

In the formula presented in Equation 2.5, �� refers to the atomic cross section (nm). 

From this equation it can be deduced that the mean free depth can vary between 2 – 

10 atomic layers.4 The signal detected will also depend on the geometry detector 

with respect to the sample. The sampling depth (d) can be calculated using Equation 

2.6, where θ refers to the angle of the detector from the surface normal. 

 

� � ����
�                                         Equation 2.7 

 

In the case of single crystal surfaces and their modified derivatives, the 

measurements required involves the detection and measurement of an adsorbate, A, 

on a substrate, B, which can be determined within an error of approximately 10 – 
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20%.4 In order to make this calculation the signal from the underlying substrate and 

the adsorbed species must be considered separately at first. The signal from the 

substrate has two separate signals, which together equate to the signal from the 

whole substrate. Firstly, there is the unattenuated signal from the substrate species, 

which do not have an adsorbate atom above them, this is represented by (1 – φA) 

where φA is the partial coverage of adsorbate A. Secondly, the attenuated part of the 

signal from the substrate species which have atoms of species A adsorbed, 

represented by φA. These two signals are then combined in Equation 2.8 in order to 

calculate the signal from the substrate. 

 

 ! �  !"(1 � $% � $%exp )�*
+*,-./01234)               Equation 2.8 

 

where: 
IB     = Signal from substrate B 

IB∞ = Signal for clean substrate 

aA    = Atomic cross section of adsorbate A (nm) 

λA    = Mean free depth for element A 

EkB = Kinetic energy of the photoelectrons from substrate B 

Θ    = Detection angle    

 

Similarly, the signal observed from the overlayer atoms A can also be calculated, as 

shown in Equation 2.9. 

 

 % =  %
"$%(1 − exp )�*

+*,-.*01234
)               Equation 2.9 

 

where: 

EkA = Kinetic energy of the photoelectrons from substrate A 

 

Equations 2.8 and 2.9 can be combined which enables the ratio of the two separate 

intensities to be obtained. This is done using Equation 2.10. 
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U*/U*W

U//U/W �
X*(�)YZ[ \]*

^*_`.*abcde
)

�)X*(�)YZ[ \]*
^*_`./abcde

)                      Equation 2.10 

 

XPS measurements used within the context of this calculation allows the overlayer 

coverage to be determined from the XPS spectra obtained from the clean and 

modified surfaces. This method was used to analyse the XPS data within this thesis 

to determine the concentration of copper atoms on a tungsten single crystal surface, 

for both overlayer systems and surface alloys. Whilst these equations are not 

designed to be used for alloy systems it was observed experimentally that the results 

are of sufficient accuracy for their desired use.4  

 

The theoretical principles behind the experimental techniques used within this work 

have been discussed in this chapter. The exact experimental setups used to obtain 

the data discussed within this thesis will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

 

2.4. Electrochemical Techniques 

Electrochemistry was used to probe the activity of both the thin film and single 

crystal samples synthesised as a part of this investigation. Both potential step 

and cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed, with both of these 

techniques working of the principle that by changing the potential of an 

electrode, the rate of a given reaction at the electrode surface will change. 

During potential step and cyclic voltammetry experiments the potential of the 

electrode is changed, but in different ways and hence the response of the 

electrode will also be different. These two techniques are explained in more 

detail here. 

2.4.1. Potential Step Experiments 

In a potential step experiment the potential of the electrode is held at a voltage 

where the reaction of interest does not occur, and hence no associated current 

is observed from the electrode. At a given time, tstart, the potential is stepped 

instantaneously to a potential where the reaction of interest does occur, and 
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hence the reaction will proceed. At this point the current density response will 

show an increase in current density associated with the rate electrochemical 

reaction. The potential of the electrode is then held at this potential until it is 

then stepped back to the original potential where the reaction did not proceed, 

at tend. 

The response seen in the current density during this type of experiments 

depends on how large the step in potential is, and hence at what rate the 

reaction is proceeding. If the potential is stepped by a large amount to a 

potential where the reaction proceeds at a very high rate, at tstart the 

concentration of the reactant at the surface will be consumed very quickly as 

the rate of the reaction is very high. This will cause a large spike in the 

observed current density, resulting in the concentration of the reactant to 

rapidly decrease to zero. The observed current density therefore also 

decreases rapidly as the reaction becomes limited by mass transport. The rate 

of the reaction soon becomes diffusion limited and will therefore reach a 

plateau as the reaction proceeds at a steady state, dominated by the diffusion 

of the reactant from the bulk to the electrode surface. The profile of the 

potential and current density response during this type of experiment is given in 

Figure 2.13. 

It is also possible to step the potential by a small amount where the 

concentration of reactants at the surface does not change significantly and 

hence the reaction will proceed at a rate which is determined by the rate of 

electron transfer. These experiments were not carried out during this 

investigation and hence will not be discussed further. 

Finally, the potential could also be stepped to a point in between these two 

extremes where the concentration of reactants at the surface in reduced 

significantly, but not to zero. In these experiments the current density is 

deemed to be in mixed control as the rate electron transfer will affect the 

observed current density as there is a concentration of reactants at the surface. 

In addition the inevitable diffusion regime caused by the substantial change in 

concentration at the surface will also affect the rate of reaction. It is difficult to 

interpret the results from this type of experiment due to the mixed control 
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described and as a result the results from these experiments are usually only 

interpreted in a qualitative way. 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Schematic of the potential (blue) and current density (red) profile with time during a 

potential step experiment where the observed current density becomes diffusion controlled. 
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2.4.2. Cyclic Voltammetry Experiments 

In cyclic voltammetry experiments the potential is swept linearly at a set scan 

rate with the experiment designed to sweep the potential into regions where the 

electrochemical reaction of interest will take place. At a given potential limit, E2, 

the electrode potential is then swept back in the opposite direction, returning to 

the original starting potential, E1. The resulting cyclic voltammogram is plotted 

as the observed current density vs the electrode potential. The shape of the 

cyclic voltammogram (CV) can vary greatly depending of the types of reactions 

occurring on the electrode surface.  

A general description of typical CV experiment is given here. During the initial 

potential sweep the voltage of the electrode will start at a point where the 

reaction of interest does not occur and hence no associated current density is 

measured. The potential will reach a point where the reaction starts to proceed, 

at a low rate, and hence the observed current density increases. As the 

potential continues to be swept the rate of the reaction will increase and hence 

the current density response from the electrode will also increase up to the 

point where the rate of electron transfer causes the concentration of the 

reactants at the electrode surface to be depleted. At this point the observed 

current density will decrease. At the defined potential limit the voltage sweep 

will reverse, and if the redox reaction is reversible the reverse reaction 

converting the original products back into reactants where a similar description 

of rates and concentration can be imagined causing a peak in current density 

on the reverse sweep also. A diagram showing the potential profile with time for 

a CV experiment and a typical CV I-V curve is given in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14. Schematic of the potential profile with time (blue) and typical CV response (red) during a 

cyclic voltammetry experiment. 
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3.1. PVD Thin Film Synthesis 

3.1.1. PVD System Overview 

The High-Throughput Physical Vapour Deposition (HT-PVD) system has been 

used in many investigations,1-8 the HT-PVD system lends itself perfectly to the 

study of trends in electro-catalytic activity with respect to many parameters 

such as alloy composition and particle size. The HT-PVD system allows the 

formation of thin film materials, which vary in composition. This is done by 

simultaneously depositing the component elements onto a substrate at room 

temperature.  

The thin film alloys are synthesised in a UHV system comprising two synthesis 

chambers (A and B), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis 

chamber and a sputtering chamber (not used in this investigation). The HT-

PVD system was made by DCA, Finland, and is described in more detail 

elsewhere.4, 5 All four chambers are joined by an ion pumped buffer line in 

order to allow samples to be transported between the various chambers whilst 

maintaining UHV conditions. A mechanical gate valve was in place between 

each chamber, and at various positions along the buffer line, in order to allow 

the venting of an individual part of the system whist not affecting the base 

pressure of the other chambers. A schematic of the full HT-PVD system is 

included in Figure 3.1, with the sputtering chamber and synthesis chamber B 

greyed out, as they were not used during this investigation. The HT-PVD 

system had a working base pressure of below 1 x 10-9 Torr. This base pressure 

was achieved using a number of pumping systems including rotary pumps 

(Varian), turbo molecular pumps (Pfeiffer), ion pumps (Varian), and cryo-pumps 

(CTI Cryogenics). In addition, titanium sublimation pumps (Varian) were used, 

only if residual water was found to be preventing the chamber from reaching an 

adequate base pressure.3 
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Figure 3.1. Diagram representing an aerial view of the PVD system for the synthesis and 
analysis of thin film samples. Growth chamber A and B are cryo-pumped and contain six-fold 
and four-fold source symmetry respectively. All chambers are linked by a central buffer line 

allowing sample transfer under vacuum. The sputtering chamber and synthesis chamber B are 
greyed out as they were not used within this investigation. 

 

The thin film samples made as a part of this study were prepared in synthesis 

chamber A. In order to produce these thin film materials, the constituent 

elements are co-deposited from either electron beam evaporation sources (e-

guns) or Knudsen effusion sources (K-Cells). Synthesis chamber A has six-fold 

source symmetry, comprised of three K-Cells and three e-guns in alternating 

positions. Synthesis chamber B has a four-fold symmetry of three K-Cells and 

one e-gun. The e-gun source in synthesis chamber B is capable of simulating 

the positions of any of the four evaporation sources, via a wedge shutter that 

can move in both X and Y directions. The layout of the elemental sources in 

each of these chambers is shown in Figure 3.2.  
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                Synthesis Chamber A                                  Synthesis Chamber B 

Figure 3.2. Diagram showing geometry of the elemental sources for the two synthesis 
chambers, within the HT-PVD system. Synthesis chamber A (left) was used throughout this 
work whereas synthesis chamber B (right) was not used. E-Gun sources are shown in red, 
Knudsen cell sources in blue and the position of the substrate is shown centrally in green. 

 

3.1.2. PVD Synthesis 

The HT-PVD synthesis process allows for the co-deposition of several 

elements to form materials of novel compositions. The composition of the 

material is determined by the quantity of each element deposited. The 

deposition profile of each element can be individually controlled using an 

extendable wedge shutter, which is used to block the path of some of the 

evaporating material to the substrate. The wedge shutters are situated directly 

above each of the elemental sources. Each shutter is mounted onto a linear 

motion drive which enables each shutter to be manually moved into or out of 

the evaporation beam. By placing the shutter in the path of the evaporating 

material, a ‘shadow’ effect is created across the substrate meaning a gradient 

of the material will be deposited onto the substrate. As these ‘shadow’ effects 

are combined, a gradient in the elemental composition of the material 

deposited across the substrate is formed. A diagram of one of the ‘wedge’ 

shutters described here is presented in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Diagram of a single off axis evaporation source inside the PVD chamber. The 
wedge shutter can be moved to varying positions (between Bmax and Bmin) to block a portion of 

the evaporation beam in order to obtain a gradient of deposited material. 

 

The wedge shutter being mounted onto a linear motion drive allows the shutter 

to be moved between positions Bmin and Bmax as shown in Figure 3.3. At each 

position between these points a different deposition profile will be created. 

When the wedge shutter is in position Bmin, the shutter does not impede the 

beam of atoms from the source hitting the substrate. When the shutter is in 

position Bmax the shutter completely blocks the path of the deposition beam 

preventing any of the material being deposited. When the shutter is positioned 

between Bmin and B1, a section of the substrate is blocked from some of the 
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source, producing a gradient of material and then reaching a plateaux. With the 

shutter between B1 and B2, none of the substrate is being deposited onto by 

the entire area of the source; hence a linear gradient of material is deposited 

across the substrate. Finally, with the shutter between B2 and Bmax, the 

deposition beam is now blocked across some of the substrate and so no 

deposition occurs onto these areas leading to a deposition profile which shows 

an area of no deposition leading into a linear gradient of material. The 

deposition profile as a function of wedge shutter position is shown graphically in 

Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Shutter Position 

Bmax 

Bmax – B2 

B2 – B1 

B1 – Bmin 

Bmin 

 

Figure 3.4. Diagram representing the cross sectional profile of the thin films thickness from a 
single source. Each plot represents a different position of the wedge shutter between Bmax and 

Bmin. 
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It has been reported elsewhere that due to the distance between the sources 

and the substrate being fixed, it is possible to produce highly reproducible 

deposition profiles.3, 4 As each of the sources can produce deposition profiles 

like those described in Figure 3.4, it can be imagined that by simultaneously 

depositing multiple elements from these sources, very complex compositional 

changes could occur across a substrate. In addition the co-deposition method 

used produces alloys which guarantee complete mixing of the elements used. 

These materials are deposited onto the substrate at room temperature and as 

such are not susceptible to surface segregation and the formation of 

thermodynamically stable phases which could be a significant problem had 

annealing steps been used. 

If the simplest case is taken as an example, the co-deposition of two elements 

from opposite sources, how the deposition profiles combine to form thin films of 

varying composition can be easily imagined. If the wedge shutter for each 

source was set to a position between B2 and B1, as described above, a film of a 

continuous thickess but varying coposition across the substrate area can be 

achieved. This is shown graphically in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. Diagram representing a binary deposition between two elements (A and B) co-
deposited from opposing sources, with the wedge shutter position for both sources being 

between B2 and B1. Complete mixing means a thin film with a linear change in composition 
from one edge of the sample to the other is formed.  

 

These depositions, as described, will result in a single continuous film on the 

substrate which varies in composition across the area of the film. The substrate 

used is determined by the experiment that is to be carried out. The choice of 

substrate will be discussed in more detail later, however possible substrates 

include glass, silicon, silicon nitride (Si3N4) and electrochemical screening 

arrays. In many cases, including when preparing electrochemical screening 

samples, discrete films are required rather than one large continuous film. 

These discrete films can be achieved by masking the substrate so that the 

deposition beam can only reach discrete areas of the substrate surface. It 
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should be noted here that in this theoretical example the film produced varies in 

composition across the array with a constant film thickness. A consistent film 

thickness is very difficult to accomplish, particularly when using two elements 

with vastly different atomic radii. 

3.1.3. Masks and Substrates 

Routinely a 10 x 10 array of discrete square films were produced using a 

custom made contact mask. These 100 small fields can be probed individually 

using a variety of ex-situ measurements, in this case a reference point defined 

by a dot in one corner of the sample enables each of the fields to be defined by 

simple Cartesian coordinates with the reference dot in the opposite corner to 

the origin. This dot is set to be in a known direction in the chamber during 

deposition and hence is in a defined position with respect to the elemental 

sources. A diagram of the predicted continuous film and 10 x 10 array of 

discrete films is shown below in Figure 3.6. 

  

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic of a characteristic thin film deposited on a 32 x 32 mm substrate. A  10 x 
10 contact mask is used to separate the film into discrete fields of 1 mm2 (left) and no mask 

used to produce a continuous film of deposited material (right). The dot in the top right acts as 
a reference and all points on the film can be referred to by simple Cartesian x,y coordinates. 
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As discussed the choice of substrate is dependent on the experiment which is 

to be carried out. When calibrating the deposition it is useful to easily see the 

deposited film by eye, for this reason glass (SiO2) substrates are used. For the 

EDX measurements Si substrates were used as the substrate needed to be 

conducting. Samples for XRD measurements were deposited onto Si3N4 

substrates to ensure no diffraction from the substrate was seen in the 2θ range 

of interest. The substrate for XPS measurements was usually Si substrates and 

for electrochemical screening experiments, the films were deposited onto 

custom made electrochemical arrays. 

In the case of a 10 x 10 array of 1 mm2 fields, it is usually assumed in the 

analysis of any screening results that the composition across a single field is 

constant. Considering the deposition method and the linear change in 

composition across the entire array this is clearly not the case. The exact 

change in composition across a single field will vary depending on the 

geometry of the sources being used, the range of compositional space being 

probed within the experiment, and the number of elements being deposited. If 

the example above is taken where a binary system between elements A and B 

is being deposited and the compositional range across the entire substrate is 

100% A to 100% B, then the predicted variation across one of the 1 mm2 fields 

would be approximately 5%.  

The types of masks used to create these discrete fields are contact masks. The 

masks have a thickness in the order of 300 µm and due to defects in the masks 

and sample holder the masks will often not sit entirely flush to the surface of the 

substrate.  The elemental sources evaporate material at an angle to the surface 

(not perpendicular) causing a small area of the exposed substrate to be 

blocked from each of the sources. As the sources are spaced around the 

chamber the area of the substrate not deposited on is different for each source 

and consequently the edges of the discrete fields are of pure elements. This 

effect is known as the ‘shadow effect’ and a diagram showing this is presented 

in Figure 3.7  
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Figure 3.7. A schematic showing the shadow effect caused by the use of a contact mask and 

the co-axial elemental sources to synthesise the thin films. 

 

 

3.2. High-Throughput Electrochemical Screening 

The e-chem arrays are a 10×10 array of gold electrodes which are 

microfabricated onto a Si chip. A silicon nitride layer has been deposited onto 

the top of the Si chip to passivate the surface. A diagram of an e-chem array is 

shown in Figure 3.8. The full experimental setup, including the hardware used to 

perform the pseudo-simultaneous electrochemical measurements is described 

elsewhere by Guerin et al.3, 4 When this array is used as a substrate for a PVD 

deposition, 100 individually addressable electrodes of varying compositions are 

created. 
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Figure 3.8. Diagram of a 10×10 electrochemical array showing all 100 working electrodes. 

 

The full experimental setup for the electrochemical experiments, including the 

hardware used is described by Guerin et al..3, 4 All electrochemical 

measurements carried out during the course of this investigation were done so 

using 0.5 M perchloric acid (HClO4) electrolyte. The electrolyte was prepared 

from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure 

water. Prior to all experiments the electrolyte solution was purged with Ar (Air 

Products, N5 grade) for 20 minutes to remove dissolved oxygen.  

In the course of HOR experiments the solution was saturated with H2 (BOC 

99.995 % purity) for 5 minutes and then the potential step experiment took 

place with H2 flowing through the solution. The electrodes were always held 

under potential control at     0.0 VRHE during purging. 

The cell used for these experiments was a custom designed cell, which as 

discussed enables the measurement of all 100 electrodes at once. A luggin 

capillary is used to ensure the point at which the reference electrode (MMS 

electrode) senses the electrochemical environment is well established, 

reproducible between samples and close to the electrode surface. The counter 

electrode was separated from the environment of the working electrodes by a 

glass frit whilst the cell was kept under temperature control using a water 

jacket. The electrochemical array was attached to the multi-channel 
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potentiostat using a multi-pin cable and connector with gold springs used to 

connect to the contact pads on the arrays. A schematic of the cell used is 

shown in Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9. Diagram of the electrochemical cell used during the high-throughput 
electrochemical screening experiments. The position of the Pt mesh counter electrode and 

Hg/HgSO4 reference electrode is shown. 

 

A vast amount of information can be gained regarding the relationship between 

activity and parameters such as composition from the films produced using the 

HT-PVD. The films produced, however, are random mixtures of elements and 

hence it is impossible to gain any knowledge about the mechanisms that are 

taking place. Using well characterised single crystal surfaces enables us to 

ascertain this type of mechanistic information. The UHV electrochemical 

transfer rig makes it possible for this type of investigation to be completed 

3.3. Electrochemical Transfer System 

3.3.1. Electrochemical Transfer System Overview 

The combination of surface science techniques and electrochemical methods 

are ideally suited to an investigation into the applicability of alloys in 

electrocatalysis and the mechanisms by which the electrocatalysis proceeds. 

This is particularly true for the Clavilier crystal method and the ex-situ transfer 

techniques used within this work. The main advantage of using the transfer 
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system over the Clavilier method is many more alloys can be readily prepared 

and studied. Using the transfer system a wide range of alloys can be prepared, 

characterised using surface science techniques and studied electrochemically. 

This provides a unique opportunity to study many different systems. 

The key to the electrochemical transfer system is the ability to rapidly transfer a 

highly characterised single crystal surface and perform electrochemical 

measurements without contamination of the surface. The conditions of the 

transfer experiments are closely controlled ensuring the surface is kept either 

under vacuum or in an inert atmosphere.9-12  

The transfer rig itself consists of two chambers separated by a gate valve, this 

allows UHV surface science preparation and investigations in this main surface 

analysis chamber and electrochemical experiments, under 1 atm pressure of 

pure argon (oxygen free), in the electrochemical chamber. The analytical 

techniques available in this system are Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

(LEED), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Low-Energy Ion-

Scattering Spectroscopy (LEISS).  The sample is mounted on a manipulator 

arm which allows the sample to be moved between the two separate chambers 

without being exposed to the atmosphere. A diagram of the transfer rig is given 

in Figure 3.10 with its main components labelled.  
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Figure 3.10. Plan view diagram of the electrochemical transfer system outlining the two 
chambers (the electrochemical chamber on the left and the main chamber on the right). The 

main analytical surface science tools have also been labelled on the main chamber in order to 
show the wide range of characterisation it is possible to achieve. 

 

The sample is mounted on a magnetic manipulator arm which allows for the 

rapid transfer of the crystal between the two chambers. The crystal was 

mounted onto the manipulator arm on tungsten rods by spot-welding 0.38 mm 

diameter W wire between the two rods with the crystal held between these two 

wires. Electrical connectivity was made between the crystal and a feedthrough 

on the ECC via these rods and kapton insulated wire wrapped around the 

manipulator arm inside the chamber. A diagram of this mounting setup is 

shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11. Diagram showing the mounting of the tungsten crystal in the transfer system with 
main components including the kapton insulated wire used to form an electrical connection to 

the crystal labelled. 

 

The surface analysis chamber (SAC) maintains a base pressure of below 10-10 

mBar and is pumped by a turbo pump (Leybold) backed by a rotary pump 

(Edwards). A titanium sublimation pump is also available within this chamber 

and is used to remove excess water from the system. The electrochemical 

chamber has its own separate pumping system with a smaller turbo pump 

(Pfeiffer) backed by a rotary pump (Edwards). Under normal conditions when a 

transfer was not taking place both of these chambers were connected, allowing 

both pumps to evacuate the entire transfer system. In the case where a transfer 

has taken place and hence the ECC chamber is filled with 1 Atm of Ar, a 

sorption pump is used to provide rough pumping until the turbo pump can be 

engaged.  

When a clean surface has been formed and suitably characterised, the 

substrate was then transferred to the ECC chamber for electrochemical 

measurements. In this case the gate valve separating the SAC and ECC 

chamber is closed in order to maintain a vacuum in the SAC whist operating at 

1 Atm of Ar in the ECC.  
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3.3.2. Sample Preparation  

Throughout these investigations, Cu was deposited onto the surface of the 

tungsten crystal. This was done via a homemade Knudsen cell where the Cu 

was heated to a temperature where it starts to sublime in the UHV chamber up 

to a vapour pressure high enough to form monolayer to multilayer coverages 

on the surface of the W crystal. The doser itself is comprised of a tantalum 

cylinder filled with high purity Cu wire. This cylinder is mounted between two 

electrical feedthroughs on the chamber via 0.38 mm diameter W wire. This set 

up allows a current to be passed between these feedthroughs, resistively 

heating the tantalum cylinder and evaporating the Cu within. A k-type 

thermocouple was also mounted onto two feedthroughs to allow the accurate 

measurement of the source temperature. A diagram of this doser set up is 

given in Figure 3.12 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Diagram showing the homemade Knudsen evaporation source used in the surface 
analysis chamber of the transfer system. 
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Once the W(100) surface had been modified with Cu the surface was annealed 

in order to form an ordered structure. The annealing was performed using       

e-beam heating, where a high positive voltage was applied to the crystal 

surface, and a current passed through a ‘pancake’ filament, resulting in 

electrons from the filament being ejected into the back surface of the crystal 

and heating the surface. This type of heating allows higher temperatures to be 

reached than simple resistive heating, this is needed for work with a tungsten 

crystal which has a very high melting point. Due to interference from the 

voltages on the crystal, a thermocouple could not be used and so the 

temperature of the crystal during annealing could not be quantified. The 

pancake filament approached the crystal from the back side, in order to prevent 

any damage to the polished (100) crystal face of interest. A photo of the crystal 

in the main chamber with the pancake filament approaching is show in Figure 

3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13. Photo of the tungsten crystal inside the SAC of the electrochemical transfer 
system. With the crystal, pancake filament used for annealing and x-ray source labelled. 
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3.3.3. Transfer System Electrochemical Setup  

The rapid transfer of the sample between the SAC and ECC is crucial to being 

able to probe the electrochemistry of a well characterised single crystal surface. 

The electrochemical chamber itself has two main gate valves, one separating it 

from the SAC and the other separating it from atmosphere. During a transfer 

once the sample is retracted into the ECC and the SAC gate valve closed, the 

electrochemical cell is attached to the retractable bellows at the bottom of the 

chamber. Next, the chamber is flooded with high purity Ar so that a positive 

pressure is held in the chamber, detected by a flow of gas out of the 

electrochemical cell. Subsequently, the ECC gate valve is opened and the cell 

is raised into the ECC chamber close to the crystal surface. Electrolyte is then 

injected into the cell from a reservoir below using a plunger until the electrolyte 

forms a convex meniscus at the top of the cell. Finally, the cell is raised to allow 

the electrolyte meniscus to come into contact with the crystal under potential 

control. A diagram of the ECC is included here in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14. Schematic of the electrochemical chamber within the electrochemical transfer 

systems during a transfer experiment.  

 

Electrochemical contact to the single crystal surface is made under potential 

control. The electrochemical experiments are made possible due to the unique 

glassware used, a cell constructed in house. The cell contains a Pt wire 

working electrode, a Pt foil counter electrode and a Pd wire reference 

electrode. A diagram of the cell is shown in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15. Schematic representation of 'in-house' electrochemical cell for use with the 
Transfer system. 

 

The Pt wire working electrode is present for two reasons, firstly it can be used 

to confirm the cleanliness and successful charging of the Pd/H2 couple 

reference electrode by voltammetry of the polycrystalline Pt and comparing the 

response with theory. Secondly, this electrode is used as a common ground 

electrode in order to maintain potential control during the formation of the 

meniscus and making contact with the single crystal surface. 

The Pd wire reference electrode was chosen primarily due to the limited space 

inside the cell. The Pd electrode stays clean as long as the cell is stored in acid 

and simply requires charging with hydrogen prior to each experiment. This 

charging process is completed by simply holding the potential of the Pd wire at 

a negative potential in the working electrolyte for 5 minutes or until the CV 

obtained from the polycrystalline Pt is situated in the predicted voltage region. 

The drawback with using this electrode is its susceptibility to losing reference 

calibration over long periods of time. 
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All electrochemical measurements carried out during the course of this 

investigation were done so using 0.5 M perchloric acid (HClO4) electrolyte. The 

electrolyte was prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water. Prior to all experiments the electrolyte solution 

was purged with Ar (Air Products, N5 grade) for 20 minutes to remove 

dissolved oxygen.  
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4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. Motivation 

The widespread commercialisation of PEM fuel cells is restricted by the high 

cost of such a system. PEM fuel cells which operate at low temperatures, close 

to room temperature, use platinum catalysts or platinum alloy catalysts at both 

the anode and cathode side of the cell.1-4 It has been estimated that 

approximately 75 g of Pt metal is required to power a fuel cell electric vehicle 

with a 75 kW fuel cell stack.5 This would mean if the 1.5 billion cars in the world 

were to be powered by a fuel cell stack of this kind more than 110,000 tonnes 

of Pt would be required, this is much more than the 28,000 tonnes estimated to 

be the global reserves of Pt.6 The scarcity of Pt is key to its high cost and 

hence a clear route to reducing the cost of fuel cell systems would be to 

reduce, or eliminate, the use of platinum. Attempts have been made to reduce 

the platinum loading on both the anode and cathode sides.  

To enable fuel cell electric cars to penetrate the commercial vehicle market 

various targets have been set by the DOE (US Department of Energy) to 

reduce the cost of these kinds of fuel cell systems. One such target has stated 

that less than 200 mg of Pt should be used, per kW of energy produced. This 

target could be met by increasing the power density of the MEAs (membrane 

electrode assemblies) within the fuel cell stack, by reducing the losses caused 

by mass transport at high current densities or by reducing the Pt loadings within 

the MEAs to levels below 150 µg cm-2.5 Hence the desire for catalysts active 

towards the fuel cell anode and cathode reactions, which contain low levels of 

Pt, or indeed Pt-free catalysts. 

Much of the research into non platinum group metal (non-PGM) catalysts has 

focussed on the oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode. This work has 

discovered catalysts which have greatly improved stability as well as activity 

towards oxygen reduction.7, 8 The non-PGM catalysts that have shown the most 

promise as fuel cell cathode catalysts include inorganic transition metal 

compounds with macrocyclic ligands and ruthenium based chalcogenides9-11, a 
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number of which show good oxygen reduction activity and hence could provide 

routes to replace the platinum at the fuel cell cathode. 

The research into non-noble hydrogen evolution catalysts is much more limited. 

A number of works have looked at non-PGM direct alcohol fuel cell (DAFC) 

anode catalysts for use in basic electrolytes.11-13 Whilst the work using alkaline 

electrolyte layers is easier as the oxygen ions at the cathode assist the 

reduction of the alcohol fuel, the membranes used are much less well 

understood when compared with the acidic fluoropolymers, such as Nafion, 

used in hydrogen PEM fuel cells.11 The two main types of material investigated 

as non-PGM hydrogen oxidation catalysts are those based on transition metal 

carbides and metal alloy catalysts. Both of these materials will be discussed in 

detail here with the case of metal alloys discussed first. 

4.1.2. Platinum Alloy Fuel Cell Anode Catalysts 

Hydrogen adsorption on the surface of metal electrocatalysts has been widely 

researched and is considered a fundamental reaction in the study of electrode 

processes. The kinetics of the fuel cell anode reaction, hydrogen oxidation, is 

known to be rapid on Pt surfaces.14-17 These fast kinetics are seen 

experimentally by the corresponding low overpotential for this reaction, even at 

high current densities. A way of reducing the platinum loading on the electrode 

whilst still utilising the high activity of platinum would be to employ platinum 

alloys as anode catalysts.5 

In some cases alloying Pt with other metals can improve the activity towards 

hydrogen oxidation and improve CO tolerance. Many alloys have been 

investigated in this way, predominantly alloying Pt with Ru and possibly a third 

metal such as Pd, Co, Cr, Au, or Rh amongst others to form binary or ternary 

alloys.18-24 These catalysts will still be subject to the high and variable price of 

platinum metal as well as suffer from CO poisoning. Therefore alternatives to 

platinum based catalysts have been widely sought after. 

Whilst the literature investigating platinum free fuel cell anode catalysts is 

significantly more limited than that for cathode catalysts, an increasing number 

of papers have been published in recent years on this topic. The real challenge 
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is to produce a catalyst which shows both high activity towards hydrogen 

oxidation, as well as good stability in the highly acidic and humid conditions 

encountered at the anode of a PEM fuel cell. 

4.1.3. Platinum-Free Fuel Cell Anode Catalysts 

A limited number of non-platinum alloys have been investigated as possible 

hydrogen oxidation electrocatalysts, an example of which has been seen in the 

work by Li et al. is an IrV alloy.25 Iridium shows good stability in acidic 

environments and the IrV alloy supported on carbon was seen to show 

extremely high activity, higher than a commercial Pt/C anode. The IrV/C 

catalysts also showed limited degradation in performance even after 100 hrs of 

continuous cell test.25 Another alloy which shows good activity towards HOR is 

a PdNi alloy supported on WC26. It was observed that in the case of the 

PdNi/WC electrocatalyst, the strong interaction between the alloy and the 

support was the source of the observed activity. Transition metal sulphides 

have also been studied as possible hydrogen oxidation catalysts where it has 

been reported that during fuel cell operation a RuS2/C catalyst showed some 

activity towards hydrogen oxidation24. In this work it was reported that the 

maximum power density for a fuel cell with the RuS2/C anode was seen to be 

over 100 mW cm-2. 

Another set of materials often employed as possible non-noble electrocatalysts 

are the nitrides and carbides of transition metals, in particular molybdenum and 

tungsten nitride and carbide.27-30 Some transition metal carbides and nitrides 

have been known to show activity towards hydrogen oxidation since as early as 

1968, reported in the work by Bohm and Pohl.24 The problem with using 

electrocatalysts based on non-noble metals in fuel cells is their low stability in 

the highly acidic electrolytes used.31 However some non-noble metal carbides 

however have shown significant activity and stability in these acidic 

environments.31  

The carbides, nitrides, sulphides, silicides and borides of group IVB to VIB 

transition metals often have properties similar to the group VIII precious metals 

like Pt and Pd.32, 33 These material are often referred to as interstitial alloys as 

the carbon and nitrogen atoms occupy the interstitial positions within the metal 
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lattice.34 These types of materials have been seen to show extraordinary 

catalytic activities, a property attributed to the electronic structure of the 

materials.30, 35-42 This electronic structure is believed to be induced by the 

presence on the carbon or nitrogen atoms within the lattice of the metal.43 

Tungsten carbide is by far the most studied of this group of materials and will 

be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.5, however many other transition 

metal carbides have been studied and show high activity towards many 

reactions including hydrogen oxidation. Whilst some of these materials do not 

show the required activity towards hydrogen oxidation, this can be understood 

when considering their electronic structure. The materials containing metals 

such as Nb, Ta, Ti and Zr, could be predicted to be poor HOR catalysts as they 

lack the d-electrons required for good catalysis.43  

Most of the transition metal compounds investigated as hydrogen oxidation 

catalysts present overpotentials between that seen for platinum, which is highly 

active, and carbon, which is considered inactive. Molybdenum carbide, Mo2C, 

shows good activity and hence could represent a promising material for use in 

a fuel cell anode.43 Binary metal carbides have also shown good activity 

towards hydrogen oxidation, it has been reported that CoMo carbide shows 

excellent activity but suffered from poor stability when compared to platinum 

based catalysts.44 CoW carbide and MoW carbide have also been investigated 

where it has been observed that the CoW carbide material partially oxidises 

forming an oxycarbide material, which shows good activity whereas the MoW 

carbide does not form the oxycarbide and exhibits poorer activity.  

4.1.4. Tungsten Carbide Electronic Structure  

Tungsten carbide has shown the most promise of these metal carbides as it is 

known to exhibit platinum-like behaviour in many areas such as heterogeneous 

catalysis, including the isomerisation of 2,2-dimethyl-propane.37 This activity is 

explained by the filling of the d-states at the Fermi level of tungsten by the 

alloying of carbon. This platinum-like behaviour has meant that much research 

has gone into the possible use of tungsten carbide as a fuel cell 

electrocatalysts.11, 45, 46 The Pt-like behaviour of tungsten carbide is not as 
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simple as it may be assumed, as for catalytic reactions involving oxygen 

containing molecules, Pt-like activity is not observed.35 

As tungsten carbide has been shown to behave more like platinum than 

tungsten, it can be assumed that the electronic structure of the tungsten 

changes when carbon is added.47 This was tested and it was indeed found that 

the density of states near the Fermi level for tungsten carbide is more similar to 

platinum than bare tungsten37. Whilst there are a number of tungsten carbides, 

WC is known for the Pt-like catalytic behaviour. Carbon sp-electrons increase the 

electron density, creating an electronic structure more closely resembling 

Platinum.48 This has also been described as a type of charge transfer where an 

electron is passed from the carbon to the valence tungsten d-band producing a Pt-

like charge distribution; this description is not backed up by theoretical calculations 

or spectroscopic measurements. XPS and XANES measurements’ have shown 

that the direction of electron transfer is from tungsten to carbon.49  

The charge transfer process described above is not believed to be the decisive 

factor in establishing the origin of the high catalytic activity of tungsten carbide. 

Rather than the movement of electrons in or out of the metal d-band, it is believed 

the incorporation of the carbon atoms into the metal lattice will cause the nature of 

the d-band to be modified and hence cause a change in properties to those similar 

to the parent metal to those more like platinum group metals.48 When carbon is 

incorporated into the metal lattice in the interstitial sites as previously described, 

the lattice expands and hence the tungsten – tungsten bond length will increase. 

This increase in bond length causes a contraction of the metal d-band which will in 

turn cause more electrons to be closer to the Fermi level. A greater density of 

states (DOS) close to the Fermi level causes tungsten carbide to have catalytic 

properties similar to platinum for many reactions. 

There are two main tungsten carbide crystal phases, the hexagonal α-WC and the       

β-W2C which has a face centred cubic structure. It can easily be imagined that as 

these two materials have different structure as well as different compositions, the 

tungsten – tungsten bond length is likely to be different. As this change in bond 

length is imperative to the activity of the material, it would be predicted that these 

two materials are likely to show differing catalytic activities. 
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4.1.5. Tungsten Carbide Activity Towards Hydrogen Oxidation 

Since the discovery of the electrocatalytic activity of tungsten carbide towards 

hydrogen oxidation in acidic media, many studies have been carried out 

investigating not only whether tungsten carbide could be a viable non-noble 

catalyst at the fuel cell anode, but also investigating the origin of the observed 

activity. Tungsten carbide is the most active material amongst the known non-

noble TMC hydrogen oxidation electrocatalysts. The activity of the two tungsten 

carbide phases, WC and W2C, has been studied in a work by Burnstein et al..50, 51 

In this investigation it was observed that the WC phase showed significantly higher 

activity towards hydrogen oxidation when compared to the W2C phase. The WC 

material showed a current density associated with hydrogen oxidation that was 

three times greater than that of the W2C phase. 

The activity of WC towards hydrogen oxidation has been observed to be 

independent of preparation method, carbon content and particle size and any 

differences seen in the activity of sample were attributed to changes in the specific 

surface area.11 It was later assumed that differences in activity are due to the 

particle morphology and the chemical composition of the outer layer. The fact that 

such materials could be seen to be independent of small changes in carbon 

content can be explained by the dissolution of carbon from the surface into the 

bulk acting as a surface carbon buffer. It has also been found that the greatest 

activity towards hydrogen oxidation is seen when there is a small deficiency of 

carbon at the surface, with the vacant carbon sites likely to be replaced by oxygen 

species.11 

The mechanism by which the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen proceeds on 

tungsten carbide in acidic electrolytes has been studied.52 The dissociative 

adsorption of hydrogen followed by electron transfer from the adsorbed hydrogen 

to form protons is the simplest mechanism, where it has been seen from kinetic 

measurements that the hydrogen oxidation reaction was first order with respect to 

hydrogen concentration. This was followed by the conclusion that the dissociation 

of the adsorbed molecular hydrogen is the rate determining step.52  

The high activity of WC has been attributed to the presence of surface oxide 

species under experimental conditions. Further evidence for this theory was 

provided by Glibin et al. who showed the addition of oxygen atoms into the lattice 
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of the WC lead to a wider range of potentials at which the WC electrode showed 

electrochemical activity towards hydrogen oxidation.35 The reason behind the 

enhanced activity of the oxygen modified tungsten carbide is the adsorbed O2- 

sites, which act as a hydrogen dissociation catalysts, speeding up the rate 

determining step in hydrogen oxidation on tungsten carbide. This bi-functional 

mechanism therefore requires the two sites, tungsten carbide and oxygen sites, to 

react in a concerted manner and hence the need for the two sites to be within 

molecular distances of each other. This is supported by the trend observed by 

Gilbin et al. where a strong dependence in activity was seen as a function of 

surface oxygen concentration. 

4.1.6. Tungsten Carbide Stability in Acidic Environments  

Tungsten carbide is receiving a great deal of interest as a fuel cell anode 

catalyst, not only due to its high activity, but as it can be passivated against 

corrosion in acidic electrolytes such as those used in PEM-fuel cells. This 

means the material will not suffer from the stability problems associated with 

most non-noble metal systems in acidic environments. This electrochemical 

passivation is still under some investigation and two possible structures have 

been suggested. It is thought that either a layer of surface oxide53 or that 

tungsten may dissolve from the surface of the carbide to form a protective layer 

of carbon.31  

WC is known to be the more stable than the W2C phase, with Chen et al. 

confirming that WC was indeed more stable than W2C at anodic potentials. In a 

study by Zellner et al. it was found that out of the two stoichiometric tungsten 

carbides, it was WC which shows activity and is also stable at anodic potentials 

below 0.6 VRHE.54 The W2C shows no stability with the immediate oxidation of 

the surface to form WxOy species when introduced to an electrochemical 

environment. The immediate oxidation of the W2C surface also provides an 

explanation from the lack of activity as, upon oxidation, no tungsten carbide is 

available at the surface and hence the bi-functional mechanism required for 

catalysis is not available. Hence, W2C is not expected to show good activity 

towards hydrogen oxidation as it is known to oxidatively passivate at anodic 

potentials in acid. In addition, W2C has been seen to show greater corrosion 

current than WC under the same experimental conditions. Extended X-Ray 
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Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) experiments have shown that the stable 

WC surface gains its stability from the presence of approximately 50% of the 

surface oxide species. This has been assumed to be a very this disordered 

oxide film.53  

4.1.7. PVD Synthesis of Tungsten Carbide   

The ability to synthesise thin film materials such as tungsten carbide using the 

high-throughput molecular beam epitaxy methodology (discussed in more detail 

in section 3.1) allows for the formation of materials not only at the composition 

defined by the stable WC and W2C phases, but across the entire compositional 

range from pure tungsten to pure carbon. The method deposits the material 

from elemental sources onto a substrate a room temperature, in the case of 

WC the source will need to reach extremely high temperatures for both 

elements as the melting point of tungsten is 3422 °C and the sublimation point 

of graphitic carbon is 3642 °C. The method describe d provides a route to 

materials with similar surface compositions as the bulk composition, limiting the 

amount of segregation which can take place. When this method is combined 

with the high throughput screening methods along with other ex-situ techniques 

such as XRD and Raman spectroscopy it allows for the quick assessment of a 

well characterised materials electrocatalytic activity, of both continuous thin 

films and supported particles.  
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4.2. Experimental 

During the production of the WC PVD thin films, numerous samples on SiO2 

and Si substrates for preliminary compositional analysis and XRD analysis 

were made. Finally, 11 electrochemical samples were produced. The 

production of the thin film alloys were completed in the HT-PVD rig which had a 

base pressure of 8 ×10-9 mBar with 2 off axis sources used at any one time. 

The C was deposited from an e-gun (e-gun 3) using carbon of 99.995% purity 

supplied by Alfa Aesar. The W was deposited from an electron gun (e-gun 1) 

source using W slugs of 99.97% purity, again supplied by Alfa Aesar. The 

source geometry described here with synthesis chamber A is depicted in Figure 

4.1. Due to the very high temperatures needed to evaporate the two elements 

used in this study, high powers and a focussed electron beam in the e-gun 

source was used. This meant the deposition rate was difficult to control and the 

position of the beam had to be regularly moved across the crucible. as the 

source was depleted in the heated area.  

All samples were tested using EDX to measure the composition of the 

electrodes and these results were compared to the calculated compositions 

based on AFM thickness measurements. It was found that, with a correction for 

the background carbon observed, a good estimate of the composition can be 

achieved using EDAX (± 5 at.% when compared to the AFM calculated value).  
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Figure 4.1. Diagram showing the positions of the 6 sources in chamber A with e-guns shown in red 

and k-cells in blue. The sources used in this work are labelled in black whilst the source numbers are 

labelled in grey. 

 

All of the samples made spanned a large proportion of the compositional range 

possible, from approximately 95 - 10 at.% W. These samples manufactured 

with the wedge shutters for both W and C at 68% and 72% respectively. The C 

e-gun source was set to between 35 – 48 % power and the W e-gun source at 

40 – 45 % power with the electron bean focussed on a small area of sources. 

The deposition rate for both sources was measured (Å / sec) and was kept 

constant throughout the deposition time needed. It should be noted here that 

the deposition times needed to obtain the desired film thickness was of the 

order of 45 mins and during this time the power used at each source was 

modified if a change in deposition rate was detected. 

Depositions under the same conditions as were used on the e-chem arrays, 

were also completed on the clean Si chips. This was done as the e-chem 

arrays cannot be used for the XRD analysis. If the e-chem arrays are used for 

XRD the gold diffraction pattern from the pads in which the alloys are deposited 
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would be the dominant signal observed, obscuring the diffraction patterns 

originating from the alloy. 

All EDX analysis was performed on a JEOL-5910 SEM spectrometer with an 

accelerating voltage of between 7 - 18 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. To 

enable a direct comparison between the electrochemical analysis and the 

composition, all e-chem arrays were measured using EDX. The XRD data 

presented here was obtained on two separate samples produced using the HT-

PVD techniques. The two samples tested using XRD spanned different regions 

of compositional space, however they did contain a large overlap in their 

compositions. For the compositions common to both sample, the diffraction 

pattern seen was consistent. The data was collected courtesy of ilika 

technologies on a Bruker D8 GADDS diffractometer with IµSTM source.  

The ICPMS measurements carried out were done so using a laser ablated 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer. The laser ablation of the 

material was carried out using a New Wave Research UP-213 instrument using 

a UV 213 nm laser. This was connected to a Perkin Elmer Elan 9000 mass 

spectrometer for detection.  

The thickness measurements carried out by atomic force microscopy was 

carried out in non-contact mode.  A Veeco Autoprobe M5 AFM, mounted on an 

air bed to minimise environmental vibrations to the apparatus was used 

throughout. The cantilevers and tips were supplied by MikroMasch CSC17 and 

were etched silicon. A tip radius of 10 nm, cone angle of 40o, and a typical 

spring constant of 0.15 N.m-1. Scans taken at the edge of the thin films were 

used to establish film thickness by measuring the change in the Z direction 

between the substrate and the top of the thin film. The surface topography was 

also probed close to the centre of many of the 1 mm2 electrodes.  

The High-Throughput electrochemical screening method used makes pseudo-

simultaneous electrochemical measurements on 100 individually addressable 

electrodes. The e-chem arrays are a 10×10 array of gold electrodes which are 

microfabricated onto a Si chip. A silicon nitride film has been deposited onto the 

top of the Si chip to passivate the surface. A diagram of an e-chem array is 

shown elsewhere in this thesis, in Figure 3.8.  
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All electrochemical measurements carried out during the course of this 

investigation were done so using 0.5 M perchloric acid (HClO4) electrolyte. The 

electrolyte was prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water. Prior to all experiments the electrolyte solution 

was purged with Ar (Air Products, N5 grade) for 20 minutes to remove 

dissolved oxygen.  

In the course of HOR experiments the solution was saturated with H2 (BOC 

99.995 % purity) for 5 min and then the potential step experiment took place 

with H2 flowing through the solution. The electrodes were always held under 

potential control at 0 VRHE during purging. 

The cell used for these experiments was a custom designed cell, which as 

discussed enables the measurement of all 100 electrodes at once. A luggin 

capillary is used so the point at which the reference electrode senses the 

electrochemical environment is well established, reproducible between samples 

and close to the electrode surface. A schematic of the cell used is shown 

previously in Figure 3.9.  

All of the cyclic voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1, 

unless stated otherwise. The step experiments were carried out with 50 mV 

steps and held at each potential for 90 seconds, as stated where the results are 

presented. All HT-electrochemical experiments were carried out using a 

Hg/HgSO4 couple as the reference electrode and a Pt mesh as the counter 

electrode. For clarity all potentials quoted here have been quoted versus the 

reversible hydrogen electrode (VRHE). 
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4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Thin Film Synthesis 

The high-throughput PVD synthesis techniques described previously were used 

here to produce thin film alloys over a wide compositional range, on a 10 × 10 

microfabricated electrochemical screening array as previously shown in Figure 

3.8. Numerous electrochemical arrays were fabricated, along with similar 

samples on Si and Si3N4 substrates for characterisation purposes. All of the 

samples made were synthesised to have a wide range of compositions 

deposited. The compositional spread across all of the arrays synthesised was 

measured by EDX spectroscopy. The elemental composition was found to be 

highly controllable and reproducible both across a single array and across all of 

the arrays produced, with careful control of the source power to keep a 

constant deposition rate. This shows the power of the HT-PVD technique in the 

high throughput synthesis of these thin film materials. This reproducibility is 

shown graphically in Figure 4.2 where the composition of 3 representative 

arrays have been plotted showing the composition of each electrode on each 

array, the electrode number refers to the sequential numbering of each 

electrode when ordered by increasing tungsten alloy content.  
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Figure 4.2. Plot showing the compositional range of 3 separate arrays with the composition of each 

electrode plotted as their W at.%. The total range of compositions represented here is from 5 ≤ x ≤ 

100 WxC1-x 

 

The full compositional spread covered by these arrays can been seen to be 

WxC1-x where 5 ≥ x  ≥ 100, with all arrays covering the compositions where 12 ≥ 

x  ≥ 86. This was chosen as it is known that the pure elements are not active 

towards the reactions of interest. Hence, the intermediate alloy compositions 

are likely to be the most interesting to test and will be covered by all arrays. 

The extremes in composition will still be covered in some of the arrays ensuring 

that almost all of the compositional space is probed, but with more data coming 

from the intermediary compositions. 

The data presented in Figure 4.1 is actually not direct experimental 

measurements, but calculated figures which were numerically interpolated from 

2×2 or 3×3 arrays of EDX measurements. Each compositional value in these 

smaller arrays were calculated by averaging 10 EDX measurements carried out 

on the same electrode as well as deducting a value representing the baseline 
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carbon in the system. This baseline carbon was measured by averaging 5 

measurements on one of the clean gold contact pads on the electrochemical 

array. This procedure was necessary as poor reproducibility was seen for the 

carbon signal, due to the inherently poor sensitivity of EDX measurements for 

light elements. In addition the background subtraction was needed as the 

equipment used, presented a carbon signal even on samples which contained 

no carbon due to residual ‘background’ carbon, causing an overestimation of 

the carbon signal. 

4.3.2. Thin Film Compositional Characterisation 

During the synthesis of the WC thin films, it was noticed that the compositions 

as measured by EDX for the thin films gave consistently high carbon content 

regardless of the deposition conditions. In order to test this EDX measurements 

were carried out on one of the gold connection pads on the electrochemical 

array, where no deposition will have occurred. A significant carbon signal was 

still detected, it was therefore concluded that this background level of carbon 

could skew the compositional measurements made. When an average of 5 

measurements of this background carbon, is subtracted from the carbon signal 

of the alloys, the spread in the compositions is much closer to that expected for 

this type of deposition. This is shown graphically in Figure 4.3 where the 

composition as measured by EDX both before and after the background 

subtraction is plotted in black and red respectively. It should be noted here that 

in a few cases the carbon signal for the alloy was smaller than that assigned to 

the background and as a consequence negative alloy carbon content was 

calculated. Since negative compositions are physically impossible, in these 

cases the alloys were assumed to have precisely 0 at.% C 
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Figure 4.3. Plot showing the compositional range of a single array with the composition of each 

electrode plotted as their C at.% both with and without the background carbon correction in red and 

black respectively.  

 

It was found that the typical error on each EDX measurement was 

approximately ± 5 at.%, which is in the region that would be expected for EDX 

measurements. Whilst this error is what could be expected, due to the 

sensitivity issues with detecting Carbon in some cases the background 

subtraction would result in arrays where the composition of between 20-50 of 

the electrodes would be calculated to contain 0 at.% carbon, which is not 

realistic for the depositions being carried out. If these arrays were measured 

again often vastly different composition values were obtained. To combat this 

problem, a larger number of measurements could be carried out in order to 

allow for averages to be calculated. This method is not practical however as the 

100 measurements needed to obtain just one compositional value for each thin 

film took close to 3 hours to complete, therefore performing multiple 
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measurements would not be conducive to the rapid screening process desired 

from high throughput experiments. 

As the PVD synthesis is known to produce linear growth of the material across 

the area of deposition, a consistent and gradual change in composition is 

expected across the array. Informatics can therefore be used to calculate the 

composition of all 100 electrodes from the composition of the 4 corner 

electrodes. 

The process of calculating the compositions of all electrodes by interpolation 

provides a quick and convenient route to accurate compositions. This method 

requires the acquisition of 45 EDX measurements, 10 per corner spot and 5 for 

the background carbon measurement. In addition to these points 5 additional 

positions were also measured using EDX but not used in the interpolation 

calculation, providing way of ensuring the calculated compositions are 

accurate. These films used as a calibrations were half way along each edge of 

the arrays and one in the centre of the array (positions 1,5; 5,1; 10,5; 5,10; and 

5,5). The interpolation method calculated the compositions of these electrodes 

with an accuracy within ± 5 at.%. 

The EDX measurements averaged in this way should be compared with the 

compositions obtained by other experimental methods to check their accuracy. 

There were two alternative methods accessible for measuring the composition 

of these types of thin film samples. The composition can be determined directly 

by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS) and also indirectly 

from Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) thickness measurements.  

Atomic force microscopy allows the imaging of these thin film materials along 

the measurement of their thickness. Due to the production of the ‘material 

shadow’ described in section 3.1.3 the thickness of the individual elements can 

also be measured, a diagram of this ‘material shadow’ effect is shown here in 

Figure 4.4. From the thickness of each elements deposition, the ratio of each 

element type can be calculated. 
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Figure 4.4. Diagram showing the ‘shadow’ effect caused by the use of a contact mask causing areas 

of single element deposition.  

 

It should be noted here that thicknesses below approximately 15 nm are very 

difficult to measure and have very poor signal to noise. This means the films at 

the extremes of the compositional were difficult to measure, particularly in 

alloys with high W content. This is because the small atomic radius of carbon 

means the carbon shadow films will be inherently thin, and this effect is 

compounded at high W content when there is little carbon present to measure. 

This meant that, whilst usually when comparing AFM measurements with EDX 

measurements 10 films are taken corner to corner, only 7 meaningful 

measurements could be made on the AFM equipment for these films. 
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Figure 4.5. Plot showing the correlation between the composition as determined by the averaged EDX 

measurements (black) and from the thicknesses of each elements shadow (red). Good correlation 

and the expected linear trend is observed. 

 

It is clear from the data presented in Figure 4.5 that there is very good 

correlation between the compositions obtained by averaging EDX 

measurements and those obtained from the thicknesses measured by AFM. At 

high W compositions the accuracy of the AFM measurements is reduced and 

this can be seen by the overestimation of the carbon content of the films at 

position above 5 in the x-direction, hence a gradual splitting of the AFM 

compositions (red) from the EDX compositions. This gives a strong indication 

that the method of averaging multiple EDX measurements and subtracting a 

value for the background carbon signal is a good method for obtaining accurate 

compositions for these thin film alloys. This method of obtaining compositions is 

useful as it is completely non-destructive meaning the films measured can be 

then used for other measurements. 
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The AFM measurements are a convenient way of checking the accuracy of the 

composition obtained by EDX, however the difficulty in this measurement is 

simply due to the sensitivity of the AFM instrumentation at small thicknesses. 

Another significant disadvantage of this methodology is that it is extremely time 

consuming and is not an automated process. In addition, whilst accurate 

measurements can be obtained using the AFM on flat Si or SiN substrates, the 

thickness of the thin films when deposited on the electrochemical arrays cannot 

be measured as the different layers, namely the gold pads and the insulating 

top layer, are at different heights complicating the measurement. 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS) was also used to 

confirm the accuracy of the averaged EDX measurements. To do this a typical 

electrochemical array was measured using this technique after EDX 

measurements had been performed. The correlation between these two 

methods, evident from Figure 4.6 again suggests that the averaging of EDX 

measurements is a suitable way of obtaining accurate compositional 

measurements. Here the compositions obtained by EDX is shown in black and 

ICPMS in green. 
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Figure 4.6. Plot showing the correlation between the composition as determined by the averaged EDX 

measurements (black) and from the thicknesses frim ICPMS measurements (green). Good correlation 

and the expected linear trend is observed. 

 

The ICPMS measurements do not suffer from problems at the extremes of 

compositional space, as AFM measurements did. This is clear from Figure 4.6 

as the deviation of the points from the line of best fit is constant at all 

compositions. A disadvantage to the ICPMS technique employed here is that it 

is a destructive technique, with the laser ablating material from the thin film, 

leaving a hole through to the gold pad substrate. This void changes the 

surfaces area of the material in contact with the electrolyte and also exposes 

some of the gold substrate to the electrolyte. This will consequently mean any 

voltammetry obtained will not truely represent the thin film alloy, as some of the 

voltammetric response will originate from the gold. In addition, the local heating 

of the material by the laser could cause annealing affects which is undesirable 

as materials which are synthesised here are not necessarily thermodynamically 

stable phases, which is an important advantage of the HT-PVD synthesis route. 
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It has been shown that AFM and ICPMS are useful techniques for calibrating 

the EDX compositional measurements but are themselves not useful for routine 

screening of arrays. It has been observed that by averaging 10 EDX 

measurements per site on the array followed by a background subtraction to 

correct the carbon signal, an accurate composition is obtained. This 

composition can be used to associate any peak and troughs in activity with 

alloy composition. This method is used on the corner points of the array with 

informatics used to calculate the composition of the intermediate sites on the 

array, as described previously. 

5.3.2. Thin Film Structural Characterisation 

All measures of composition presented are bulk techniques, meaning the 

composition of the entire thin film was measured and not specifically the 

surface composition. Usually, a representative array of thin films would be 

tested in the surface analysis chamber (SAC) of the PVD system allowing XPS 

experiments to be carried out, measuring the composition close to the surface 

of the thin film. Unfortunately the XPS apparatus within the SAC was not 

functional at the time of synthesis, consequently it must simply be assumed 

that no significant segregation of the elements has occurred. This is believed to 

be a fair assumption as the substrate was kept at room temperature during 

deposition. 

X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out in order to determine the crystal 

structure of the thin films produced. If the thin films show diffractograms 

consistent with any of the known tungsten carbide phases, it would provide 

significant evidence for the formation of W-C bond formation and would 

suggest no significant segregation of the elements. In addition as there are a 

number of known tungsten carbide phases, each of which have a particular 

activity, the detection of distinct crystal phases could prove useful when 

assigning the origin of any electrocatalytic activity observed. The diffractograms 

for 6 representative thin films are presented in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7. XRD profiles collected from a representative selection of un-annealed WC alloy thin films 

of various composition (indicated on the plot). 2θ values of the main characteristic bragg peak is 

indicated. 

 

From the diffractograms recorded and presented in Figure 4.7 it is clear that in 

the low tungsten content alloys, below 50 at.% W, no significant crystallisation 

is observed as no peaks are seen in the diffractograms. This suggests the 

amorphous films are produced at these compositions. At compositions above 

50 at.% W, a peak at 2θ = 40° is observable with its intensity increasing with W 

alloy content. This peak has been assigned to the W (210) reflection 

suggesting at these compositions the only crystalline areas is from tungsten 

and not associated with the formation of a tungsten carbide phase. In the 2θ 

range probed, reflections at 2θ = 35.5 and 43.8° associated with the W (200) 

and (211) indices respectively should also be detectable if crystalline tungsten 

is present. This could be explained by there being only small crystallites of W 

and hence the signal being small, as the W (200) and (211) reflections have 

inherently small intensity and hence if only a small number of crystallites are 
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present their detection could be beyond the capabilities of the experimental 

setup used. 

If either of the two main tungsten carbide crystal phases, WC and W2C, were 

formed a number of reflections should be observed in the 2θ region used for 

these experiments. The WC phase has two distinct reflections in this region at 

35.6 and 48.3° corresponding to the WC (100) and (1 01) phases respectively. 

The W2C phase also has a number of reflections within this region with the 

W2C (100) reflection seen at 34.5° along with an inte nse peak at 2θ =  39.0° 

associated with the overlapping W2C (002) and (101) reflections. Whilst none of 

these peaks are observable in the as deposited thin films, suggesting an 

amorphous structure, it is possible to anneal these samples to form the crystal 

phases described. The array used to perform the XRD measurements 

presented in Figure 4.7 was annealed at the highest temperature available 

within the HTPVD system, at a substrate temperature of 250 °C for 20 minutes. 

The sample was then allowed to cool to room temperature with the resulting 

thin films being tested under the sample x-ray diffraction experimental 

conditions in order to observe whether the annealing process had enabled the 

formation of the crystalline tungsten carbide structure described. The 

diffractograms from the same 6 thin film alloys plotted in Figure 4.7, have been 

plotted in Figure 4.8 after annealing. 
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Figure 4.8. XRD profiles collected from a representative selection of annealed WC alloy thin films of 

various composition (indicated on the plot). 2θ values of the main characteristic bragg peak is indicated 

 

It is clear from the data presented in Figure 4.8 that there has been no change 

to the diffractograms of the thin films tested as a result of annealing at 250 °C 

for 20 minutes. The diffractograms still show no peaks at low W at.% with the 

signal from the W (210) reflection increasing with W alloy content, suggesting 

amorphous structures. This result is in line with what has been seen in the 

literature as annealing temperatures of over 1100 °C are needed to form the 

crystalline carbide phases.55 It should be noted here that thin films produced 

within the HTPVD chamber could be annealed ex-situ in a furnace in order to 

reach the high temperatures needed to crystallise these films. This was not 

done however, as the electrochemical array substrates used could not survive 

such high temperatures. Therefore whilst these crystalline tungsten carbides 

should be able to be synthesised and characterised, they could not be 
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screened electrochemically and as such it was decided this experiment was not 

of interest as a part of this investigation. 

In order to probe the structure of the amorphous thin films further, Raman 

spectroscopy experiments were carried out on an array of WC thin film alloys. 

The Raman experiments allow the bonds in the material to be investigated and 

hence if there is an interaction between the W and C atoms in the thin films, it 

should be possible to detect this using Raman experiments. The Raman 

spectra of a representative selection of the WC thin films is given in Figure 4.9. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Raman spectra collected from a representative selection of un-annealed WC alloy thin films 

of various compositions (indicated on the plot). The two clearest peaks, assigned to disordered C, are 

indicated. 

 

The two most distinct peaks in the Raman spectra for the alloys at all 

compositions were at around 1350 and 1585 cm-1. These two peaks are 
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associated with the disordered carbon sp2 sites. The intensity of these two 

peaks increase with carbon content giving further evidence for the trend which 

appears in the XRD, where it was concluded that amorphous films were 

produced with the only crystalline structure seen for the high W content alloys. 

These two peaks have been observed in WC samples in the literature, 

particularly at high C contents.56 There are broader and lower intensity peaks in 

the 600-900 cm-1 region associated with the tungsten carbide and oxide 

phases.56 

The bands associated with the WC stretching modes are at 685 and 805 cm-1, 

the WO bands are between 200-400 cm-1 and 600-900 cm-1 for the bending 

and stretching modes respectively. There is also a peak at 960 cm-1 assigned 

to the stretching of the W=O bond.56 Whilst bands in each of these regions can 

be seen in a small number of spectra, the intensity is so low that in most it is 

very difficult to observe these peaks above the spectra noise, in addition the 

intensity of these peaks appears to scale approximately with the disordered 

carbon modes. The W=O stretching mode at 960 cm-1 can be distinguished in 

most spectra suggesting that even before the alloys are introduced into the 

electrochemical environment the surface is oxidised at least to some extent. 

The presence of a surface oxide is believed to be important in both the activity 

and the stability of WC surfaces in acid and this is direct evidence for its 

existence. 

5.3.3. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction Activity 

Both of the tungsten carbide phases discussed are known to be stable in acidic 

media at reducing potentials, therefore the first reaction studied for the WC thin 

films was the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). As described the activity of a 

material towards hydrogen oxidation is closely related to its activity towards 

hydrogen oxidation. This is because the two reactions have very similar 

reaction mechanisms on noble metal surfaces, and hence it is predicted that if 

a material shows good activity towards the HER it is likely to show activity 

towards the HOR. The HER activity was tested by performing cyclic 

voltammetry experiments in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte. The potential of the 

electrodes were cycled from 0 VRHE negatively at 50 mV s-1 to -0.25 VRHE and 
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then positively at the same rate back to 0 VRHE. A cyclic voltammagram of a 

typical thin film electrode with a composition of W50C50 is presented in Figure 

4.10. 

 
Figure 4.10. Cyclic Voltammagram of a representative WC thin film electrode at a composition of 

W50C50. Voltammetry was recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference 

electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

From the data presented in Figure 4.10 it can be seen that there is a significant 

overpotential for the HER on the W50C50 with no significant HER currents 

observed until potential negative of -0.15 VRHE. No other features are 

observable in the voltammetry suggesting hydrogen evolution is the only 

reaction occurring at these potentials. The dependence of the electrochemical 

behaviour, in this case activity towards hydrogen evolution, on alloy 

composition can be visualised by simply plotting multiple CVs together for 

alloys at different compositions. This data is given in Figure 4.11 where 

representative CVs for six different alloy compositions, between 19 and 92 W 
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at. %, have been plotted. It is clear from this data that changing the 

composition of the electrode causes a change in the observed electrochemical 

behaviour.  

  

 
Figure 4.11. Cyclic Voltammagrams of six representative WC thin films electrodes of various 

compositions. Voltammetry was recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference 

electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

From the data presented in Figure 4.11, it is clear that the largest reduction 

currents, and hence the greatest HER activity is seen for the W50C50 electrode. 

This electrode coincides with the composition for the known tungsten 

monocarbide (WC) structure. This agrees with the literature which states this 

WC phase is the most active tungsten carbide towards hydrogen oxidation and 

evolution.50, 51 The data shown in Figure 4.11 only shows the electrochemical 

response of 6 electrodes, this does not allow any conclusions to be made about 
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the trends in activity as a function of alloy composition as there are not enough 

compositions represented. The HER current density at -0.25 VRHE for all 100 

electrodes across the array is plotted as a function of alloy composition in 

Figure 4.12 to allow exactly this kind of analysis. 

 
Figure 4.12. Plot showing the trend in current density associated with hydrogen evolution as a function 

of alloy Cu content, obtained from the electrodes at -0.25 VRHE during CV experiments. Due to high 

noise in the raw data (black), averaged data (red) and a trendline (grey) have been added to guide the 

eye. The data shown was collected at -0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

Firstly, it should be noticed that the raw data (black) presented in Figure 4.12 

shows a significant amount of scatter. This scatter could be due to errors in 

measuring the composition as well as small differences in the electrode 

potential caused by the distance of the electrode from the reference electrode 

luggin capillary. This level of scatter was seen for all arrays and all 

electrochemical measurements. Therefore the data was averaged over a 5 

at.% window in order to reduce the scatter and hence made trends more easily 

observable, this averaged data is plotted (red). From this data it is again 
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evident that the highest activity towards HER is seen at compositions close to 

W50C50 believed to be associated with the tungsten monocarbide phase. At the 

extremes of composition the activity decreases to a minimum. There is also 

however a local minimum in activity seen at compositions close to W70C30, with 

this local minimum made clearer by the averaged data. The composition at 

which the local minimum in activity exists, W70C30, is close to that of the W2C 

phase which would be W67C33. This suggests the films at these compositions 

are forming an amorphous W2C, which is less active than a film with both 

slightly higher and lower compositions that are not linked with the W2C. 

This method used for assessing activity here is to look at the anodic current 

density at  -0.25 VRHE and use this value as an indicator of the rate of the HER 

occurring. An alternative route would be to determine what electrode potential 

is needed in order to obtain a given current density. These two approaches are 

obviously closely linked and hence it is expected that the trend observed for 

one should be the same as the other. The data showing the potential at which -

4 mA cm-2 is given in Figure 4.13, the current density of -4 mA cm-2 was 

chosen as it appears to be representative of the HER for all CVs and not simply 

a part of the double layer region as well as being a current density reached my 

the majority of electrodes. 
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Figure 4.13. Plot showing the trend in onset potential for the hydrogen evolution reaction as a function 

of alloy C content, obtained from the electrodes at -4 mA cm-2. A trendline (grey) has been added to 

guide the eye. The data shown was collected in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

The trend in activity seen by plotting the HER onset potential as a function of 

electrode composition confirms the trend seen previously. It is clear that the 

highest activity towards HER is seen at compositions close to W50C50, with this 

composition showing the lowest HER onset potential. There is a local minimum 

in activity seen at compositions near W70C30 believed to be associated with the 

W2C phase which would be W67C33. These results agree with the literature in 

suggesting the inactivity of W2C towards the HER and HOR reactions, and 

confirming the high activity of the WC phase.50, 51 

In order to separate any underlying surface reactions from the reactions of 

catalytic interest here, steady state measurements have been made. In these 

potential step experiments the potential was held initially at 0 VRHE and then 

decreased stepwise to -0.25 VRHE in 50 mV steps and then returning to 0 VRHE 

again in steps of 50 mV. In this experiment the time held at each potential was 
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90 sec, which was seen to be enough time to be able to exclude any non-

steady state behaviour. The observed current density response of 6 

representative alloy electrodes has been plotted here in Figure 4.14. 

 

 
Figure 4.14. Plot showing the response in current density over time during a potential step experiment 

designed to prove HER activity for 6 representative WC alloys. The initial potential (time = 0) was 0 

VRHE, with the potential being stepped negative by 50 mV every 90 secs until -0.25 VRHE was reached, 

when the potential was stepped back to 0 VRHE again in 50 mV steps. Voltammetry was recorded in 

the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte. The counter electrode was a Pt 

gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

From the data presented in Figure 4.14 it is evident that there are some 

unambiguous differences in the response of the alloys at different 

compositions. This effect can be seen most clearly at the most extreme 

potential, -0.25 VRHE, where the alloys close to W50C50 in composition produce 

the largest negative current densities and are therefore the highest activity. The 

lowest activity is observed for the W95C05 alloy which is to be expected as pure 

tungsten is known to show poor activity towards the HER.  
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By using the high throughput screening method and analysing the data from 

100 electrodes a more detailed picture of the trend in HER activity as a function 

of alloy composition can be drawn. This analysis was done by averaging the 

observed steady state current densities over a 20 sec period for each of the 

100 electrodes of varying compositions. In Figure 4.15 the average HER 

current density at -0.25 VRHE is plotted versus alloy W concentration. Again a 

significant amount of scatter is seen in the data so the averaging process, 

whereby the data was averaged over a 5 at.% window, is plotted (red) along 

with the raw data (black). 

 
Figure 4.15. Plot showing the trend in current density associated with hydrogen evolution as a 

function of alloy Cu content, obtained from the electrodes at -0.25 VRHE during steady state potentials 

step experiments. Due to high noise in the raw data (black), averaged data (red) and a trendline 

(grey) have been added to guide the eye. The data shown was collected at   -0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M 

HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

The trend in hydrogen evolution activity seen from the steady state experiments 

presented in Figure 4.15 is very similar to that seen for the CV experiments in 

Figure 4.12 where the greatest activity was see for the alloy compositions close 
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to W50C50 and is believed to be associated with the know WC phase. Again a 

local minimum in activity is also seen at compositions close to W67C33 which 

provides more evidence for the inactivity of W2C. Although the overpotential for 

this reaction appears to be significant as seen in the voltammetry presented in 

Figure 4.11, these results validate the literature stating that the WC phase 

exhibits catalytic towards hydrogen evolution.50, 51 The W2C phase is seen to be 

comparatively inactive towards the HER. The alloys at intermediate 

compositions consistently shower higher activity than those at the extremes of 

the compositional space giving good evidence for the alloy materials having 

greater activity than the alloys constituent elements.  

5.3.4. Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction Activity 

The hydrogen oxidation reaction which takes place at the fuel cell anode is an 

important catalytic reaction which has been the attention of a great deal of the 

WC literature.50, 51 It is known that the HOR is fundamentally related to the HER 

as both their reactions mechanism depend on the bond strength between the 

catalyst and adsorbed hydrogen species as laid out by the Sabatier principle. 

As a consequence of this, a good hydrogen evolution catalyst is likely to show 

good activity towards hydrogen oxidation, an observation which has been made 

extensively for noble metal surfaces.  

Cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out in order to establish the 

electrochemical response of the WC electrodes at oxidising potentials. The 

data in Figure 4.16 shows the response of an electrode with the composition 

W46C54 to one such CV experiment. In this test the potential of the electrode 

was swept from 0 VRHE to +1 VRHE, then back from 1VRHE down to -0.2 VRHE and 

finally returning to 0 VRHE. In all cases the potential was swept at a rate of 50 

mV sec-1. The first 3 scans for this electrode under these conditions are plotted 

in black (first), red (second) and green (third) to enable the stability of the 

electrochemistry to be assessed. 
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Figure 4.16. Cycles 1, 2 and 3 (in black, red and green respectively) of a cyclic voltammetry experiment in 

a representative WC thin film electrode at a composition of W46C54. Voltammetry was recorded in the high 

throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The counter 

electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

From the CVs presented in Figure 4.16 it can be seen that the currents in the 

HER region are very reproducible over the 3 consecutive scans. This suggests 

the electrodes are stable up to +1 VRHE and upon sweeping the potential to 

these high values the surface and hence the voltammetry does not change. 

The currents at oxidising potentials above +0.6 VRHE change after the first scan 

with greater oxidation currents seen for the first scan than scans two and three. 

This suggests during the first scan, surface contaminants are oxidatively 

stripped from the surface. The response of scans 2 and 3 at these potentials is 

very similar again suggesting no change to the surface upon cycling under 

these conditions. The high current above +0.6 VRHE can be explained by the 

oxidation of the surface. In the anodic sweep, significant reduction currents are 
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seen at potentials below +0.4 VRHE, at these potential you would not expect 

hydrogen evolution to occur and hence this must be attributed to a different 

reduction reaction. This could be the reduction of the oxidised surface. At the 

most negative potentials here the characteristic shape of a voltammogram in 

the HER region is seen suggesting at these potentials the HER is taking place, 

it cannot be assumed that at these potentials only the HER is occurring, as it is 

likely surface reduction is still occurring and hence determining the activity of 

their the HER or HOR reaction from these CVs is difficult as there are likely to 

be other reactions occurring. 

The activity of the WC thin films towards HER was evaluated using steady state 

measurements, analogous to those carried out for the HER activity in order to 

rule out any contribution from surface oxidation reactions. These potential step 

experiments were carried out by initially holding the potential at 0 VRHE and 

then increasing the potential stepwise to 0.25 VRHE in 50mV steps and then 

returning to 0 VRHE, again in steps of 50 mV. In this experiment the time held at 

each potential was 90 sec, which was again seen to be enough time to be able 

to exclude any non-steady state behaviour and hydrogen gas was bubbled 

through the electrolyte throughout the experiment. The observed current 

density response of 6 representative thin film alloys has been presented here in 

Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17. Plot showing the response in current density over time during a potential step experiment 

designed to prove HOR activity for 6 representative WC alloys. The initial potential (time = 0) was 0 

VRHE, with the potential being stepped positive by 50 mV every 90 seconds until +0.25 VRHE was 

reached, when the potential was stepped back to 0 VRHE again in 50 mV steps. Voltammetry was 

recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte. The counter electrode 

was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

It is again clear that the current density changes significantly as a function of 

alloy composition and hence different compositions show varying activity 

towards hydrogen oxidation. As would be predicted, due to the onset of 

hydrogen oxidation the most extreme potential, +0.25 VRHE, gives the greatest 

current densities. It is clear from the data in Figure 4.17 that the highest 

activities are observed at compositions close to W50C50 and this is again 

attributed to the known WC phase. Once again, using high throughput methods 

the trend of 100 electrodes spanning a large proportion of compositional space 

can be investigated. This was done by averaging the observed steady state 

current densities over a 20 sec period for each of the 100 electrodes of varying 

compositions. A plot showing the average HOR current density at +0.25 VRHE, 

against the W concentration of the electrode is shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18. Plot showing the trend in current density associated with hydrogen oxidation as a 

function of alloy Cu content, obtained from the electrodes at +0.25 VRHE during steady state potentials 

step experiments. Due to high noise in the raw data (black), averaged data (red) and a trendline 

(grey) have been added to guide the eye. The data shown was collected at +0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M 

HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

It is clear from Figure 4.18 that the same trends in activity are seen as a 

function of composition for the hydrogen oxidation reaction as was seen for the 

hydrogen evolution reaction. The trend shows the most active thin films are 

those associated with the WC phase. The least active are the extremes in 

composition which suggests the pure elements (W and C) are not active 

towards hydrogen oxidation. Finally, the local minimum in activity at 

compositions close to W67C33 is again observable suggesting the inactivity of 

the W2C towards HER is also related to the inactivity in the same region for the 

HOR.  
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4.4. Conclusions 

In this work a high-throughput methodology has been used to produce thin film 

alloys with a composition of WxC1-x. The thin film alloys were produced with a 

compositional gradient across a specifically designed electrochemical chip. The 

techniques used allowed for the high-throughput synthesis of the alloys with a 

compositional gradient across the sample, as well as high throughput 

electrochemical screening. The WC films were screened with a view to 

investigating their activity towards hydrogen oxidation and evolution. 

The XRD results suggest no crystalline tungsten carbide phase had been 

formed consistent with what would be predicted from the literature as extremely 

high annealing temperature are needed in order to form these structures. The 

Raman spectroscopy results showed evidence for amorphous carbon, 

consistent with the XRD results. In addition lower intensity broad peaks were 

seen which gives some evidence for W-O and W-C bonds suggesting 

disordered carbides have been formed.  

The alloy composition with the highest activity towards hydrogen evolution was 

found to be close to W50C50 with the activity at the extremes of compositional 

space being much lower. This is consistent with tungsten and carbon being 

inactive towards hydrogen evolution. Whilst the extreme compositions showed 

the poorest activity and the compositions close to W50C50 showed the greatest, 

there was not a simple linear trend between these compositions. A local 

minimum in activity was seen at compositions close to W67C33. This maximum 

and local minimum in activity correspond to the compositions the WC and W2C 

phases exist and hence the high activity has been attributed to the formation on 

WC and the poor activity to the formation of W2C.  

Similar trends were seen for hydrogen oxidation where again the greatest 

activity was seen at compositions close to W50C50, assigned to WC, a local 

minimum in activity seen at W67C33 corresponding to W2C and the poorest 

activity seen for compositions close to the pure elements W and C. This result 

is consistent with HER activity being used as a descriptor for the HOR, even for 

non-noble systems. This is of particular interest because ab-initio calculations 
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of HER are more accessible than calculations on the more complicated HOR 

system. As a consequence of this it is believed that theoretical calculations can 

be used as a tool in the discovery of novel catalytically active materials. This 

means catalytically active materials, which are not as well understood as 

tungsten carbide, could be found more quickly by using theoretical calculations 

to help target materials to synthesise and test experimentally. 
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5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. Traditional Fuel Cell Catalysts. 

As previously discussed, platinum is the most effective catalyst in a fuel cell at 

both the cathode and the anode. Platinum based catalysts are therefore 

ubiquitous in low temperature fuel cell technology. The necessity to include 

platinum catalysts in fuel cells is proving to be a significant hurdle to their wide 

spread commercialisation, as platinum is both scarce and expensive. For the 

successful rollout of fuel cells which rely on the hydrogen delivery 

infrastructure, finding cheap and yet effective catalysts for both hydrogen 

oxidation and hydrogen evolution is essential. 

A significant amount of research has been, and continues to be conducted into 

finding ways to reduce the amount of platinum needed to produce an effective 

fuel cell.1, 2 There are many different strategies taken to achieve this goal. In 

many cases effort has been made to investigate the effect of using small 

particles of platinum to increase the effective surface area of the platinum in the 

fuel   cell.1, 3-6 It has been seen that the size and morphology of these platinum 

particles can be very successful tuned, having a huge impact of the activity 

seen.7-11 

Another area of intense research has been the use of platinum alloys as 

catalysts.12-15 These materials are beneficial, as they not only reduce the 

amount of platinum used within the fuel cell but also allow the electrode at the 

fuel cell anode to be resistant to CO poisoning,16-18 which is a common 

contaminant of hydrogen when hydrogen rich reformate gas streams are used 

as the fuel source.  

Finally, much work has also gone into the discovery of non-platinum or non-

precious metal fuel cell catalysts.19-22 This final way of replacing platinum in a 

fuel cell, if successful, will be the ultimate solution to the problems associated 

with platinum catalysts. Only by eliminating platinum completely will the cost 

and CO tolerance problems be solved. If this research were to reach a 

successful conclusion it would be a huge step towards the widespread 

commercialisation of fuel cells. 
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5.1.2. Metal Alloy Catalysts. 

Metal alloys, both containing23-27 and not containing28-32 platinum group metals 

(PGMs), have been used widely in electrocatalysis and heterogeneous 

catalysis in the past. The process of alloying two or more metals is known to 

modify the reactivity and selectivity in heterogeneous catalysis.33 If tuned in the 

correct way the activity and/or selectivity for a given reaction can be improved 

through both electronic and geometric effects in the surface of the alloy.33 

When these types of investigations first started, it was the electronic structure 

of the entire crystal, rather than individual surface atoms and structures which 

were considered in trying to predict the changes in electronic structure. 

However, as the experimental data on the catalysis of these types of systems 

became more extensive, it became increasingly clear that it was the localised 

properties of surface atoms which were the most important factor in 

determining the chemisorption properties of the materials in question.33 

Bimetallic catalysts in particular have been used most widely to explore the 

connection between the catalytic activity of a metal and its electronic structure. 

The reason bimetallic surfaces have been used most extensively is due to their 

relative simplicity. Consequently, it is much easier to predict how alloying just 

one metal with another might affect the electronic structure of the system and 

hence the catalytic activity.34-37  A significant complication in these types of 

studies is the distinction between the bulk and surface compositions. It is 

common for one element to segregate to the surface upon alloying.38, 39 

Surface segregation could skew any conclusions made about the link between 

the composition or structure of the alloy at its activity. It is the geometry of the 

surface rather than the bulk which dominates catalytic activity, as already 

discussed. There are many examples of this type of behaviour, and one such 

system where this is seen is in NiCu alloys, where the strong chemisorption of 

H2 on a Ni surface is reduced greatly by the addition of as little as a few per 

cent of copper.34 This observation, as well as surface spectroscopic results 

also published,40 are consistent with the surface concentration of Cu being 

much greater than that in the bulk. 
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The two main reasons for the catalytic activity of an alloy system changing with 

respect to its constituent metals are the changes in the electronic structure, 

previously discussed, and geometric effects which arise from the incorporation 

of a new type of atom in the surface. These two effects are concomitant and 

cannot be separated.41 Geometric effects originate when reactions require two 

adjacent active sites (or multiplets) on the surface of the catalyst. One such 

reaction is the hydrogen oxidation reaction, if the Tafel type mechanism is 

considered. In the Tafel mechanism for hydrogen oxidation, two adjacent active 

sites are needed for the homolytic cleavage of the bonds in molecular 

hydrogen. Two adjacent adsorbed hydrogen atoms are formed as outlined in 

Section 1.4. If upon alloying the active metal atoms at the surface are diluted 

with atoms which are not as active, the concentration of the surface sites 

needed for the reaction to proceed in this way will decline rapidly. 

Whilst the geometric effect argument can account for a large proportion of the 

changes in activity often seen in this type of experiment, the electronic effects 

caused by alloying cannot be discounted.33, 42 These types of electronic effects 

can be measured experimentally using spectroscopic techniques, allowing 

these results to guide the discovery of new catalytic material.43, 44 In addition to 

this, ab-initio calculations can also be used to predict the electronic structure of 

alloy type systems and hence quickly guide the discovery of new materials 

without the need for difficult and time consuming synthesis of new materials 

which may not show the desired catalytic properties.45-48 

Ab-initio calculations of the density of electronic states close to the Fermi level 

of embedded atom and pseudomorphic overlayer systems, of both noble and 

non-noble metals, can provide a powerful tool in modelling adsorption 

behaviour and the surface reactivity of surfaces.49 The latest developments in 

this area have allowed the reactivity at the surface of an electrode, and the 

electrochemical double layer to be modelled.47-50 These models of 

electrochemical systems have been successful in predicting the activity of 

metallic surfaces towards hydrogen evolution and hydrogen oxidation.47-50 It is 

these types of predictions about the activity of new non-noble metal systems, 

which have been used in this work to guide the high throughput synthesis and 

screening of possible new HER and HOR catalysts.51 
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5.1.3. The Alloy of Interest: WCu Alloys 

The free energy of adsorption of hydrogen (∆GH*) can be used as a simple 

descriptor to predict the activity of a material towards hydrogen evolution and 

oxidation within the context of the Sabatier principle.49 Guided by the Sabatier 

principle, it can be rationalised why both W and Cu show poor activity towards 

both the HER and HOR. The ∆GH* of both W and Cu are far from zero 

(negative and positive respectively). Recent research by Bjorketun et al. has 

predicted that W supported Cu overlayer structures should exhibit activity 

towards hydrogen evolution.51 Within this work some experimental evidence 

has been presented to support this statement. HER has also been shown to act 

as a good descriptor for predicting HOR activity in binary alloy catalysts. 

There has also been direct spectroscopic evidence from photoemission 

experiments on amorphous WCu alloys,44 that the dilution of W with Cu result 

in the lowering of the density of electronic states close to the Fermi level. This 

should consequently mean the ∆GH* is increased for the alloy when compared 

to pure W.51 Within the context of the Sabatier principle and the expected 

volcano type behaviour, this should mean an increase in activity towards 

hydrogen evolution and hydrogen oxidation. 

The WCu alloys themselves are difficult to synthesise, this is shown by the 

scarcity of the literature based on this system. It is known that there are no 

thermodynamically stable bulk WCu alloys52, meaning if the synthesis route 

used to make the bulk WCu materials allowed the system to fully equilibrate, 

the two elements would simply separate. From this it can be assumed that not 

only is the synthesis of such materials a significant challenge but also the 

stability of the materials, if they were to be made, would be quite limited. From 

this discussion it can be seen that if these materials are going to be 

synthesised successfully the method used must be well suited to making 

materials which are not thermodynamically stable. 

5.1.4. The Physical Vapour Deposition Method 

The high-throughput molecular beam epitaxy methodology discussed in more 

detail in section 3.1 and elsewhere53, 54 is extremely well suited to the task 

described. The HT-PVD method deposits the material from elemental sources 
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onto a substrate held at room temperature, providing a route to materials with 

similar surface compositions as the bulk composition, limiting the amount of 

segregation which can take place. When this method is combined with the high 

throughput screening methods along with other ex-situ techniques such as 

XRD, it allows for the rapid assessment of the electrocatalytic activity of both 

continuous thin films and supported particles.  
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5.2. Experimental 

During the production of the WCu alloy PVD samples, numerous depositions 

on SiO2 and Si substrates were completed for preliminary compositional and 

XRD analysis. Finally, 13 electrochemical samples were produced. The full 

experimental details of the HT-PVD system has been described elsewhere by 

Guerin et al.53 The production of the thin film alloys were completed in the HT-

PVD system which had a typical base pressure of <1 ×10-9 mBar with two off 

axis sources used at any one time, three in total, as shown in Figure 5.1.  

Cu was deposited firstly from a Knudsen cell (k-cell 2) using Cu slugs of 

99.999% purity supplied by Testbourne in an Alumina crucible. Deposition from 

a k-cell was seen to be difficult to control and the evaporation rate of the 

material declined rapidly over time. The Cu source was then changed to an e-

gun source (e-gun 3) from a carbon crucible, where the exact deposition rate 

was measured (Å / sec). W was deposited from an electron gun (e-gun 1) 

source using W slugs of 99.97% purity, supplied by Alfa Aesar. 

 
Figure 5.1. Diagram showing the positions of the 6 sources in chamber A with-guns shown in red and 

k-cells in orange. The sources used in this work are labelled in black whilst the unused sources are 

labelled in grey. 
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The samples with higher amounts of copper were all produced with the wedge 

shutters for W and Cu at 70% and 75% respectively, as described in section 3.1.2. 

The Cu e-gun source was set to 18% power and the W e-gun source at 40% power 

with the electron beam focussed on a small area of the W slugs. The samples with 

higher W were produced with the shutters in the same positions but with the Cu 

source at 12% power and the W source at 30% power, the electron beam was re-

aligned to allow heating of a greater area of the W slugs and hence greater W 

deposition. In both cases the deposition time used was 45 minutes. Depositions 

under the same conditions as were used on the e-chem arrays were also completed 

on the clean Si substrates. This was done as the e-chem arrays cannot be used to 

complete the XRD analysis. If the e-chem arrays are used for XRD the gold 

diffraction pattern from the pads on which the alloys are deposited, would be the 

dominant signal observed, obscuring the diffraction patterns originating from the 

alloy. 

 

All EDX analysis was performed on a JEOL-5910 SEM spectrometer with an 

accelerating voltage of between 7 - 13 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. To 

enable a direct comparison between the electrochemical analysis and the 

composition, all e-chem arrays were measured using EDX. The XRD data presented 

here were obtained on two separate samples produced using the HT-PVD 

techniques. The two samples tested using XRD spanned different regions of 

compositional space, however, they did contain a large overlap in their compositions. 

For the compositions common to both samples, the diffraction patterns seen were 

consistent. The data was collected courtesy of Ilika technologies on a Bruker D8 

GADDS diffractometer with a high intensity IµSTM source.  

 

The ICPMS measurements carried out were done so using a laser ablated 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer. The laser ablation of the material 

was carried out using a New Wave Research UP-213 instrument using a UV 213 nm 

laser. This was connected to a Perkin Elmer Elan 9000 mass spectrometer for 

detection. The XPS measurements were recorded using an integrated a PSP 

Vacuum Technology Resolve Multi-Channel Analyser and a VG X-Ray Gun attached 

to the PVD chamber to allow in-situ XPS analysis. 
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The thickness measurements carried out by AFM was carried out in both contact and 

non-contact mode.  A Veeco Autoprobe M5 AFM, mounted on an air bed to minimise 

environmental vibrations to the apparatus was used throughout. The cantilevers and 

tips were supplied by MikroMasch CSC17 and were etched silicon. A tip radius of 10 

nm, cone angle of 40o, and a typical spring constant of 0.15 N.m-1. Scans taken at 

the edge of the thin films were used to establish film thickness by measuring the 

change in the Z direction between the substrate and the top of the thin film. The 

surface topography was also probed close to the centre of many of the 1 mm2 

electrodes.  

 

The high-throughput electrochemical screening method used makes pseudo-

simultaneous electrochemical measurements on 100 individually addressable 

electrodes. The e-chem arrays are a 10×10 array of gold electrodes which are 

microfabricated onto a Si chip. A silicon nitride layer has been deposited onto the top 

of the Si chip to passivate the gold interconnect surface. A diagram of an e-chem 

array is shown in Figure 3.8. The full experimental setup, including the hardware 

used to perform the pseudo-simultaneous measurements is described by Guerin et 

al. 54  

 

All electrochemical measurements carried out during the course of this investigation 

were done so using 0.5 M perchloric acid (HClO4) electrolyte. The electrolyte was 

prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-

pure water. Prior to all experiments the electrolyte solution was purged with Ar (Air 

Products, N5 grade) for 20 minutes to remove dissolved oxygen. In the course of 

HOR experiments the solution was saturated with H2 (BOC 99.995% purity) for 5 

minutes and then the potential step experiment took place with H2 flowing through 

the solution. The electrodes were always held under potential control at 0.5 VRHE 

during purging. The cell used for these experiments was a custom designed cell, 

which as discussed enables the measurement of all 100 electrodes at once. A luggin 

capillary is used to define the point at which the reference electrode senses the 

electrochemical environment is well established, reproducible between samples and 

close to the electrode surface. A schematic of the cell used is shown previously in 

Figure 3.9.  
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All of the cyclic voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1, unless 

stated otherwise. The step experiments were carried out with 50 mV steps and held 

at each potential for 90 seconds, as stated where the results are presented. All HT-

electrochemical experiments were carried out using a Hg/HgSO4 couple as the 

reference electrode and a Pt mesh as the counter electrode. For clarity all potentials 

quoted here have been quoted versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (VRHE). 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. Thin Film Synthesis 

The high-throughput synthesis technique described previously in Chapter 3 

was used to produce thin film alloys over a wide compositional range, on a 10 × 

10 microfabricated electrochemical screening array as previously shown in 

Figure 3.8. Numerous electrochemical arrays were fabricated, all of which were 

synthesised to have a wide ranging compositions deposited to create thin film 

electrodes.  

The compositional spread across all of the arrays synthesised were measured 

by EDX spectroscopy. The composition was found to be highly controllable and 

reproducible both across a given single array and across all of the arrays 

produced showing the power of the HT-PVD technique. This reproducibility is 

shown graphically in Figure 5.2 where the composition of three representative 

arrays have been plotted showing the composition of each electrode on each 

array, the electrode number refers to the sequential numbering of each 

electrode assigned at the point of synthesis.  
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Figure 5.2. Plot showing the compositional range of three separate arrays with the composition of 

each electrode plotted as their Cu at.%. The total range of compositions represented here is from 7 ≤ 

x ≤ 98 CuxW1-x 

 

The full compositional spread covered by these arrays can been seen to be 

CuxW1-x where 7 ≥ x  ≥ 98, with all arrays covering the composition range 17 ≥ 

x  ≥ 74. This was chosen as it is known that the extremes of the compositional 

space (pure Cu and W) are inactive towards the reactions of interest. Hence, 

the intermediate alloy compositions are likely to be the most interesting to test 

and will be covered by all arrays. The extremes in composition will still be 

covered in some of the arrays ensuring that all of the compositional space is 

probed, but with more data coming from the intermediate compositions. 

The compositional data presented in Figure 5.2 for each individual field is 

interpolated from EDX measurements made on a 2x2 or 3x3 matrix of points. 

Each compositional value in the smaller matrix was calculated by averaging 

five EDX measurements carried out on the same electrode. Due to the smooth 
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compositional gradient achieved by this deposition method, this provided the 

best way to achieve low errors on individual compositional measurements. 

5.3.1. Thin Film Compositional Characterisation 

It was found that the error on each EDX measurement could be as high as 

approximately ± 20 at.%, which would cause large discrepancies when 

comparing electrodes which may actually differ in composition by as little as 1 

at.%. This would make useful observations about the changes in catalytic 

activity as a function of alloy composition impossible to determine. The PVD 

synthesis is known to produce linear growth of the material across the area of 

deposition, with a consistent and gradual change in composition expected 

across the array. The errors the EDX measurements discussed here are 

evident when the composition of each electrode is plotted in 2-dimentional 

space in Figure 5.3. where the composition of a representative array as 

measured by EDX is given. 

It is clear from Figure 5.3 that the errors in the EDX measurement cause a 

significant problem. The measurements presented appear to show growth of 

Cu from right to left as plotted, which is to be expected. There are, however, 

large discrepancies, there are regions where the concentration of Cu seems to 

increase and then decrease as you move across the array. This is not what 

would be expected from HT-PVD synthesis as there is no physical reason why 

the composition would change in this way.   
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Figure 5.3. Two dimensional compositional map showing regions of high Cu concentration in red and 

low Cu concentration in blue as measured by EDX without any form of averaging applied for a 

representative array of WCu alloy. This map shows the large degree of error found in the EDX 

measurements. The films measured were deposited onto an electrochemical array. 

 

As previously discussed, the first way in which these measurements were 

attempted to be improved was by changing the experimental conditions of the 

measurement, namely using the different emission lines for the elements in 

question. Each emission line has its own sensitivity and in general the most 

sensitive lines are chosen to obtain the best signal to noise ratio. There are, 

however, other problems which can arise, one of which can be the overlap of 

different elements emissions. If the emissions from two different elements are 

close to each other it can mean the calculation may be effected. This is the 

case when the signal from one element is difficult to separate from the signal 

from another element. Usually the resolution between peaks is not a problem 

under ideal working conditions, it can be imagined that the peaks caused by the 

Cu kα and the W lα emissions could be difficult to resolve. These two 
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characteristic emissions which are of interest here have energies of 8.04 eV 

and 8.14 eV respectively.  

The high degree of inaccuracy was found with all measurements regardless of 

the experimental conditions or the energy of the electrons being measured. The 

electrons monitored included Cu kα 8.04 eV, W lα 8.14 eV and W mα 1.77eV 

emission lines. Even by optimising the emission lines being measured, large 

errors were consistently observed. Consequently an alternative method must 

be used to obtain an accurate measure of the alloy composition. 

In order to decrease the error and to tell whether the expected linear change in 

composition had indeed been achieved during synthesis, multiple 

measurements were carried out on a selected number of films across a 

representative array. Ten electrodes were chosen across the direction in which 

the composition is expected to change. The composition of each electrode was 

then measured ten times in order to not only ascertain a measure of the error in 

these measurements but also enable a mean compositional value to be 

calculated, which should provide a more accurate description of the 

composition.  

The data from this experiment is presented here in Figure 5.4. Firstly, it is 

evident that the error in these measurements is still very large and in some 

cases is greater than ± 20 at.%. The error bars presented in this figure 

represent a measure of the largest inaccuracy observed over the ten scans on 

each given electrode. It is, however, also clear that by averaging these ten 

measurements the linear growth expected, can be seen.  
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Figure 5.4. Plot of the average composition measured across an array of WCu films. For each data 

point ten measurements were averaged with the observed spread of the data indicated using the y-

error bars. The expected linear type growth seen elsewhere for this technique is clearly seen. 

 

The EDX measurements can be averaged in this way in order to obtain a more 

accurate measure of the composition, however the values obtained should be 

compared with the compositions obtained by other experimental methods to 

confirm their accuracy. There were two alternative methods available for 

measuring the composition of these types of film. The composition can be 

determined by ICPSM measurements and AFM measurements. Neither of 

these techniques are useful for the routine screening of arrays, as will be 

discussed further, but they can act as useful checks on a few selected arrays. 

AFM allows the imaging of these thin film materials and measures their 

thickness. Due to the production of the ‘material shadow’ described in section 

3.1.3 the thickness of the individual elements can also be measured. A diagram 

of this ‘material shadow’ effect along with an SEM image of one of the WCu 

thin film alloys with this effect clearly evident is given in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. A schematic (top) and real SEM image (bottom) showing the shadow effect caused by the 

use of a contact mast and the position of the off axis sources to synthesise discrete thin film 

electrodes.   

 

From the measured thickness of these shadows the amount of each individual 

element can be calculated. From this, by using the density of the respective 

materials the composition of the deposited alloys can be calculated. This 

calculation gives a composition in atomic percentage units which can then be 

used to compare against the values obtained using EDX measurements. 
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Figure 5.6. Plot showing the correlation between the composition as determined by the averaged EDX 

measurements (black) and from the thicknesses of each elements shadow (red). Good correlation 

and the expected linear trend is observed. 

 

It can be clearly seen in Figure 5.6 that the composition obtained using the 

AFM thicknesses (red) correlate well with the averaged EDX measurements 

(black). The correlation gives a strong indication that simply averaging multiple 

EDX measurements is a good method for obtaining accurate compositions for 

these thin film alloys. This method of obtaining compositions is useful as it is  

non-destructive, meaning the films measured can be then used for other 

measurements. It should be noted here that the extremes in composition, those 

where the composition of one of the elements is below ~20 at.%, were difficult 

to measure.  

The difficulty in measurement at extreme compositions is simply due to the 

sensitivity of the AFM instrumentation. Thicknesses below ~ 15 nm quickly 

become difficult to measure and have very poor signal to noise. Another 
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significant disadvantage of this methodology is that it is extremely time 

consuming and is not an automated process. Finally whilst accurate 

measurements can be obtained using the AFM on Si or SiN substrates, it is 

difficult to measure the thickness of the thin films when deposited on the 

electrochemical arrays. This is because the different layers, namely the gold 

pads and the insulating top layer, are at different heights complicating the 

measurement. 

ICPMS was also used to confirm the accuracy of the averaged EDX 

measurements, with a representative electrochemical array after EDX 

measurements had been performed. The correlation between these two 

methods, evident from Figure 5.7, again suggests that the averaging of EDX 

measurements is a suitable way of obtaining accurate compositional 

measurements. The compositions obtained by EDX are shown in black and 

ICPMS in green. 

 

Figure 5.7. Plot showing the correlation between the composition as determined by averaged EDX 

measurements (black) and from the thicknesses from ICPMS measurements (green). Good 

correlation and the expected linear trend is observed. 
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Measurement of the composition via ICPMS does not suffer from the problems 

at the extremes of compositional space, as AFM measurements did. This is 

clear from Figure 5.7 as the deviation of the points from the line of best fit is 

constant at all compositions. The data presented in Figure 5.6 showed a higher 

degree of inaccuracy and a greater deviation from the line of best fit towards 

the extremes at the very high and low Cu at.% values. 

A disadvantage to the ICPMS technique employed here is that it is a 

destructive technique, with the laser ablating material from the thin film creating 

a hole through to the gold pad substrate. This void changes the surfaces area 

of the material in contact with the electrolyte and also exposes some of the gold 

substrate to the electrolyte. Consequently, any voltammetry obtained will not 

truely represent the thin film alloy as a proportion of the voltammetric response 

will originate from the exposed gold. In addition, the local heating of the 

material by the laser could cause annealing affects which is undesirable as 

materials which are synthesised here are not necessarily thermodynamically 

stable, which is an important advantage of the HT-PVD synthesis route 

employed. 
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Figure 5.8. SEM image of the hole in the electrode caused by the laser ablation method used during 

the ICPMS experiments. 

 

The AFM and ICPMS experiments are useful techniques for calibrating the 

EDX compositional measurements but are themselves not conducive to the 

routine screening of arrays. It has been observed that by averaging ten EDX 

measurements per site on the array, an accurate measure of the composition 

can be obtained which can then be used to correlate any peak and troughs in 

activity with alloy composition. 

The process of obtaining the 100 EDX measurements needed to obtain ten 

averaged points takes approximately 2.5 hours, it can therefore be estimated 

that to obtain the composition for each electrode on an array accurately it would 

take longer than one day. This is not practical and therefore an alternative was 

needed. As the growth of materials using the HT-PVD method is known to be 

linear, informatics was used to calculate the composition of all 100 electrodes 

from the composition of the four corner electrodes. 
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The process of calculating the compositions of all electrodes by interpolation 

provides a quick and convenient route to accurately determining the 

composition. This method requires the acquisition of 40 EDX measurements, 

ten per corner spot. As a way of ensuring the calculated compositions are 

accurate five additional positions were also measured using EDX but not used 

in the interpolation calculation. These films used as a calibrations were half way 

along each edge of the arrays and one in the centre of the array (positions 1,5; 

5,1; 10,5; 5,10; and 5,5). The interpolation method consistently predicted 

compositions with an accuracy within ± 2 at.%. 

5.3.2. Thin Film Structural Characterisation 

All previous measures of composition were bulk techniques, where the 

composition of the entire thin film was measured. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy allows for the elucidation of the composition close to the surface 

of the thin film, enabling not only the confirmation of the composition but also 

whether any surface segregation has taken place during the synthesis of the 

material. Avoiding the segregation of elements is an important factor in 

ensuring a true thin film alloy material has been produced. 

The XPS spectrum of a selection of WCu thin films was obtained in the           

W (4f	
�
�� ) and Cu (2p	

�
�� ) regions, allowing the calculation of the concentration 

close to the film surface. The sensitivity at low energies was seen to be poor 

and consequently it was not possible to separate the W (4f	
�
�� ) and (4f	

�
�� ) 

doublet peaks, however the Cu (2p	
�
�� )	peak was clearly observable. 

Consequently, it was not possible to calculate the exact surface concentration. 

A representative XPS spectrum in each of these regions is given in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9. XPS spectra in the W 4f region (top) and the Cu 2p region (bottom) for a representative 

WCu alloy. The raw data is presented in black with a mathematical fit of the data presented in red. 

 

Figure 5.9 clearly illustrates that whilst the Cu (2p	
�
�� )	 peak correlates well with 

the mathematical fit, presented in red, the W doublet cannot be separated 

meaning an accurate measure of the area of these two peaks is not obtainable. 

This was true for all alloys and hence only the Cu peak can be used. As the 

alloy films in question are simple binary alloys, the area of the Cu peak as 

measured by XPS should scale linearly with the concentration of Cu close to 
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the surface. Therefore if no segregation of the constituent metals has taken 

place the area of the Cu peak should scale linearly with Cu content of the entire 

film as measured by EDX. 

 

 

Figure 5.10. Plot showing the linear correlation between the bulk Cu composition of an alloy and the 

area of the Cu 2p 3/2 peak in the XPS spectra (representative of the surface composition). 

 

The data presented in Figure 5.10 shows that within experimental error the 

composition of the surface (as measured by XPS) is the same as the bulk, this  

is consistent with previous observations for metal alloy thin films synthesised 

using the same HT-PVD methodology. The reason for the lack of surface 

segregation is the substrate being kept at room temperature during the course 

of the synthesis. 

XPS experiments also allow for an indication of whether an alloy has been 

formed, by investigating the core level chemical shifts of the constituent 
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elements. As previously discussed the electronic structure of a material is a 

significant parameter in determining its catalytic activity. The momentum and 

energy of photoelectrons gives a direct measure of the electronic structure of 

the sample. As alloying is expected to change the electronic structure of one 

metal as another is dissolved into it, a concomitant shift in the energy of any 

photoelectron peaks is also expected. 

This electronic interaction was investigated by monitoring the binding energy of 

the Cu (2p	
�
�� )	photoelectron as the composition of the alloy changed. The data 

is presented in Figure 5.11 and it shows the binding energy of the electron in 

question changes as the Cu content of the alloy changes. The observed linear 

trend suggests, as discussed, an intermediate composition may well possess 

electronic properties which are midway between the extremes of pure Cu and 

W. This indicates there is intermetallic interaction between the two metals, 

which could mean a change in the electronic structure of the alloy material 

when compared to the pure metals. 

 

Figure 5.11. Plot showing how the binding energy of the Cu 2p 3/2 peak in the XPS spectra changes 

as a function of the alloy composition. This data shows a linear change in binding energy consistent 

with the electronic change expected when alloying one element with another. 
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The energy of the observed Cu (2p	
�
�� )	 peak is plotted as a function of alloy 

bulk composition in Figure 5.11, where it can be seen that the energy of the Cu 

(2p	
�
�� )	 photoelectrons changes as a function of alloy composition indicating a 

change in electronic structure as the two metals are mixed, this result is 

consistent with published results and confirms the formation of an alloy 

system.44  

So far it has been established that the composition of the WCu thin films can be 

accurately and routinely measured allowing for efficient characterisation of the 

synthesised materials. In addition to this it has been shown that no segregation 

of the constituent metals is detected, suggesting complete mixing of the two 

elements is achieved throughout the sample. Finally, upon mixing the two 

elements in this way, it has been shown that the binding energy of the 

constituent elements changes in a linear fashion as the composition of the alloy 

is changed, suggesting electron transfer has occurred. 

As discussed in section 5.1.3, it is known from the literature that no bulk WCu 

crystal phases are stable thermodynamically.52 It has been suggested, 

however, that there may be some kinetically stable phases.55-57 These meta-

stable phases would be impossible to synthesise using standard techniques, 

however, the HT-PVD system allows for the deposition of materials at room 

temperature allowing access to structures which are not thermodynamically 

stable. 

The synthesis of a sample which is not thermodynamically stable has already 

been shown with the XPS data suggesting no segregation of the two elements. 

Thermodynamically, it is expected the two elements to separate and not mix.52 

Therefore X-ray diffraction experiments could identify specific crystal phases 

which are kinetically stable. A representative selection of diffractograms has 

been presented in Figure 5.12. The data shown was chosen, to present 

diffractograms for a number of thin film samples across a large range of the 

compositional space. The compositions shown vary from 18 ≤ Cu at.% ≤ 83. 

The crystallographic reflections to which each of the Bragg peaks correspond 

are indicated clearly in the figure.  
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Figure 5.12. XRD profiles collected from the WCu alloy thin films of various composition. 2θ values of 

the main characteristic Bragg peaks are indicated. 

At low Cu concentrations, the diffractograms are consistent with the tungsten 

reflections reported.58 This is detected in the diffractograms for the thin film 

composed of 18 at.% Cu, where three peaks are observable. The peaks in 

question are a high intensity peak at 2θ = 40° with two further shoulder peaks 

at 2θ = 35.5 and 43.8°. These peaks can be attributed to  the large W(210) and 

smaller W(200) and(211) indices respectively. 

Upon the gradual increase in Cu content in the thin films, a change in the 

diffraction pattern is observed. This first change detected can be characterised 

by the shift in the main W(210) peak and the decrease in intensity of the two 

smaller shoulder peaks assigned to the W(200) and(211) reflections. This 

behaviour culminates in the disappearance of the two shoulder peaks and the 

central peak shifting to 2θ = 40.5°, this is shown graphically in Figure 5.13 

where the position of the W(210) peak in the diffraction data is plotted against 

the alloy composition. This can be interpreted as the formation of a new alloy 
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phase, the Cu40W60 phase, and this peak is the (110) refection of this new 

phase.55  

 

Figure 5.13. Plot showing the position of the most intense Bragg peak observed for W(210) as the 

composition of the alloy moves to higher Cu content, until the detection of the W60Cu40 alloy Bragg 

peak at 40.5° is seen. 

 

Increasing the Cu content of the alloys further does not provide any evidence 

for the formation of any other meta-stable alloy phase, as might have been 

predicted from the literature.52 The second meta-stable phase is expected to 

exist at 84 at.% Cu,56, 57 however all diffractograms in this region show no 

peaks, indicative of the formation of amorphous alloys. 

Finally, increasing the Cu content further to 90 at.% Cu showed a single peak 

at 2θ = 43.2° with a small shoulder  2 θ = 45°. This can be attributed to the Cu 

(111) and (200) indices respectively, indicating that crystalline ordering has 

returned to the alloys at high Cu concentration. It should be noted here that 

XRD experiments were carried out on both silicon and silicon nitride substrates, 
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with no change in the diffractograms. Hence it is assumed that the substrate 

used has no influence on the crystal phases observed. 

5.3.3. Electrochemistry of Alloy Constituent Metals 

Determining the voltammetry of the WCu thin film alloy surfaces is of 

importance for two main reasons. Firstly, if the observed voltammetry is 

distinctly different to that of the film’s constituent metals, it will add further 

evidence for the formation of an alloy. Secondly, this data will give an indication 

of the stability of the films.  

The stability of the films is understandably a key parameter when choosing a 

suitable catalyst. Stability is also a parameter which is not considered in most 

of the literature previously discussed, particularly those which attempt to predict 

the activity of new materials using methods such as density functional theory.49, 

50  

The surface redox behaviour of pure tungsten and copper was recorded for 

comparison with the alloy films. It was possible to synthesise a high throughput 

electrochemical array consisting of 50 tungsten electrodes and 50 copper 

electrode. This not only provided a route to recording the voltammetry of these 

pure metals, but also allowed for some statistical measurements of the errors 

involved with this type of high throughput screening. It is important to 

understand the errors involved in these types of experiments, and the errors 

can only be determined accurately with electrodes of the same composition 

and as such, the array of pure elements allowed this type of error analysis to be 

completed. 
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Figure 5.14. Cyclic voltammagram of a representative pure Cu (black) and pure W (red) thin film 

electrode. Voltammetry was recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference 

electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

Tungsten and copper electrodes are known to be poor catalysts towards both 

hydrogen evolution and hydrogen oxidation, as previously discussed within the 

context of the Sabatier principle. This was confirmed in the voltammetry 

presented in Figure 5.14 with no significant oxidation current below 

approximately 0.3 VRHE. Above 0.3 VRHE the onset of Cu dissolution and W 

irreversible oxidative passivation is expected. Similarly, no reduction current is 

observed until the potential reached at least -0.15 VRHE for both metals, 

indicating the large overpotential needed to force the HER to proceed at an 

appreciable rate. In addition to this it should be noted that the voltammetry of 

the two metals between these two extremes is seen to be entirely featureless, 

indicating no surface redox reactions take place at these potentials 
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The pure metal voltammetry experiments were also used to investigate the 

error involved in the high throughput screening method, using steady state 

experiments. At both positive and negative potentials the greatest error was 

seen for the Cu electrodes, with the greatest error overall under the conditions 

used, being observed on the copper electrodes at + 0.25 V. The highest error 

observed under any conditions was seen to be quite small when compared to 

the errors seen in the compositional measurements. At its greatest, the range 

of current densities recorded at any potential did not exceed ± 6.2 % of the 

observed mean current density. In this instance the standard deviation of this 

error was seen to be within 2.6 % of the mean current density. It should be 

noted here that in this analysis the edge electrodes of the array were excluded 

as they seemed to suffer from a systematic error in their measurement, 

believed to originate from the distance these electrode are from the luggin 

capillary of the reference electrode. 

5.3.4. Electrochemistry of WCu Thin Film Alloys 

As discussed the electrochemical behaviour of the WCu thin film alloys, as 

determined by its voltammetry, is important as it will give an indication of any 

background redox reaction occurring at the alloy surface. In addition to this the 

stability range of the alloys under working electrochemical conditions can also 

be determined. The surface redox behaviour of the WCu alloy films was 

assessed by performing cyclic voltammetry experiments. 

The cyclic voltammograms were recorded over a relatively wide potential 

window (from -0.2 to +0.4 VRHE). Initially, the voltammetry of an alloy with a 

composition of Cu50W50 was recorded for direct comparison with the 

voltammetry of the constituent metals given in Figure 5.14. Cu50W50 was 

chosen simply because it is half way between the two extremes in composition. 

The HT-PVD method used to synthesise these films ensures complete mixing 

of the elements and therefore, it was assumed that at an alloy composition of 

Cu50W50 the chances of having large regions of an individual metal was lowest 

and hence the voltammetry is likely to contrast the voltammetry of the pure Cu 

and W metals to the greatest extent. 
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The voltammetry of the Cu50W50 thin film is presented here in Figure 5.15 with 

the equivalent voltammograms for the pure metals, previously presented in 

Figure 5.14, included for comparison. In the data presented here the second 

cycle of the voltammograms are given for the Cu, W and alloy CVs. In obtaining 

the voltammetry, usually five or more cycles were recorded in order to ascertain 

an indication of the surfaces electrochemical stability. In all cases, under these 

experimental conditions little change in the voltammetry was detected across 

consecutive cycles. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Cyclic voltammagram of a W50Cu50 thin film electrode (blue) plotted alongside the 

voltammetry for pure W and Cu (red and black respectively) for comparison. Voltammetry was 

recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 

mV s-1. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 
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The first observation which can be drawn from this data is that in the case of 

the WCu alloy presented in Figure 5.15, a surface redox couple is observed. 

This redox couple shows surface oxidation above 0.2 VRHE and the 

corresponding surface reduction peak at 0.18 VRHE. As discussed the 

voltammetry of the pure metals in this potential region is entirely featureless 

and hence it can be concluded that the formation of an alloy has indeed taken 

place. This is consistent with the theory, and provides evidence supporting the 

logic that mixing these two inactive elements could produce an active alloy 

material.  

Secondly, a comparison of the electrochemical behaviour of the alloy at 

negative potential also serves to show some interesting differences to the pure 

metals. It can be seen that at potentials below -0.1 VRHE a small cathodic 

current is seen, this cathodic current is most prominent in the alloy voltammetry 

when compared with the pure metals. This current is associated with hydrogen 

evolution and suggests the alloy surface is a more active HER catalyst than the 

Cu or W surfaces. Proving all of this cathodic current is coming from the 

hydrogen evolution reaction, and not another reaction is difficult, however due 

to its characteristic exponential increase in cathodic current, this has been 

assumed to be the case. 

Finally, at the most positive potentials measured here the voltammetry of the 

alloy again shows differences to the pure metal surfaces. The large currents 

measured above +0.3 VRHE have been assigned to the redox behaviour 

discussed previously. There is evidence for this, as a change in the measured 

anodic currents results in a concurrent change in the reduction peak at +1.8 

VRHE. Whilst it is possible the large positive current from the redox behaviour of 

the surface is masking a small current originating from the passivation or 

dissolution of the surface, no evidence is seen for this.  

This data suggests the alloy surface is at least as stable as the pure W surface, 

which starts to passivate above +0.3 VRHE. In addition to this as the 

voltammetry of the alloy surface is more stable than that observed of the pure 

metal, it suggests the alloy surface could well be more stable than the pure 

metal surfaces. This is not what would be predicted from the literature, as it is 
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known there are no thermodynamically stable bulk WCu phases and hence W 

and Cu might be assumed to be more stable than any mixture of these two 

elements.52 This comparative stability of the alloy films is an unexpected result 

and is assumed to come from the electronic interaction between the two 

metals, much like in the meta-stable phases discussed earlier. 

An alternative interpretation of the redox behaviour seen on the WCu alloy 

shown in Figure 5.15 could be the Cu in the electrode has dissolved into 

solution. This in turn would create the situation where a tungsten electrode 

surface is in contact with the electrolyte, which close to the electrode would 

contain a significant concentration of Cu ions. Therefore it is possible that the 

redox behaviour seen could correspond to the Cu1+ / Cu2+ redox couple on a 

tungsten surface. In order to determine whether the redox behaviour observed 

is due to the alloy surface or the dissolved Cu on a tungsten electrode, a simple 

experiment can be carried out. If the voltammetry of a tungsten surface is 

recorded in an electrolyte with a small concentration of Cu ions in solution and 

the same redox couple is observed, this would prove the redox behaviour seen 

is due to the Cu1+ / Cu2+ redox couple. Conversely, if the redox behaviour at 

close to +0.2 VRHE is not seen, this would provide evidence for the voltammetric 

response seen being due to the alloy surface redox process discussed. 

The voltammetry of a 0.38 mm diameter tungsten wire was recorded between   

-0.1 and +0.3 VRHE in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, containing between 2.5 mM to 

250 mM CuSO4, with these experiments being recorded at a sweep rate of 50 

mV s-1. The electrochemical response of the tungsten wire in electrolyte 

containing 2.5, 12.5 and 25 mM CuSO4 is presented in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16. Voltammetry of polycrystalline 0.38 mm diameter tungsten wire. Voltammetry was 

recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. 

The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an Pd/H2 couple electrode. 

It can be seen from the data presented in Figure 5.16 that there is no redox 

behaviour in the region of +0.2 VRHE suggesting the redox behaviour reported 

on the WCu alloys is indeed due to the redox behaviour of the alloy. In addition 

a redox couple is seen at lower potentials with a reduction current seen below  

0 VRHE and an oxidation peak seen between 0 – 0.1 VRHE ,this corresponds to 

the plating of Cu metal onto the surface of the W wire and the corresponding 

oxidative stripping of the Cu metal from the surface. The fact that this type of 

behaviour is not seen for the alloy surfaces again suggests the Cu from the 

alloy is not simply dissolving into solution. 

All of the features in the alloy voltammetry discussed here are of significant 

interest to the determination of the WCu thin film materials suitability as a HER 

or HOR catalyst. If, and indeed how, these features change as a function of 
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alloy composition is of great interest and could help in the discovery of a new 

catalyst material. Using the high throughput methods discussed this was 

investigated. The characteristic redox behaviour and the extent of hydrogen 

evolution on the alloy surfaces were both seen to be dependent on the 

composition of the alloy film. The dependence of the electrochemical behaviour 

on the alloy composition can be visualised by simply plotting multiple CVs 

together for alloys at different compositions. This data is given in Figure 5.17 

where representative CVs for five different alloy compositions, between 27 and 

85 Cu at.%, have been plotted. It is clear from this data that changing the 

composition of the electrode causes a change in the observed electrochemical 

behaviour.  

 

Figure 5.17. Voltammetry of five representative WCu thin film alloys. Voltammetry was recorded in the 

high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The 

counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 
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Both the surface redox couple referred to earlier and the observed current 

density in the HER region appear to have a maximum at an intermediate 

composition. This is to say it does not have a simple linear relationship with 

composition, suggesting that neither characteristic redox behaviour nor the 

observed activity are caused by increasing amounts of either of the metals, 

rather the formation of an alloy seems to be the key process. Moreover, the 

composition at which each of these feature shows a peak will give valuable 

information in both the source of any activity seen and the origins of any 

stability. 

From Figure 5.17 it can be seen that the most extensive surface oxidation take 

place at around 79 at.% Cu when comparing these five CVs. This is seen as 

the W21Cu79 curve shown here in grey showing the larges oxidation peak, and 

corresponding reduction peak. It can also be seen that alloys at 40 and 59 at.% 

Cu appear to show approximately the same amount of surface oxidation. This 

trend is not repeated when the activity towards hydrogen evolution is 

investigated. The trend in HER activity can be seen in Figure 5.17, however, for 

clarity the anodic sweep of these five representative CVs has been plotted in 

Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18. Cathodic sweep in the hydrogen evolution region for five representative WCu thin film 

alloys. Voltammetry was recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference 

electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

The data presented in Figure 5.18 suggests the activity towards the HER 

depends on alloy composition, as already discussed. From this plot it can be 

seen that the greatest activity is at around 79 at.% Cu. This peak in activity 

seems to coincide with the peak in oxidation current from the characteristic 

redox couple. The HER activity of the 40 and 59 at.% Cu alloys are significantly 

different, which was not seen for the redox behaviour. The trends of these two 

features across compositional space are not the same and to investigate these 

processes further, the trend over all 100 electrodes over a wide span of 

compositions is required.  
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It was seen in Figure 5.17 that the greatest degree of surface oxidation appears 

to occur in the alloys with a composition around Cu85W15. This observation 

was made by looking at the anodic and cathodic charges for the forward and 

reverse sweeps respectively, in the region of the surface redox behaviour 

discussed. Figure 5.19 shows the cathodic charge previously assigned to the 

surface redox behaviour, at +0.18 VRHE, plotted as a function of alloy 

composition. 

 

Figure 5.19. The cathodic charge assigned to the surface oxidation process as a function of alloy Cu 

content. The data points for the pure metals have been included in grey for clarity and the grey 

dashed trendline has been included here to guide the eye. The data shown was collected at +0.18 

VRHE, in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

Figure 5.19 shows the extent of the surface oxidation process, and 

corresponding reduction, changes significantly as the composition of the thin 

film alloys is changed. The surface oxidation process increases initially with Cu 

content, producing a broad plateaux at compositions between 40 and 50 Cu 

at.%. Increasing the Cu content further produced a slight rise in the extent of 

surface oxidation, up to ca. 65 Cu at.%. Above this point a large and sharp 

peak is seen with a distinct maximum centred at ca. Cu80W20. As the Cu 
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content in increased still further the amount of surface oxidation occurring 

reduces rapidly down to there being no measured surface oxidation at these 

conditions for the pure tungsten electrodes. 

The two regions of composition in which the surface oxidation appears to 

increase, ca. 40 and 85 Cu at.%, coincide with the two compositions where the 

literature has reported the meta-stable alloy phases. This provides significant 

evidence for the alloy redox behaviour being associated with the formation of 

the two bulk alloy meta-stable phases, Cu40W60 and Cu85W15. The peaks in the 

trend described provides not only an indication that these phases have been 

formed, but also suggests they are surfaces which can be oxidised under the 

electrochemical conditions described, with the Cu80W15 surface being oxidised 

to a far greater extent. 

5.3.5. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction Activity 

Hydrogen evolution is an important catalyst reaction in its own right, this will 

become even more evident as the push for the replacement of fossil fuel 

combustion as our primary energy source increases. Hydrogen based energy 

production in fuel cells is likely to become more common in the coming 

decades. The ‘hydrogen-economy’ is an alternative to fossil fuel combustion 

and benefits from the inherently better environmental impact when compared to 

the rapidly depleting global fossil fuel supplies. 

Not only can the HER reaction be considered an important reaction by itself, 

but it has also been found to be useful descriptor for the hydrogen oxidation 

reaction important within a fuel cell, at the anode. This is to say that, as 

discussed in chapter 1, a material which shows good activity towards hydrogen 

evolution often shows good activity towards hydrogen oxidation.59 Finally, it 

must also be noted that it was also for the HER reaction for which the ab-initio 

DFT calculations have been made on the metal overlayer and metal ‘defect’ 

surfaces.49, 50 

The trend in the hydrogen evolution activity as a function of alloy composition 

was observed clearly in Figure 5.18. From this data it was seen that the largest 

HER activity for alloys with compositions of above 50 Cu at.%. Above this Cu 
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content, there is a degree of underlying current contribution to the observed 

currents from a surface reduction process. This is seen in the cathodic sweeps 

plotted for the two highest Cu content alloys, where the measured current in the 

electrochemical double layer region for these two alloys measures is 

significant. 

In order to separate any underlying reactions from the reactions of catalytic 

interest, steady state measurements have been made. In these potential step 

experiments the potential was held initially at 0 VRHE and then decreased 

stepwise to -0.25 VRHE in 50 mV steps and then returned to 0 VRHE again in 

steps of 50 mV. In this experiment the time held at each potential was 90 

seconds, which was seen to be sufficient time to be able to exclude any non-

steady state behaviour. The observed current density response of five 

representative alloy electrodes has been plotted here in Figure 5.20. 

 
Figure 5.20. Plot showing the response in current density over time during a potential step experiment 

designed to prove HER activity for five representative WCu alloys. The initial potential (time = 0) was 

0 VRHE, with the potential being stepped negative by 50 mV every 90 seconds until -0.25 VRHE was 
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reached, when the potential was stepped back to 0 VRHE again in 50 mV steps. Voltammetry was 

recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte. The counter electrode 

was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an MMS electrode. 

 

From the data presented in Figure 5.20 it can clearly be seen that there are 

some differences in the responses of alloys of different compositions. Firstly, it 

can be seen clearly at the most extreme potential, -0.25 VRHE, that the alloys 

with low copper concentration produce the lowest current density and are 

assumed to have the lowest activity. The highest activity is observed for the 

Cu79W21 alloy and both of these observations seem to be consistent with the 

previous cyclic voltammetry experiments presented in figure 5.16. 

By using the high throughput screening method and analysing the data from 

100 electrodes, a more detailed picture of the trend in HER activity as a 

function of alloy composition can be drawn. This analysis was done by 

averaging the observed steady state current densities over a 20 second period 

for each of the 100 electrodes of varying compositions. In Figure 5.21 the 

average HER current density at -0.25 VRHE is plotted versus alloy Cu 

concentration. 
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Figure 5.21. Plot showing the steady state current density associated with hydrogen evolution as a 

function of alloy Cu content. The data points for the pure metals have been included in grey for 

comparison and the grey dashed trendline has been included here to guide the eye. The data shown 

was collected at -0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

From Figure 5.21 it can be seen that throughout all of the alloy compositions, 

the current density is typically greater than that of the pure metal electrodes, 

which have been included in this plot at grey points for comparison. There are 

clearly two distinct maxima in activity with one broad peak being observed at 50 

at.% Cu and a second sharper peak at 84 at.% Cu. These two maxima in 

activity correspond to the regions of composition which correspond to the two 

meta-stable WCu phases reported.55-57 These meta-stable phases were 

discussed earlier within the context of the XRD analysis, which directly 

detected the phase at 50 at.% Cu.  
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This result shows that the WCu alloys which show the greatest activity towards 

hydrogen evolution appear to be associated with the formation of the meta-

stable phases. In addition to this, the alloys which show the greatest HER 

activity are also those which were found to have distinctive surface redox 

behaviour, suggesting those alloys which are the most active towards hydrogen 

evolution are also those which show a large degree of surface redox behaviour 

as shown in Figure 5.19. 

Although the overpotential for this reaction appears to be quite large, these 

results unambiguously demonstrate that the WCu alloys exhibit catalytic activity 

towards hydrogen evolution, moreover they show greater activity than the 

alloys constituent metals. In addition to this it has been seen that the greatest 

degree of activity corresponds to the known bulk meta-stable alloy phases, one 

of which was detected in the x-ray diffraction experiments. These results 

appear to be consistent with the ab-initio calculation for the WCu system,49 

although it should be noted here that these calculations only describe Cu 

overlayers on W and not an alloy system. 

5.3.6. Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction Activity 

The hydrogen oxidation reaction which takes place at the fuel cell anode is an 

important catalytic reaction. As it has already been discussed, the HOR is 

inherently linked with the HER due to the mechanism of both these two 

reactions both depending on the bond strength between the catalyst and 

adsorbed hydrogen species. This link means a good hydrogen evolution 

catalyst is likely to show good activity towards hydrogen oxidation, an 

observation which has been made extensively in the literature.  

The activity of the WCu alloys towards hydrogen oxidation was assessed using 

steady state measurements, similar to those carried out for the HER activity. 

These potential step experiments were carried out by initially holding the 

potential at 0 VRHE and then increasing the potential stepwise to 0.25 VRHE in 50 

mV steps and then returning to 0 VRHE, again in steps of 50 mV. In this 

experiment the time held at each potential was 90 seconds, which was deemed 

to be sufficient to exclude any non-steady state behaviour and hydrogen gas 

was bubbled through the electrolyte throughout the experiment. The observed 
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current density response of five representative thin film alloys has been plotted 

below in Figure 5.22. 

 
Figure 5.22. Plot showing the response in current density over time during a potential step experiment 

designed to probe HOR activity for five representative WCu alloys. The initial potential (time = 0) was 

0 VRHE, with the potential being stepped negative by 50 mV every 90 seconds until -0.25 VRHE was 

reached, when the potential was stepped back to 0 VRHE again in 50 mV steps. Voltammetry was 

recorded in the high throughput electrochemical cell in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte continually being 

purged with high purity H2. The counter electrode was a Pt gauze and the reference electrode was an 

MMS electrode. 

 

Similar to the experiments investigating the activity towards hydrogen evolution, 

there is again clearly a change in activity, as the composition of the alloys is 

changed. As would be predicted, due to the onset of hydrogen oxidation the 

most extreme potential, +0.25 VRHE, gives the greatest current densities. From 

the data in Figure 5.22 the central potential step (the +0.25 VRHE step), it can be 

seen that the alloys with either high or low Cu content show a lower current 

density whereas the alloy with a composition closest to W50Cu50 shows the 
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highest current density and hence the greatest activity towards hydrogen 

oxidation. 

Next using high throughput methods the trend of 100 electrodes spanning a 

large proportion of compositional space can be investigated. This was done by 

averaging the observed steady state current densities over a 20 second period 

for each of the 100 electrodes of varying compositions. Figure 5.23 plots the 

average HOR current density at +0.25 VRHE against the Cu concentration of 

the alloy electrode. This data is plotted in Figure 5.23.  
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Figure 5.23. Plot showing the steady state current density associated with the total oxidation 

processes in the presence of hydrogen gas as a function of alloy Cu content. The data points for the 

pure metals have been included in grey for comparison and the grey dashed trendline has been 

included here to guide the eye. The data shown was collected at +0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

The current densities presented in Figure 5.23 represent the steady state 

oxidation currents at +0.25 VRHE. The trend in the observed current densities 

show a broad maximum between 40 – 50 at.% Cu, with the alloy electrodes 

always giving a higher current response compared to the pure metal, shown in 

grey. Whilst it is likely these responses are dominated by hydrogen oxidation, it 

is possible there are contributions from underlying surface oxidation processes 

which need to be eliminated from the analysis.  

In order to establish that the observed currents were indeed due to hydrogen 

oxidation and not a residual underlying surface oxidation process the 

measurements were repeated in the absence of hydrogen. These 

measurements were carried out under the same potential conditions, except 

high purity argon was bubbled through the electrolyte instead of hydrogen, in 
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order to establish a similar mass transport regime, but with an inert gas. The 

current densities measured during this experiment were then subtracted from 

those presented in Figure 5.23 in order to obtain the true trend of hydrogen 

oxidation activity as a function of alloy composition. This new data which should 

represent the true hydrogen oxidation current is presented in Figure 5.24. 

 
Figure 5.24. Plot showing the steady state current density associated with hydrogen oxidation as a 

function of alloy Cu content. The data points for the pure metals have been included in grey for 

comparison and the grey dashed trendline has been included here to guide the eye. The data shown 

was collected at +0.25 VRHE, in 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

The trend in the current densities seen for the true HOR data and the total 

oxidation data are very similar, this suggests the total oxidation data is 

dominated by the response associated with hydrogen oxidation. In Figure 5.24 

the broad maximum has shifted slightly to higher copper contents, with the 

greatest activity seen between 50 – 55 at.% Cu. This indicates a small surface 

oxidation process must have been occurring in the alloys which are rich in W, 

the surface oxidation process in question is likely to be the continued 

underlying oxidative passivation of the W metal to WO3. 
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The trend in the hydrogen oxidation activity does not mirror that seen for the 

hydrogen evolution reaction. This result would not necessarily have been 

predicted, as one might predict the trend should be the same on the basis that 

a good HER catalyst is likely to be a good HOR catalyst. For both reactions a 

broad peak in activity at approximately 50 at.% Cu is seen, which is consistent 

with the idea of a good HER catalyst showing good HOR activity. However, for 

the HOR the absence of the sharp peak in activity seen for the HER at 84 at.% 

Cu is significant.  

The lack of activity towards hydrogen oxidation for the 84 at.% Cu alloys must 

be clarified. Reference to the surface oxidation behaviour, the trend of which 

has been given in Figure 5.19, provides a possible explanation for this 

observation. At +0.25 VRHE, it has been shown that the alloy at 84 at.% Cu is 

being oxidised and that the charge associated with this oxidation process is 

large. This shows that at +0.25 VRHE the surface oxidation of the 84 at.% Cu 

alloy is extensive. Consequently, the surface on which the hydrogen evolution 

is taking place (the reduced form of the alloy) is simply not the same surface 

which will be present to oxidise hydrogen at +0.25 VRHE (the oxidised form of 

the alloy surface). As a result, whilst the reduced form of the WCu alloy at 84 

at.% Cu may be active towards the HOR, it is simple inaccessible at the 

overpotential at which hydrogen oxidation is measured. 

As mentioned previously the underlying oxidation currents did not seem to be 

contributing to the overall oxidation current to any great extent. This is seen by 

the trend in both of these results staying fairly consistent and the total current 

density measured not decreasing by a great deal upon subtraction of the 

underlying oxidation current, implying the thin film alloy electrodes are stable at 

+0.25 VRHE. Further evidence for this assessment is seen when the data in the 

potential steps, presented in Figure 5.22, is analysed further. The average 

current for the two steps at +0.2 VRHE are seen to be the same within 

experimental error, and hence the step to +0.25 VRHE has not damaged the 

surface. 
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5.4. Conclusions 

In this work a high-throughput methodology has been used to produce thin film 

alloys with a composition of WxCu1-x. The thin film alloys were produced with a 

compositional gradient across a specifically designed electrochemical chip. The 

techniques used allowed for the high-throughput synthesis of the alloys, with a 

compositional gradient across the sample, as well as high throughput 

electrochemical screening. The WCu alloys were screened with a view to 

investigating their activity towards hydrogen oxidation and evolution. 

The HER and HOR activity of all the alloy electrodes were higher than that of 

the component metals. This, along with XPS results implies the alloying 

process imparts a change in the electronic structure of the system, as 

predicted.44 The two alloys which catalysed hydrogen evolution most were the 

W50Cu50 and W84Cu16 alloys, these alloys correspond to two meta-stable WCu 

phases which have been predicted for this binary alloy system.55-57 

Of the two alloys which were seen to show activity towards hydrogen evolution, 

only the W50Cu50 alloy showed activity towards hydrogen oxidation. This result 

seemed to contradict the idea that hydrogen evolution activity is a good 

descriptor for the electrocatalytic oxidation of hydrogen. The redox behaviour of 

the alloys, however, provided a possible explanation for the differences seen in 

the trends in activity of these two reactions. The  W84Cu16 alloy was shown to 

exhibit a large degree of surface oxidation at +0.25 VRHE, consequently the 

alloy surfaces under HER condition (-0.25 VRHE) and HOR conditions (+0.25 

VRHE) are not the same. 

Whilst the activity and stability seen during these experiments is not good 

enough to mean WCu alloys could replace the common platinum based 

catalysts used at the fuel cell anode, these results do provide direct evidence 

that alloy catalysts could provide a route to non-noble metal catalysts for use in 

fuel cells. These results also suggest that HER activity can indeed be used as a 

descriptor for the HOR, even when high overpotentials are needed for the 

reaction to proceed. This is of particular interest because ab-initio calculations 

of HER are more accessible than calculations on the more complicated HOR 

system.  
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Ab-initio calculations for the HER reaction already available for overlayer and 

‘defect’ systems, and these results prove these calculations can provide an 

important tool in the discovery of new electrocatalytic materials. The results 

observed are consistent with the decrease in the density of states close to the 

Fermi level in the alloy compared to pure tungsten, resulting in the decrease in 

adsorption energy of hydrogen (bringing ∆GH* closer to zero) and consequently 

increasing the activity towards hydrogen evolution. 

Finally, whilst the activity of the WCu system may be able to be predicted using 

theoretical calculations, the specific alloy compositions where this effect will be 

seen to the greatest extent is more difficult to predict. The dependence of the 

activity on the composition of the alloy (and the inherent structural changes 

within the system observed by XRD) can only be investigated using 

experimental methods at present. The high-throughput method used in this 

investigation is perfectly suited to this task and allowed for the source of any 

activity seen to be assigned accurately60. 
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6.1. Introduction 

6.1.1. Low Index Faces 

It is well known that the surface of a material dominates its catalytic 

properties.1-5 The electronic structure and the geometry of the surface both 

have huge effects on the catalytic activity of a material towards a given 

reaction.3, 4, 6, 7 While the electronic and geometric effects are often thought of 

individually these two effects are concomitant and almost inseparable 

experimentally.8, 9 In most practical cases within catalysis research poly-

crystalline metals or supported metal particles are used as an active catalyst.10, 

11 This is due to the often high activity and relative ease of synthesis of these 

kinds of materials.  

The poly-crystalline metal and supported metal particles often used, however, 

present a difficulty when trying to understand the mechanisms behind the 

observed activity.12 These materials do not contain any long range structural 

order, and their surfaces contain many different crystal faces, edges, corner 

atoms, defects and step sites,7, 13 which consequently means it can be very 

difficult to accurately attribute how much each of these different sites contribute 

to the overall observed activity. Essentially the precise structures at the surface 

of most common materials are extremely difficult to know, which means the 

processes occurring at the surface are difficult to understand.14 

As the geometry of a catalytic surface is of vital importance when investigating 

the processes occurring at the surface, a material where the exact structure of 

the surface is known is necessary. Single crystal materials can be cut in a way 

that will expose a particular crystal face. Often the faces that are investigated 

are the low index surface of common close packed crystalline materials as they 

are often stable and the simplest surface geometries to understand.15-17 Using 

this methodology it is possible to synthesise highly ordered surfaces whose 

structure can be easily probed using common surface science techniques.18, 19 

Low index surfaces of common close packed crystalline materials allow us to 

use materials where we know the structure of the surface in detail.20 
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In addition, the surface free energy which arises from the termination of the 

bulk can change the properties of a surface and hence surface reconstructions 

can occur, but without long range order these types of effects can be lost as 

common materials are polycrystalline with the different crystal faces 

contributing to the overall behaviour.12 When investigating the low index planes 

of crystalline materials the surface energy can be modelled accurately as the 

surface terminates in a specific way making the calculations much simpler.21-24  

6.1.2. Surface Alloys 

The surface free energy can be very different from the bulk so in many cases 

materials, such as surface alloys, can be produced where there is no 

equivalent bulk alloy known.14, 25-27 This means unique materials can be 

accessed which would not be accessible otherwise. Consequently, possible 

novel materials with interesting behaviours can be synthesised, characterised 

accurately and screened as potential catalysts; with this whole process being 

guided by calculated models.28-30 

Metals alloys are of interest, as already discussed, due to the geometric and 

electronic effects which occur upon alloying and change the materials catalytic 

activity. It is the electronic structure and geometry at the surface which 

dominates the catalytic behaviour of a material. Hence, surface alloys are likely 

to provide a route to interesting catalytic behaviour. This catalytic behaviour is 

all the more interesting when it originates from a surface alloy which does not 

have an equivalent bulk alloy system, as it means the surface structure being 

screened can only be made in this way.  

There are numerous examples of surface alloy systems which are stable but no 

thermodynamically stable bulk alloys of the same type exists.31-34 An example 

of one such system is, as discussed in Chapter 5, W-Cu alloys.27, 35 The phase 

diagram for this system shows, if allowed to relax into its most stable form the 

two metal will simply separate.36 The observation of there being no 

thermodynamically stable bulk W-Cu alloys was made by Subramanian et al. in 

1991.36 Whilst some evidence for meta-stable phases has been reported here 

in Chapter 5 and in the literature,37-39 as they are not thermodynamically stable, 

their use practically is likely to be limited by their inherent instability.  
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There are however many stable surface alloys of Cu on the W(100) face, all of 

which will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.3. These surface alloys 

have distinct surface structures and surface compositions which mean they 

could show markedly different catalytic behaviour. In addition to this it is also 

possible that they could show improved stability when compared to the bulk W-

Cu system discussed in Chapter 5. 

6.1.3 Copper Modified W(100) Surface Alloy Structures 

Whilst there are no known thermodynamically stable WCu bulk alloys, a 

number of stable surface alloy can be formed by Cu on a W(100) single crystal 

surface.40-42 Ab-initio calculations have been carried out which suggest the 

source of the stability of these W(100) – Cu alloys originate from the intrinsic 

instability exhibited by the W(100) surface itself.43 The instability of the W(100) 

surface is shown experimentally as it is known to reconstruct at low-

temperatures,44 with this effect being observed below 220 K.45-47 The 

reconstructed W(100) surface exhibits c (2×2) symmetry. 

When copper is deposited onto a W(100) surface below room temperature, the 

observed LEED pattern presents as a higher intensity background when 

compared to the bare W(100) LEED pattern.41 This finding is consistent with an 

increase of disorder on the surface as the Cu atoms form weakly ordered 

overlayer structures. The Cu has been found to form islands with the most 

likely site for island nucleation being the 4-fold hollows in the W(100) surface.48 

If these Cu overlayers are annealed or indeed deposited onto a surface at 

higher temperatures, above 800 K, a variety of highly ordered surface alloys 

can be formed.40  

W(100) - Cu surface alloys have received much attention in the literature with 

both theoretical and experimental papers confirming the stability of the Cu 

modified surfaces originates from the W(100) only being just stable relative to 

the c(2×2) vacancy structure.27,40,42,47 Photoelectron spectroscopy 

measurements and electronic structure calculations have been conducted on 

CuW alloys, which indicated that the energy of the Cu 3d transition shifts by -

0.7 eV negatively upon alloying with 20% copper, corresponding to a change in 

the electronic structure of the alloy surface.49 
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As already mentioned there are a variety of surface alloy structures which can 

be formed when Cu is deposited onto a W(100) surface and annealed. The 

structure formed has been found to be dependent on both copper coverage 

and annealing temperature. In experiments carried out by Attard et al.40 

techniques such as LEED, low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) and 

auger electron spectroscopy (AES) were used to probe the surface of these 

W(100) – Cu surface alloys. 

The most stable of the W(100) Cu surfaces is the c (2×2) surface alloy.50 This 

surface has been observed to form when coverages between 0.2 and 0.7 ML of 

Cu are deposited on the W(100) surface and the resulting surface is annealed 

above 800 °K. This surface can be detected using LE ED as it shows a 

distinctive c(2×2) LEED pattern which is particularly clear at a coverage of 0.5 

ML. Other structures which can be formed include the p(2×2) structure which is 

formed at higher coverages between 0.7 and 0.9 ML, and reported less widely 

at lower coverages between 0.2 and 0.6 ML. At coverages above 1 ML a (1×1) 

LEED pattern is observed consistent with the pseudomorphic growth of Cu on 

the W(100).50 

It is clear that there are a number of surface phases and a number of them can 

be formed at the same coverage. These phases can be separated with careful 

control of the annealing temperature as they each have different stabilities. An 

example of this is the p (2×2) and c (2×2) surfaces which can both be formed at 

a Cu coverage of 0.7 ML. The p (2×2) pattern is sharp at this coverage 

however it is not as stable as the c (2 × 2) structure, consequently the p (2×2) 

surface is seen to disorder at above 900 K with the formation of the c (2 × 2) 

structure observed at this temperature.40, 41 The structure of these common 

W(100) – Cu modified surfaces have been shown diagrammatically in Figure 

6.1 below. 
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W(100) Surface 

  

 

W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu Surface 

  

W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu Surface 

  

W(100) p (2 × 2) Cu Surface 
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W(100) p (1 × 1) Cu Surface 

 

Figure 6.1. Diagram of the real space structure (right) and corresponding reciprocal 

space structure (left) for the common W(100) – Cu modified surface alloys. In each 

case the tungsten atoms are shown in blue and the Cu atoms in yellow for the real 

space structures. The spots in reciprocal space from the underlying W(100) structure 

are shown with circles and the additional spots caused by the addition of the ordered 

Cu atoms are shown with x marks. In each case the real space units cell is shown with 

a solid red box and the unit cell in the reciprocal lattice is shown with a dotted red box. 

 

It has been found that the 3-dimentional structure of all of these surfaces have 

the adsorbed Cu atoms laying close to co-planar with the top layer of W 

atoms40. This suggests surface W atoms are displaced by the adsorbed Cu 

atoms during the annealing process as the surface alloy is formed. 

Consequently, these surfaces are often referred to as 2-dimensional surface 

alloys. This is evidence for there being a strong interaction between the W and 

Cu atoms in the surface alloy and hence the relative high stability of these 

surfaces, in particular the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface. 

The thermal desorption of Cu from the W(100) surface gives a good indication 

of the different structures which can be formed by the modification of the 

surface by Cu. The thermal desorption of Cu occurs between 1350 – 1100 K, 

with a number of peaks being clearly detectable in the TPD spectra. These 

different peaks are indicative of some of the structures which can be formed 

that are kinetically stable. At high coverages, above 1ML, there are a number of 

peaks which can be detected showing evidence for Cu multilayer structures. 

The peaks corresponding to these multilayer structures are detected at the 

lower end of the temperature range previously discussed and in some cases 

are difficult to distinguish from each other, suggesting these structures are less 
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stable than those formed at sub-monolayer coverages and that they are of 

similar stability to each other. Peaks corresponding to other structures can be 

detected with the first, highest temperature, peak at around 1325 K saturating 

at 0.5 ML. This peak is associated with the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface and is 

again evidence for this structure being the most stable surface alloy which can 

be formed from this system.41 

6.1.4. Electronic Effects in Cu modified W(100) Surfaces  

As discussed, there is a strong interaction between the W and Cu atoms in the 

Cu modified W(100) surface alloys. This interaction strongly influences the 

electronic structure of the resulting surface, as would be expected. These 

changes in electronic structure can be detected using spectroscopic 

techniques, such as the photoelectron spectroscopy experiments discussed 

previously, where the energy of the Cu 3d electrons have been reported to shift 

-0.7 eV negatively upon alloying.49 

Another study investigated the change in the workfunction (∆Φ) of the W(100) 

surface at varying coverages of Cu at room temperature and 800 K. It was 

found that at room temperature the workfunction of the surface increases as Cu 

is dosed onto the surface up to approximately 1 ML. Cu coverages between 1 – 

2 ML causes the Φ to fall where it reaches an approximately constant value at 

coverages above 2 ML.41 The trend in ∆Φ as a function of Cu coverage at 800 

K is markedly different to that observed at 300K. At this higher temperature Φ 

initially falls to a local minimum at 0.5 ML, coinciding with the formation of the  

W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface. As the coverage is increased further to 

approximately 1 ML, Φ increases to its initial value and then decreases at 

higher coverages, again reaching a constant value above 2 ML. These 

observations clearly indicate a significant difference in the electronic structure 

of the annealed surface, a result which is consistent with the expected chances 

in electronic structure upon alloy formation. The changes in the workfunction 

have been attributed to the movement of the adsorbed Cu atoms from a site 

on-top of the tungsten, to within the first atomic layer – forming a 2-dimensional 

surface alloy.41 
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As the electronic structure of a material is inherently linked with its adsorption 

characteristics, and therefore catalytic activity, these results give a strong 

indication that the activity of the Cu modified surfaces could be very different to 

that of the bare W(100) surface. This hypothesis has been investigated using 

both DFT and experimental molecular beam studies to probe the adsorption 

behaviour of these surfaces towards different adsorbates.27, 51-53 Of interest to 

this work is how these surfaces adsorb hydrogen species. 

6.1.5. Cu modified W(100) Surfaces’ Adsorption Characteristics 

There is a large amount of work in the literature which investigates the 

adsorption of hydrogen onto W single crystal surfaces.54-56 This work originates 

from the observation that the W(100) surface is known to undergo a hydrogen 

induced reconstruction upon adsorption. This process has been reviewed 

elsewhere and will only be discussed briefly here.27, 55, 57 The adsorption of sub-

monolayer coverages of hydrogen onto the W(100) surface is seen to produce 

a c (2 × 2) structure which has been interpreted as the adsorbed hydrogen 

atoms occupying bridge sites on the W(100) surface producing a ‘pinched 

dimer’ structure.58, 59  

The adsorption of hydrogen onto a W(100) – Cu surface has been the subject 

of a limited amount to work in the literature. The earliest of these studies found 

that for an unannealed surface the amount of hydrogen that could adsorb onto 

the surface decreased linearly with Cu coverage, until one unannealed 

monolayer of Cu was formed when no hydrogen adsorption was seen above 

300 K.59 This is consistent with a simple site blocking mechanism where 

hydrogen only adsorbs onto the tungsten sites described above. Once a full 

monolayer of Cu has been formed no W-W bridge sites are available and 

hence no adsorption takes place. For the annealed surface a similar trend was 

seen, however the limiting coverage for hydrogen adsorption was 0.5 ML. This 

is consistent with the formation of the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface as the 

‘checker-board’ structure means all of the tungsten-tungsten bridging sites 

have been removed.59 

In the literature it has been suggested that a Cu modified W(100) surface may 

work well as a hydrogen evolution catalyst,60 and it has been inferred from this 
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that the surface structure in question may also be an active hydrogen evolution 

catalyst. For this to be the case it is known that it is not sufficient for the surface 

to adsorb hydrogen at an appreciable rate but also desorb hydrogen, as 

discussed previously within the context of the Sabatier principle. Hence, 

investigating the hydrogen desorption characteristics on Cu modified W(100) 

surfaces is of great interest.  

6.1.6. Cu modified W(100) Surfaces’ Desorption Characteristics 

In a molecular beam investigation by D.A. Butler et al.52 the process of 

hydrogen dissociation on the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface has been explored. 

As a part of this work consideration has also been given to the temperature and 

hence energy at which the adsorbed hydrogen species desorb from the 

surface. It was found that on this surface, the adsorbed hydrogen species 

saturates at approximately 1 monolayer consistent with the adsorption site 

being in the 4-fold hollows of the surface alloy which as discussed has a 

‘checker-board’ structure with alternating W and Cu atoms. Hydrogen is 

thought to adsorb in similar 4-fold hollows on the Cu (100) surface, where it has 

been found to desorb at temperatures between 300-330 K.27, 52, 57 

The adsorbed hydrogen species on the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu was found to 

desorb from the surface at lower temperatures when compared to the W(100) 

surface, around 265 K. The finding that hydrogen desorbs at lower 

temperatures on the surface alloy than pure Cu and W gives direct evidence 

that the formation of the surface alloy has affected the electronic structure of 

the surface and as a consequence its desorption characteristics. The lower 

desorption temperature is thought to be due to the interaction of the hydrogen 

with both the W and Cu atoms in the alloy surface which has a surface unit cell 

which is larger than that of Cu and a lower activation barrier to hydrogen 

adsorption when compared to Cu also.52 

The molecular beam experiment discussed above also found that whilst the 

bare W(100) surface presented a non-activated direct channel to hydrogen 

dissociation, the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface has a higher barrier, around 150 

eV, to direct dissociation meaning at low energies the purely indirect route can 

be probed on this surface. The results presented in this work also suggest this 
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indirect route to hydrogen dissociation takes place by the trapping of a 

dynamical precursor. This route to dissociation was also found to be present for 

the bare W(100), however, as the direct and indirect pathways occur at similar 

energies it is difficult to study.52 

It is known that both W and Cu show low activity towards the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) and hydrogen oxidation reaction as they have a 

negative and positive free energy of hydrogen adsorption (∆GH*) respectively. 

Work within the literature has predicted a Cu modified W(100) surface could 

show good activity towards hydrogen evolution.60 The literature has shown 

there are a number of Cu modified W(100) surfaces can be formed with the 

W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface alloy being the most stable. This surface alloy has 

received a significant amount of attention, however none of the surfaces in 

question have been tested electrochemically before. As previously discussed 

the electrochemical transfer system is unique in that it allows for a number of 

surface alloys to be formed and characterised in detail using surface science 

techniques. These surfaces can then be probed electrochemically with the 

surface being kept in an inert atmosphere. 
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6.2. Experimental 

6.2.1. Cleaning Procedure of the W(100) crystal face 

All experiments were performed within the electrochemical transfer system 

described previously in chapter 3. This UHV system was used with a base 

pressure of below   8 × 10-10 mBar. As previously described, the 

electrochemical transfer system is equipped with both LEED and XPS 

apparatus which enables the crystal being investigated to be characterised in 

detail. The tungsten crystal used within this investigation is known to be 

polished to within 1° of the 1,0,0 facet meaning wh en clean, a clear surface 

diffraction pattern should be consistent with a bare W(100) surface. The 

detection of the W(100) LEED pattern provided a convenient measure of 

surface cleanliness and hence was considered a requirement prior to the 

modification of the crystal surface with Cu. 

The procedure by which the tungsten crystal was cleaned has been established 

elsewhere.61 This cleaning procedure involved an oxygen treatment to remove 

any surface contaminants, namely trace amounts of carbon, followed by an 

annealing step to high temperatures, in the absence of oxygen, to remove any 

surface oxide. After each stage of this cleaning procedure XPS spectra were 

obtained to ensure the removal of the surface carbon and oxygen in the two 

steps of the cleaning procedure. For this procedure to enable the effective 

cleaning of the crystal, temperatures of at least 2100 C and 2600 C need to be 

reached in the oxygen treatment and annealing steps respectively.61 It was 

found that the voltages from the electron beam heating, necessary to reach the 

high temperatures required, interfered with the measured voltage difference in 

the thermocouple and thus prevented their use to measure the temperature. 

Therefore, a set of heating conditions were established which were seen to 

exceed the temperatures needed in each case via the elimination of surface 

contaminants using XPS experiments, however the exact temperature of the 

surface could not be measured during this procedure.  

XPS data showing the levels of the main surface contaminants after an 

example of each step in the cleaning procedure has been included in Figure 

6.2. From the data presented it is clear that the uncleaned surface has 
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significant levels of surface carbon contaminations as well as a small amount of 

surface oxygen detectable. Any surface carbon contamination can be removed 

using a simple oxygen treatment, as can be seen by the decrease in signal due 

to the C 1s electron. The surface oxide formed during the oxygen treatment is 

extensive and is characterised by a distinct peak at approximately 532 eV. This 

surface oxide can be removed by annealing the surface above 2600 C. This 

cleaning procedure allows the formation of a surface with no significant surface 

contamination. 

 

Figure 6.2. XPS spectra for the un-cleaned surface (top), surface after oxygen 

treatment (middle) and after high temperature annealing (bottom) showing the 

oxygen treatment removing surface carbon contaminants and the annealing step 

removing the surface oxide. All spectra presented are averages of five scans of 

each region, the W 4f, C1s and O1s. 
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Once the W(100) surface had been cleaned, with no surface contaminants 

detectable, the crystal was allowed to cool to room temperature and the LEED 

pattern from the surface was recorded to ensure an ordered structure 

consistent with the square array of atoms in the W(100) surface was 

observable. This LEED pattern was observed at multiple energies, usually 

ranging from 30 – 150 eV, and recorded using a digital SLR camera at two or 

more of these energies. An example LEED pattern has been included here in 

Figure 6.3 at two representative energies with the unit cell shown with the solid 

red square for clarity, the real space and predicted reciprocal space patterns 

have also been included for reference. As is the case with all experimentally 

obtained LEED patterns presented in this work, the only processing the images 

have been subjected to is the modification of the contrast and brightness in 

order to highlight the diffraction spots observed. 
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         Real Space Image                                               Reciprocal Space Image 

 

     

             LEED Image at 43 eV                                 LEED Image at 96 eV 

 

Figure 6.3. Experimentally observed LEED patterns (bottom) seen for the clean 

and ordered W(100) surface with the characteristic square array of dots seen, with 

the unit cell highlighted with the solid red square. LEED pattern is presented at two 

different energies, at 43 and 96 eV. Diagram of the real space structure and the 

related reciprocal space structure is included for clarity (top).  

 

6.2.2. Copper Modification of W(100) Surface and Characterisation 

Once the cleanliness and structure of the W(100) crystal had been determined 

via the route outlined above the modification of the surface by the evaporation 

of atomic copper onto the surface could be attempted. The copper was 

evaporated from the homemade Knudsen cell described in Chapter 3. The 

temperature at which the tantalum boat containing the Cu was held at and 

deposition time, were both varied in order to deposit the required amount of Cu 

onto the tungsten surface.  The Cu used in this investigation was in the form of 
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an as drawn wire of 0.025 mm diameter, at 99.9995% purity obtained from 

Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd. The distance between the doser and crystal 

surface was fixed at approximately 40 cm. 

Once Cu had been deposited onto the crystal surface the amount of Cu was 

measured using XPS measurements, followed by an annealing step in an 

attempt to form one of the ordered surface alloys discussed in section 6.1.3. It 

has previously been stated that both the amount of Cu and the temperature of 

the surface during annealing or deposition are vitally important in forming the 

desired surface alloy and must be closely controlled. Unfortunately it was not 

possible to measure the temperature of the surface during the annealing steps 

due to the interference from the e-beam heating source as discussed, also 

measuring the temperature of the surface shortly after annealing was also 

difficult due to the fragility of the thermocouple wires compounded by the high 

temperatures and moveable manipulator arm the sample was mounted on. 

Consequently the temperature of the surface was not measured and the 

conditions of annealing were monitored using the voltage and emission current 

measured on the e-beam heating apparatus. 

Whilst heating the crystal the voltage and emission current measured from the 

e-beam apparatus was controlled, however, it should be noted here due to the 

experimental set up, this does not mean the exact heating regime could be 

controlled. The heating filament was mounted onto a manual mechanical linear 

drive, which enabled the filament to approach the reverse side of the crystal 

and be situated close to (within 1 mm) of the crystal. This process was done by 

hand and hence small discrepancies in the distance between the filament and 

the crystal were unavoidable. It is possible for these small changes in the 

distance to cause large changes in the crystal temperature due to the energy 

being transferred to the crystal being inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance between the crystal and the filament.   

The Cu-modified W(100) surfaces produced were profiled using XPS and 

LEED measurements in order to determine which of the possible structures had 

been formed. As a matter of routine each surface was probed using XPS in the 

energy region associated with the W (4f	
�
�� ) and Cu (2p	

�
�� ) electrons. A wide 
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scan from 0 – 1200 eV binding energies was also included along with the 

energy regions associated with the C (1s	
�
�� ) and O (1s	

�
�� ) electrons so that if 

unusual results were obtained in order to determine whether the surface had 

become contaminated. In each case the spectra presented will be averages of 

many scans in order to enhance the signal to noise ratio with the exact 

conditions presented with the data. For all LEED experiments, each LEED 

pattern was observed at multiple energies, usually ranging from 30 – 150 eV, 

and recorded using a digital SLR camera at two or more of these energies. 

Again the specific conditions at which each image was obtained will be 

presented with the image itself. 

6.2.3. Electrochemical Testing 

The electrochemical testing was carried out within the three electrode glass 

transfer cell described in Chapter 3.  During each electrochemical transfer the 

sample was retracted from the surface science chamber and isolated in the 

electrochemical chamber by the closing of a gate valve between the two 

chambers. The electrochemical chamber was then immediately allowed to rise 

to atmospheric pressure by leaking in a flow of dry, inert, high purity argon. This 

allows the surface to be kept in a clean, inert atmosphere. The electrochemical 

cell is then attached, filled with electrolyte and raised into the chamber. At this 

point a CV of polycrystalline platinum is recorded as a method of referencing 

the Pd/H2 couple used as a reference electrode. Next, contact between the 

crystal surface and the electrolyte is made under potential control, enabling 

CVs of the clean surface to be obtained without the surface ever having 

experienced open circuit voltage (OCV) conditions. 

All electrochemical measurements carried out during the course of this 

investigation were done so using 0.5 M perchloric acid (HClO4) electrolyte. The 

electrolyte was prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 (supplied by GFS 

chemicals) and ultra-pure water. Prior to all experiments the electrolyte solution 

was purged with Ar (Air Products, N5 grade) for 20 minutes to remove 

dissolved oxygen.  

All of the cyclic voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1, 
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unless stated otherwise. All electrochemical experiments were carried out using 

a Pd/H2 couple as the reference electrode and a Pt mesh as the counter 

electrode, in addition a polycrystalline Pt wire is included in the cell for 

referencing the Pd/H2 couple by recording the CV of the platinum wire and 

correcting all voltamograms for the shift in the onset potential of hydrogen 

evolution from 0 V. A Pt CV was also recorded at the end of each experiment to 

ensure the potential of the reference electrode had not shifted significantly. An 

example Pt CV from this cell both before and after a transfer experiment is 

included here in Figure 6.4, the CV has been presented with a limited potential 

range in order to highlight the HER region of interest. The platinum wire in the 

cell is also used when making contact to the crystal under potential control.  

 

For clarity all potentials quoted here have been converted to and presented 

versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (VRHE). All current densities presented 

within this work are calculated using the geometric surface area of the 

electrode in question. In the case of the W(100) crystal and its Cu modified 

surfaces this is calculated from an approximation of the area of the crystal 

exposed to the electrolyte. This area cannot be measured and is simply an 

estimation is done by eye and hence will not be completely accurate making it 

difficult to draw strong conclusions from small changes in the current densities 

observed during this work                                     
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Figure 6.4. Cyclic voltammogram of the polycrystalline Pt wire within the transfer 

system electrochemical cell. This CV is an example of one recorded as a matter of 

course in order to determine the potential of the Pd/H2 reference electrode within 

this cell. The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M 

HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use 

and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 
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6.3. Results and Discussion 

6.3.1. Electrochemistry of Poly-Crystalline Tungsten and Copper 

It is important to understand the electrochemical behaviour of both W and Cu 

separately as a baseline in order evaluate the electrocatalytic behaviour of the 

W(100) face and its Cu modified derivatives. The simple electrochemical 

behaviour of pure tungsten and copper metals has not been investigated in 

great detail in the literature. The reason this work has not received much 

attention is due to corrosion and passivation processes which make these 

materials very difficult to use in electrochemical studies. In a report by Anik et 

al. 62 the effect of pH on the anodic behaviour of tungsten was investigated.  

As a part of the report by Anik et al.62 a Pourbaix diagram was produced 

outlining the predominant tungsten species at a set potential and pH. Firstly it 

must be noted that in the acidic media in which this investigation is 

predominantly concerned (~ pH = 1) metallic tungsten is expected to be stable 

at reducing potentials. At potentials greater than 0 VSHE surface oxide species 

are formed. The formation of a surface oxide is a passivation step, not a 

corrosion step, meaning the oxidation is not reversible and the metallic 

tungsten cannot be recovered by a simple electrochemical reduction process. 

The Pourbaix diagram discussed here is given in Figure 6.5 and it is clear that 

at pH 1, as the potential is increased above 0 V the metallic tungsten oxidised 

through WO2 and W2O5 species finally to WO3 at potentials above +0.2 V 

forming a passivating oxide layer. 
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Figure 6.5. Pourbaix diagram of tungsten metal produced by Anik et al. The 

operating pH used in the electrochemical experiments is shown with the vertical 

dotted line.62 

 

A cyclic voltammetry experiment was carried out an a polycrystalline W wire in 

order to confirm the behaviour predicted in the literature and also baseline the 

current density range for these materials. It can be seen from the voltammetry 

of tungsten shown in Figure 6.6, that an irreversible oxidation step has taken 

place. This is evident from the vast difference in electrochemical behaviour 

between the 1st and 2nd cycles. With the first cycle a large oxidation peak is 

observed on the anodic scan, starting at ca. -0.2 VRHE. This peak corresponds 

to the oxidation of the W working electrode to WO3.  
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Figure 6.6. Cyclic voltammogram of a polycrystalline W wire, 0.2 mm in diameter, 

within the transfer system electrochemical cell. This CV shows the characteristic 

oxidation behaviour for W metal with the surface oxidatively passivating during the 

first cycle (red) and exhibiting a different response, representative of tungsten 

oxide in the second cycle (green). The CV was recorded in the transfer 

electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 

70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 

mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had 

been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

As discussed at the experimental pH (ca. 1.0) the surface oxidation should be a 

passivation step. This means the oxidised tungsten species formed stays on 

the surface and is not dissolved into the electrolyte. Therefore, as a surface 

reduction peak is not observed in the cathodic scan and the 2nd cycle shows 

such marked differences to the first, the voltammetry is consistent with the 

literature predicted surface passivation of tungsten62. This result allows not only 

a baseline for the current densities of the single crystal surfaces but also gives 

an indication of the stability window within these experimental parameters and 
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provides another source for comparison to the single crystal surfaces. The data 

presented in Figure 6.7 also shows a high over-potential for hydrogen evolution 

with the onset of the HER seen at below -0.25 VRHE. This high overpotential is 

also consistent with the literature and this onset potential can also be compared 

when investigating the single crystal surfaces. 

In an investigation into the electrochemical behaviour of metallic Cu by 

Protopopoff et.al.63 a Pourbiax diagram for this system has also been 

produced. In this investigation particular attention is given to catalytically 

important Hads, H2Oads and OHads species and where they are formed. It was 

found that at pH 1, metallic Cu is stable to around 0.2 VSHE. The copper 

oxidation process above this point, however, is a corrosion process with the 

formation of soluble Cu2+ species. This means at oxidising potentials the Cu will 

dissolve into the aqueous electrolyte and hence will not be reversible. The 

copper Pourbaix diagram from this report is presented in Figure 6.7. 

It is important to note that the catalytically important surface adsorbed species 

mentioned above are all formed at potentials lower than the point where Cu 

corrosion will start. The Hads species involved in the HOR and HER reactions is 

formed below 0 VSHE. The OHads species which as discussed is important in CO 

electro-oxidation is formed at ~ 0.1 VSHE. The formation of these species, at 

potentials where metallic Cu is the dominant Cu species, is encouraging with 

respect to the catalytic properties of copper metal. 
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Figure 6.7. Pourbaix diagram of copper metal produced by Protopopoff et al. In 

addition the regions where the formation of some catalytically active surface 

bound species are formed is given.63 

 

Cyclic voltammetry experiments on a polycrystalline Cu wire were completed in 

order to provide a similar baseline to that with the polycrystalline W wire. 

Multiple cycles were again completed with the electrochemical response from 

the first three cycles presented in Figure 6.8. From the electrochemistry of Cu 

shown it seems pure Cu is stable between -0.4 and +0.4 VRHE under these 

experimental conditions. This seems to suggest that the Cu is more resistant to 

oxidation than is suggested in the Pourbaix diagram shown in Figure 6.7. This 

could be due to the surface of the metal being partially oxidised in air, prior to 

the experiment, causing passivation. This is encouraging as a useful HOR 

catalyst must clearly be stable in oxidising conditions. Above +0.4 VRHE the 

peak seen is due to the oxidation of the Cu metal with no corresponding 

reduction peak seen, consistent with the dissolution of the Cu into the 

electrolyte bulk. 
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Figure 6.8. Cyclic voltammogram of a polycrystalline Cu wire, 0.2 mm in diameter, 

within the transfer system electrochemical cell. This CV shows oxidation behaviour 

consistent with the dissolution of Cu from the surface during each of the three 

cycles. The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 

electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals 

and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in 

this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh 

was used as the counter electrode. 

 

Finally, it can also be noted from the data presented in Figure 6.8 that the 

overpotential for hydrogen oxidation is again very high with the onset of the 

HER occurring at -0.4 VRHE. This again will act as an interesting baseline 

measure of activity towards hydrogen evolution. These voltammetry results, 

presented in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8, are consistent with the literature 

predictions showing poor activity towards hydrogen evolution with large over-

potentials for this reaction seen. 
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6.3.2. Electrochemistry of clean W(100) surface 

The W(100) surface was cleaned via the oxygen treatment and annealing 

process outlined in section 6.2.1., with a clean and sharp LEED pattern being 

observed after this treatment. 2 representative LEED patterns have been 

presented in Figure 6.9 where it can be seen at both energies, 43 and 65 eV, a 

clear and sharp pattern consistent with the W(100) surface structure is 

observable. This indicates the crystal surface is free of surface contaminants 

and highly ordered.  

                                      

      Real Space Image                                                 Reciprocal Space Image 

        

          LEED Image at 43 eV                                LEED Image at 65 eV 

 

Figure 6.9. Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the clean and 

ordered W(100) surface with the characteristic square array of dots seen, with the 

unit cell highlighted with solid red square. LEED pattern is presented at two 

different energies, at 43 and 65 eV. Diagram of the real space structure and the 

related reciprocal space structure is included for clarity (top). 
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The clean W(100) surface was transferred from the UHV preparation conditions 

into an inert atmosphere and exposed to the 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte whilst 

being held under potential control at below 0.1 VRHE, a potential regime which 

the literature62 and the data presented in Figure 6.6 indicate the W(100) 

surface should be stable. Once contact had been made a potential window 

opening experiment was completed, where the potential of the surface was 

cycled at 50 mV sec-1 between -0.1 and 0 V. With each subsequent scan the 

maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned to was increased by 100 

mV. This type of experiment allows the onset potential of any oxidation 

reactions to be determined. In addition, any changes to the voltammetry in the 

hydrogen evolution region due to the surface oxidation can also be detected. 
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Figure 6.10. Potential window opening experiment using the clean W(100) single 

surface as the working electrode, the surface was cycled between -0.1 and 0 VRHE, 

with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned was increased by 

100 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system electrochemical 

cell. This set of CVs shows the characteristic oxidation behaviour for W metal with 

the surface oxidatively passivating followed by the response associated with 

tungsten oxide in latter cycles. The CV was recorded in the transfer 

electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 

70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 

mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had 

been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

From the data presented above in Figure 6.10 it can be seen that the onset of 

the surface oxidation process occurs at approximately +0.3 VRHE. This value is 

shifted higher by +0.1 V when compared to the data obtained from the 

polycrystalline W surface shown in Figure 6.6. This observation is not clear as 

the current density scale is compressed in this region due to the larger positive 

current densities observed during the subsequent scans meaning this effect 

should be investigated further. To do this a small representative selection of the 
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sweeps carried out in the potential window opening experiment should be 

analysed in isolation. In addition to this the surface oxidation peak appears to 

be less extensive than that observed in Figure 6.6, with the maximum peak 

height for the single crystal surface being at 0.8 VRHE compared to 1.2 VRHE for 

the polycrystalline material. Again, this observation could be complicated by the 

nature of the potential window opening experiment where with each scan a 

small amount of the surface tungsten is oxidised, compared to the whole 

surface being oxidised in one sweep as was the case for the polycrystalline 

surface. To investigate this further the potential of the clean W(100) surface 

must be swept to large oxidising potentials allowing the surface to oxidise 

during one potential cycle. 

In order to investigate the observed changes in surface oxidation when moving 

from the polycrystalline to the single crystal tungsten surface, four of the 

sweeps obtained as a part of the potential window opening experiment 

presented in Figure 6.10 have been plotted in isolation in Figure 6.11, in order 

to highlight the onset potential as well as any changes to the electrochemistry 

caused by the surface oxidation. 
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                         Plot A                                                         Plot B 

                         Plot C                                                         Plot D 

 

Figure 6.11. Four representative cycles taken from the potential window opening 

experiment with the working electrode being the clean W(100) single crystal 

surface, the surface was cycled between -0.1 and 0.2, 0.4, 0.9 and 2.0 VRHE for 

plots A-D respectively, within the transfer system electrochemical cell. These CVs 

highlight the onset of hydrogen evolution on the W and oxidatively passivated W 

surfaces. The CVs were recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M 

HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode used was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt 

mesh was used as the counter electrode. It should be noted that each of the plots 

presented are scaled differently in order to highlight features unique to each 

voltammogram and care should be taken to look at the scale on each axis. 

 

As discussed, the onset of the surface oxidation process appears to be shifted 

by + 0.1 V in comparison to that observed for polycrystalline tungsten. This can 

be seen clearly in Figure 6.11 plot B, where the onset of the surface oxidation 

peak is observable at +0.3 VRHE. This suggests the W(100) single crystal has a 
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larger stability range at oxidising potentials. These observations suggest the 

(100) face of tungsten is not the most easily oxidised surface and hence at 

least one of the other crystal structures that are present in the polycrystalline 

sample starts oxidising at lower potentials than the (100) facets. This 

observation could also be a consequence of the change in surface energy of 

the single crystal surface when compared to the less well ordered 

polycrystalline sample. 

It is also clear from the data presented in Figure 6.11 that the oxidation of the 

surface has a large effect on the electrochemical response in the hydrogen 

evolution region. When little or no surface oxidation has occurred, as in plots A 

and B, the onset of hydrogen evolution is observed close to -0.1 VRHE with a 

small reduction current being observed at this potential. The data in plots C and 

D represent surfaces which have experienced a large amount of oxidation and 

full oxidation of the surface respectively. It can be seen from plots C and D that 

the reduction currents observed at -0.1 VRHE are larger and the onset of this 

reduction process occurs at positive potentials as high as +0.3 VRHE. This 

suggests the reduction process occurring is not simply hydrogen evolution. 

Whilst the literature predicts that a WO3 surface will show higher activity 

towards hydrogen oxidation64, 65, this is a difficult observation to make, as in 

this case the HER current is masked by another reduction reaction, possibly 

the reduction of partially oxidised tungsten species, WO2 and W2O5 species. 

The electrochemical oxidation of the W(100) surface completed in a single 

anodic sweep in a cyclic voltammetry experiment was completed in order to 

confirm the observation of the oxidation process occurring at a more limited 

potential range than that of the polycrystalline material. This data is given in 

Figure 6.12. Contact was made between the crystal and the electrolyte again 

under potential control (shown in black). The surface was then swept to +2.0 

VRHE in a single scan in order to fully oxidise the surface (shown in red). With a 

second scan of the oxidised surface recorded in order to confirm the change to 

the electrochemical response with the formation of the passivated surface 

(shown in green).  
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Figure 6.12. Cyclic voltammogram of the W(100) single crystal surface, within the 

transfer system electrochemical cell. This CV shows the characteristic oxidation 

behaviour for W metal with the surface oxidatively passivating during the first cycle 

(red) and exhibiting the response associated with tungsten oxide in the second 

cycle (green), similar to the response seen for the polycrystalline W surface. The 

CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-

pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode was a Pd/H2 

couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh as the counter 

electrode. 

 

From the voltammetry presented in Figure 6.12 it can be seen that the 

oxidation process does still occur at a more restricted potential range with a 

sharper oxidation peak being observed at ca. 0.8 VRHE in comparison to the 

broader peak seen at 1.2 VRHE for the polycrystalline tungsten sample in Figure 

6.6. This result is consistent with the single crystal surface having only one type 

of tungsten site, whereas the polycrystalline material will have many different 
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tungsten sites which will oxidise at slightly different potentials making the 

oxidation peak much broader. 

A second smaller oxidation peak at 1.6 VRHE is also visible which was not seen 

for the polycrystalline material. This peak could be the oxidation of partially 

oxidised tungsten atoms in the surface, for example the oxidation of WO2 or 

W2O5 species to WO3. It is possible that this process could have been masked 

by the broadness of the oxidation peak for the polycrystalline material. It should 

be noted here that after this electrochemical oxidation process had been 

completed the crystal surface was then transferred back into the UHV 

environment and XPS experiments confirmed the existence of extensive 

surface oxide. No other contaminants were detected and this observation will 

be used for comparison to the Cu modified W(100) surfaces when they are 

transferred back into the UHV environment and their surface composition is 

studied. 

The electrochemical response of the W(100) surface exhibits oxidation 

behaviour similar to that of the polycrystalline tungsten. The main differences 

being the sharper surface oxidation peak and greater stability towards oxidising 

current. In addition, the poor activity of tungsten towards hydrogen evolution 

was seen by the small current densities seen in the HER region. This 

observation fits well with the prediction of tungsten being a poor hydrogen 

evolution catalyst as outlined by the Sabatier principle. This level activity can 

act as a baseline for the Cu modified surfaces. In addition whilst the stability of 

the W(100) surface was seen to be better than the polycrystalline material, a 

stability window for this surface was established. consequently, any changes to 

this stability window upon alloying with Cu would serve as evidence for 

modification of the surface electronic structure. 

6.3.3. Cu deposition onto the W(100) surface 

XPS measurements were used to monitor the surface composition of the 

W(100) crystal face. In order to modify the surface with Cu in an accurate way 

the amount of Cu which is deposited onto the crystal surface must be 

reproducible. Firstly, a low temperature close to 750 C was chosen, at this 

temperature Cu has a vapour pressure of approximately 10-8 Torr. Whilst a 
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higher temperature would have allowed a greater deposition rate the fragility of 

the tungsten heating filaments on the Cu doser did not allow for such high 

temperatures to be reached. A deposition calibration was carried out where the 

number of monolayers of Cu deposited at these conditions was recorded as a 

function of deposition time. This data is presented in Figure 6.13. 

 
Figure 6.13. Plot showing the number of monolayers of Cu deposited onto the 

crystal surface as a function of deposition time at a doser temperature close to 

750 C, calculated using XPS measurements. 

 

It was found that in order to deposit the 0.5 monolayers of Cu, needed to form 

the W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface, a deposition time of close to 30 minutes would 

be needed. Whist this calibration seemed to hold true for the first few 

depositions, over time the deposition time or doser temperature needed to be 

increased in order to deposit the same amount of Cu. This was thought to be 

due to the reduction of the levels of Cu in the tantalum boat which meant the 

remaining Cu would be situated only at the bottom of the boat and would be 

harder to deposit. This was a huge hurdle to attaining reproducible Cu 

depositions and it was therefore important to use this calibration only as a 

guide and to measure the Cu content of the surface before annealing, using 

XPS, after every deposition.  
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The XPS peak corresponding to the deposited Cu (2p	
�
�� ) electron before 

annealing was found to be easily detectable at a binding energy of between 

928.5 – 933.4 eV consistent with the energy observed for pure metallic Cu in 

the literature66. A representative XPS spectrum in this energy region as well as 

the energy region corresponding to the W (4f	
�
�� ) electron has been included in 

Figure 6.14. 

 

 
Figure 6.14. XPS spectra for the unannealed W(100) surface after Cu deposition, 

with the spectrum in the energy range close to the Cu (2p	
�
�� )  electron (top) and 

the W (4f	
�
�� ) (bottom) being shown. The real experimental data (black) is an 

average of five scans, whilst the mathematical fit used to calculate the peak areas, 

and hence coverage, has been also been included (red). 
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The XPS data presented shows Cu can be deposited on the W(100) crystal 

surface and prior to annealing the energy of the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) electron is at the 

same energy as is found for pure metallic copper, consistent with there being 

very little interaction between the W and Cu atoms. If a shift in this energy is 

observed after annealing this would be direct evidence of electronic interaction 

between the Cu and the W, changing the electronic structure of the surface.  

The effect of Cu deposition is the rapid blurring of the W(100) LEED diffraction 

spots and the rise of a high intensity background fluorescence where no 

diffraction spots can be seen. This is consistent with the formation of a 

disordered surface and hence suggesting the as deposited Cu atoms are 

forming random islands on deposition at room temperature. This is consistent 

with the literature predictions.41 

6.3.4. W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface 

Once a clean and well-structured W(100) surface had been characterised using 

both LEED and XPS, Cu was deposited onto the surface of the crystal at room 

temperature. In this instance the areas of the Cu and W peaks in the XPS 

spectra estimated that 0.93 ML of Cu had been deposited onto the surface, 

using the calculation outlined in chapter 2. This calculation whilst having a 

relatively large error provides a useful indication of the amount of Cu deposited 

onto the surface. Suggesting the coverage of Cu deposited onto the surface is 

within the region likely to produce one of the ordered surface alloys discussed. 

The Cu modified surface was annealed with the hope of forming one of the 

ordered alloys. 

The annealing temperature of the surface is a parameter which is vitally 

important to control as it has a huge impact on which alloy, if any, will be 

formed. This dependence on annealing conditions was discussed at length 

previously in section 6.3.1. As a thermocouple was not able to be used to 

measure the surface temperature many trials were conducted in order to 

establish the desired annealing conditions. Experiments where many 

monolayers of Cu were deposited and then annealed for 5 minutes under 

various conditions found that annealing with a filament current between 6 – 8 A, 
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a voltage between the crystal and filament of between 50 – 100 V gave an 

emission current of between 2-15 mA, which in most cases was sufficient to 

desorb some of the Cu from the surface. In these experiments the Cu coverage 

was found to reduce to sub-monolayer coverages. 

In this instance the annealing conditions used were a voltage of 100 V and a 

filament current of 6.5 A, giving an emission current of approximately 5 mA. 

The copper coverage was then measured and it was found that the coverage 

had fallen from 0.93 ML to 0.70 ML, with the XPS spectra in the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) and 

W (4f	
�
�� ) after annealing, shown in Figure 6.15.  At a Cu coverage of 0.7 ML, 

the surface alloys closest to this Cu content would be the W(100) p (2x2) Cu 

surface as this surface has a copper content of 0.75 ML. In order to establish 

which surface alloy, if any, had been formed LEED analysis would have to be 

carried out. Another observation made was that upon annealing the binding 

energy of the Cu peak was shifted from 932.37 eV, for the unannealed surface 

to 931.79 eV which is evidence for a change in the electronic structure of the 

surface. 

 

  
Figure 6.15. XPS spectra for the annealed W(100) surface after Cu deposition, 

with the spectrum in the energy range close to the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) electron (right) and 

the W (4f	
�
�� ) (left) being shown. The experimental data here is an average of 

three scans. 

 

LEED experiments found a diffraction pattern was visible and this pattern was 

different from the clean W(100) diffraction pattern suggesting a new ordered 
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surface, most likely a surface alloy, had been formed after the annealing 

process. The diffraction pattern suggested the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface had 

been formed, consistent with the XPS calculations. The LEED pattern was 

recorded at two energies and each has been shown in Figure 6.16 along with 

the real space and predicted reciprocal space structures also given for 

reference. On each LEED pattern the surface unit cell has been highlighted 

using a dotted red square in which the unit cell of the W(100) substrate spots 

have been highlighted using a solid red square. 
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Real Space Image                                                     

 

Reciprocal Space Image 

 

   

              LEED Image at 52 eV                                      LEED Image at 73 eV 

 

Figure 6.16. Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the W(100) 

p (2x2) Cu surface with the characteristic square array of dots seen, with the unit 

cell of the W(100) substrate highlighted with the solid red square, and the unit cell 

of the alloy surface highlighted by the dotted red square. The LEED patterns are 

presented at two different energies, 52 and 73 eV. A diagram of the real space 

structure and the related reciprocal space structure is included for clarity (top). 

 

The W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy was then transferred to allow 

electrochemical measurements to be carried out. The first electrochemical 

experiment that was carried out on this surface was a potential window opening 

experiment, in order to establish the stability window of this alloy. In this 
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experiment the surface potential was swept negative from 0 VRHE at 50 mV s-1 

with each subsequent scan going to a more reducing potential by 50 mV. The 

data presented in Figure 6.17 shows the six scans which are in the region of 0 

VRHE to -0.25 VRHE and 0 VRHE to -0.5 VRHE. The scans which went to less 

extreme reducing potentials have not been included here for clarity as they did 

not show any evidence of hydrogen evolution. 

 
Figure 6.17. Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 and 

-0.25 VRHE, with the minimum potential the crystal surface was scanned being 

decreased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This CV shows the onset of hydrogen evolution with no sign 

of the voltammetry changing with each subsequent cycle. The CV was recorded in 

the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from 

double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a 

scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 

couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter 

electrode. 
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The data presented in Figure 6.17 shows the onset of hydrogen evolution 

occurs at a more negative potential than is seen on the bare W(100) surface. 

The onset of the HER for the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy here is close to -

0.25 VRHE whereas the onset potential for this reaction of the W(100) surface 

was close to -0.1 VRHE. This means the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy has a 

larger overpotential towards this reaction and is thus a poorer catalyst. It can 

therefore be concluded that the surface is a poorer catalyst, but further direct 

evidence that the electronic structure of the surface has changed upon alloying 

has been seen. Next, the stability of this surface towards oxidation was 

investigated. 

In order to observe this surfaces stability towards oxidation a similar potential 

window opening experiment was completed where the surface potential was 

again swept at 50 mV s-1 from 0 VRHE, this time to positive potentials. Again, 

each successive scan was allowed to progress to a more oxidising potential by 

50 mV. The data presented in Figure 6.18 shows the six scans which are in the 

region of 0 VRHE to +0.20 VRHE and 0 VRHE to +0.45 VRHE. The scans which went 

to less extreme reducing potentials have not been included here for clarity as 

they did not show any electrochemical reactions and are believed to sit in the 

double layer charging region of the voltammetry. 
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Figure 6.18. Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 and 

+0.2 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned being 

increased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This CV shows a surface redox couple in the same potential 

range as was seen for the WCu thin film alloys, as well as the oxidative 

passivation of the surface at potentials above +0.4 VRHE. The CV was recorded in 

the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from 

double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a 

scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 

couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter 

electrode. 

 

From this data it can be seen that the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy appears 

to show the onset of an oxidation reaction close to +0.25 VRHE which has a 

corresponding reduction peak close to +0.1 V. This feature of the voltammetry 

is believed to be the surface redox behaviour, similar to that seen on the PVD 

thin film samples reported in Chapter 5. The positions of these peaks lie in the 
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same potential region as the redox behaviour seen in the thin film samples, 

giving further evidence that these features could be due to the same 

electrochemical process. 

In Chapter 5 it was seen that the surface redox behaviour was strongly 

associated with a meta-stable phase with a composition close to 80 at.% Cu. 

The W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy being tested here has a surface 

composition, taking the first atomic layer, of 75 at.% Cu. This means if the 

results on the redox behaviour of the single crystal surfaces follow a similar 

trend to the thin film alloys, the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface is likely to show the 

most intense voltammetry associated with this surface redox process. 

Above +0.5 VRHE the surface was found to be very similar to that seen for the 

W(100) surface at the same potentials. This suggests the surface is irreversibly 

oxidised with all of the Cu having been stripped from the surface and the 

passivating tungsten oxide layer being formed irreversibly. The voltammetry for 

the whole potential window opening experiment, including the scans up to 

highly oxidising potentials above 1 VRHE is shown in Figure 6.19.  

It should also be noted here that the oxidising current densities seen here for 

the formation of the passivated surface are slightly higher than that seen for the 

bare W(100) surface. As already discussed some of this effect could be due to 

the error in the surface area estimate of the contact between the electrolyte and 

the surface. It is possible the electrochemical removal of the surface Cu has 

revealed an atomically structured tungsten surface, where more W is available 

for the oxidation process. This would be in stark contrast to the highly ordered 

and flat W(100) surface. 
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Figure 6.19. Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 and 

+0.1 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned to being 

increased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This CV shows a surface redox couple in the same potential 

range as seen for the WCu thin film alloys, as well as the oxidative passivation of 

the surface at potentials above +0.4 VRHE. The CV was recorded in the transfer 

electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 

70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 

mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had 

been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

As the electrochemical results suggested the stripping of the surface Cu and 

the oxidation of the surface above +0.4 VRHE the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface 

alloy was transferred back into the surface analysis chamber in order to 

perform XPS analysis on the surface after it had been in contact with the 

electrochemical environment. This was done both after the surface potential 

had been allowed to reach highly oxidising conditions like that shown in Figure 
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6.19 and when the surface was cycled at potentials not exceeding + 0.4 VRHE, 

like the data shown in Figure 6.18. In both cases the Cu content of the surface 

was recorded by XPS measurements in order to see if the deposited Cu had 

been retained in the surface or dissolved away. 

The XPS spectra obtained in the W (4f	
�
�� ) and Cu (2p	

�
�� ) regions after both of 

these back transfers have been plotted here in Figure 6.20. The W XPS 

spectra for the surface not exposed to potentials above + 0.4 VRHE is labelled 

spectra A, with the W spectra for the surface exposed to highly oxidising 

potentials up to + 1.5 VRHE is given as spectra B. Similarly the Cu spectra for 

the surface not exposed to potentials above + 0.4 VRHE and for the surface 

exposed to highly oxidising potentials up to + 1.5 VRHE is given as spectra C 

and D respectively. 
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Figure 6.20. XPS spectra for the annealed W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface alloy after 

cyclic voltammetry to potentials up to +0.4 VRHE (spectra A and C) and to 

potentials up to +1.5 VRHE (Spectra B and D). The spectra are in the energy range 

close to the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) electron (C and D) and the W (4f	

�
�� ) (A and B). The 

experimental data here is an average of three scans. 

 

The first observation made for all four of these measurements is the higher 

noise in each of these spectra when compared to the data presented on the 

surface before it has been in contact with electrolyte. This greater noise is 

thought to be due to the surfaces being analysed here having been 

electrochemically oxidised to some extent and also roughened and disordered. 

In addition to this adsorbed species will be present on the crystal surface after 

electrochemical experiments and this is likely to cause a much more complex 

signal. 
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It can be seen by comparing spectra C and D that the W(100) p (2x2) Cu 

surface alloy is stable to at least some degree up to + 0.4 VRHE as there is still a 

peak in the XPS spectra which corresponds to the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) electron. This 

peak is clear, in spite of the poorer signal to noise ratio when compared to the 

clean surface spectra shown in Figure 6.15. The signal from both the W and Cu 

peaks in the spectra are decreased when compared to the clean surface but 

the calculated coverage of Cu on this surface after electrochemistry was 0.66 

ML. This is within the experimental error of the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface 

which should have 0.75 ML of Cu suggesting no Cu has been removed from 

the surface alloy. Spectrum C can be contrasted with spectrum D in Figure 

6.20, where it appears all of the Cu has been stripped from the surface of the 

alloy. This shows whilst the surface alloy has some stability towards the 

electrochemical oxidation process, when the potential is allowed to reach 

potentials above 0.4 VRHE the surface does indeed oxidise, like the bare 

W(100) crystal. This observation is consistent with the voltammetry results 

discussed earlier.  

It can also be noted that the binding energies at which the W (4f	
�
�� ) peak is 

observed differs when comparing both spectra C and D here, as well as when 

comparing these to the corresponding spectra of the unannealed surface 

presented in Figure 6.14. The dominant W (4f	
�
�� ) peak is seen at a binding 

energy 31.49 eV for the unannealed surface, this value is consistent with the 

value seen for metallic tungsten in the literature67. The binding energy of the 

surface which has been fully oxidised, shown in spectrum B of Figure 6.20, is 

shifted up by almost 1 eV to 32.39 eV. This value is consistent with the WO2 

species reported in the literature,68 not the fully oxidised WO3 which is seen at 

binding energies close to 35.5 eV.68, 69 This observation shows that XPS can be 

used to detect the oxidation of the W surface but seems to imply that the 

surface is not fully oxidised. However, this could be explained by the 

penetration depth of the X-rays, as they are likely to be sampling more than the 

first atomic layer of tungsten. Therefore, this signal could be resulting from a 

combination of the surface WO3 and the metallic W atoms of the deeper atomic 

layers. The binding energy of the W (4f	
�
�� ) peak for the surface introduced to 
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the electrochemical environment limited to potentials below +0.4 VRHE was 

31.88 eV, a value between the two previously discussed suggesting this 

surface too could be oxidised to some degree. 

6.3.5. W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface 

The next surface to be prepared was the W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface. This 

surface was made by depositing 0.62 ML of copper, as measured by XPS, and 

then annealing the surface under the annealing conditions of 100 V and a 

filament current of 6.7 A, giving an emission current of approximately 7 mA. 

The copper coverage was then measured again and it was found that the 

coverage had fallen from 0.62 ML to 0.43 ML, with the XPS spectra in the Cu 

(2p	
�
�� ) and W (4f	

�
�� ) both before and after annealing being shown at the top 

and bottom of Figure 6.21 respectively.  
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Figure 6.21. XPS spectra for the W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy before (top) and 

after (bottom) annealing. The spectra are in the energy range close to the Cu 

(2p	
�
�� ) electron (right) and the W (4f	

�
�� ) (left). The experimental data here is an 

average of three scans. 
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In addition to the small decrease in copper content on the surface the XPS 

spectra again showed a shift in the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) peak upon annealing with the 

binding energy shifting downward from 933.28 eV to 931.81. Similarly to the 

results presented in Figure 6.15, this shift to lower binding energies is indicative 

of a shift in the electronic properties after annealing. This change in electronic 

properties is likely to be due to the formation of a surface alloy, which can be 

investigated by LEED experiments. If a surface alloy has been formed, given 

the surface Cu content of 0.43 ML it is expected that either the W(100) c (2 × 2) 

Cu surface or the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu surface will have been formed as they 

both have a surface Cu content of 0.5 ML, closest to the experimentally 

measured value. Which of these surfaces are formed is determined by the 

annealing conditions, with the c (2 × 2) surface being the more stable and 

hence a higher anneal temperature will encourage the production of this 

surface. 

LEED patterns have been presented for the surface that resulted from this 

annealing process. These LEED experiments found a diffraction pattern which 

was different from the clean W(100) and the W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface 

diffraction patterns. This suggests a different ordered surface had been formed 

between the surface W atoms and the adsorbed Cu atoms. The LEED pattern 

was recorded at two energies and each has been shown in Figure 6.22 along 

with the real space and predicted reciprocal space structures also given for 

reference. On each LEED pattern the surface unit cell has been highlighted 

using a dotted red square which the unit cell of the W(100) substrate spots 

have been highlighted using a solid red square. 
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Real Space Image Reciprocal Space Image 

 

       

LEED Image at 45 eV                                      LEED Image at 64 eV 

 

Figure 6.22. Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the W(100) 

p (2x1) Cu surface with the characteristic rectangular  unit cell seen, with the unit 

cell of the W(100) substrate highlighted with the solid red square, and the unit cell 

of the alloy surface highlighted by the dotted red square. The LEED patterns are 

presented at two different energies, at 45 and 64 eV. A diagram of the real space 

structure and the related reciprocal space structure is included for clarity (top). 

 

The diffraction pattern obtained here is consistent with the formation of the 

W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu Surface. It should be noted here that two unit cells have 

been marked on the LEED patterns presented in Figure 6.22. These two unit 

cells are representative of the two equivalent surfaces with p (2 × 1) and p (1 × 

2) symmetry. These two surfaces are identical except their unit cells are rotated 

by 90°. These two unit cells are seen as both of th ese structure will have been 

formed in domains on the surface and as they are identical in energy these two 

surfaces cannot be synthesised independently. 
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The surface made was the transferred for electrochemical measurements. The 

first electrochemical experiment to be completed was again a potential window 

opening experiment to probe the stability of this surface towards reducing 

potentials as well as it activity of the surface towards hydrogen evolution. In this 

experiment the surface potential was swept negative from 0 VRHE at 50 mV s-1 

with each subsequent scan going to a more reducing potential by 50 mV. The 

data presented in Figure 6.23 shows the five scans which are in the region of 0 

VRHE to -0.25 VRHE and 0 VRHE to -0.45 VRHE. The scans which went to less 

extreme reducing potentials have not been included here for clarity as they did 

not show any evidence of hydrogen evolution. 
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Figure 6.23. Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between 0 and 

-0.25 VRHE, with the minimum potential the crystal surface was scanned being 

decreased by 50 mV with each subsequent scan within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This CV shows the onset of hydrogen evolution with no sign 

of the voltammetry changing with each subsequent cycle. The CV was recorded in 

the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from 

double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a 

scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 

couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter 

electrode. 

 

From this experiment is was found that onset of hydrogen evolution occurs at 

potentials close to -0.15 VRHE which is implies a smaller overpotential for this 

reaction on the the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu surface when compared to the the 

W(100) p (2 × 2) Cu alloy and much closer to the value seen on the bare 

W(100) surface. It can be noted that the current densities at the -0.45 VRHE 

appear very large and in the case of all the data presented in Figure 6.23 the 
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onset potential is difficult to distinguish due to current densities being seen in 

the final scan being much greater than those in the preceding scans. This effect 

can be ruled out by looking at only the scans which sweep down to -0.35 VRHE, 

this plot has been included as the inset to Figure 6.23 . In order to fully probe 

the stability of this surface under these reducing conditions the surface was 

swept between -0.05 and -0.25 VRHE for multiple cycles. This experiment 

should show if the voltammetry of the surface is changing as a function of time 

under these experimental conditions. 

Figure 6.24. Cyclic voltammetry experiment with the working electrode being the 

W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between +0.05 and -0.25 

VRHE for four scans. The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 

0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by 

GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use 

and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 
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From the data presented in Figure 6.24 it can be seen that all the cycles in 

potential gave the same response suggesting the surface is stable under these 

conditions. In addition the onset potential for the HER can also be clearly seen, 

giving further evidence for the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu surface being more active 

than the W(100) p (2 × 2) Cu surface. Next, the stability of the alloy surface 

towards oxidation was investigated by carrying out a similar potential window 

opening experiment.  

In order to observe this surface’s stability towards oxidation the potential was 

again swept at 50 mV s-1 from -0.2 VRHE to positive potentials. Again each step 

successive scan was allowed to progress to a more oxidising potential by 100 

mV. The data presented in Figure 6.25 shows the four scans which are in the 

region of -0.2 VRHE to 0 VRHE and -0.2 VRHE to +0.3 VRHE.  
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Figure 6.25. Potential window opening experiment with the working electrode 

being the W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between -0.2 

and -0 VRHE, with the maximum potential the crystal surface was scanned being 

increased by 100 mV with each subsequent scan, within the transfer system 

electrochemical cell. This CV shows both the surface redox behaviour and onset 

of the oxidative surface passivation. The CV was recorded in the transfer 

electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 

70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 

mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had 

been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

From the cyclic voltammograms presented in Figure 6.25 the surface redox 

behaviour discussed previously is clearly evident again in the scan up to +0.3 

VRHE, shown in pink. In addition the onset of the surface passivation step can 

be clearly seen close to +0.3 VRHE. These two distinctive features are both at 

very similar potentials in both of the surface alloys discussed so far. Next, the 

surface was cycled at 50 mV s-1 between -0.2 and +0.25 VRHE multiple times in 
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order to see if the surface, and hence its electrochemical response, was 

changing over time under these experimental conditions. 

Figure 6.26. Cyclic voltammetry experiment with the working electrode being the 

W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between -0.2 and +0.25 

VRHE for four scans. The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 

0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by 

GFS chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use 

and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

The results shown in Figure 6.26 show the characteristic redox behaviour 

clearly changes over multiple scans with the peaks in the voltammogram 

becoming less intense with each subsequent scan. This result suggests with 

each scan the surface alloy is being damaged, possibly by the dissolution of Cu 

atoms from the surface. Therefore, whilst the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu surface may 

be conducive to better activity towards hydrogen evolution the surface is not 

stable under oxidising conditions meaning it is likely to show different activity 
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towards hydrogen oxidation. When the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu surface was 

allowed to cycle above +0.4 VRHE the surface oxidation peak corresponding to 

the formation of the passivating surface oxide was seen, as has been seen for 

the previous surfaces tested. The voltammetry showing this behaviour is given 

in Figure 6.27. The W(100) c (2 × 2) Cu surface is known to be the most stable 

of all of the W-Cu surface alloys which can be made and hence could show 

greater stability electrochemically whist also showing some activity towards 

hydrogen evolution. 

Figure 6.27. Cyclic voltammetry experiment with the working electrode being the 

W(100) p (2x1) Cu surface alloy, the surface was cycled between -0.25 and +0.2 

VRHE for one scan, followed by two scans between -0.25 and +2 VRHE. The CV was 

recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte 

(prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS chemicals and ultra-

pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference electrode used in this case 

was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use and a Pt mesh was used 

as the counter electrode. 
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6.3.6. W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface 

The W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface is the most stable of all of the Cu modified W 

surface alloys which can be formed. This surface alloy also has a surface 

composition of W50Cu50, meaning it would be the equivalent of the peak in 

activity seen for the WCu thin films and also the same as the W(100) p (2x1) 

Cu surface discussed in section 6.3.5. The W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface was 

made by depositing 0.74 ML of copper as measured by XPS and then 

annealing the surface under the annealing conditions of 100 V and a filament 

current of 7.0 A, giving an emission current of approximately 10 mA. The post 

annealing copper coverage had decreased from 0.74 ML to 0.41 ML, with the 

XPS spectra in the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) and W (4f	

�
�� ) both before and after annealing 

shown in Figure 6.28 at the top and bottom of respectively. It should be noted 

here that the overall intensity of these spectra are much lower than all previous 

XPS spectra. In order to get an adequate signal to noise ratio the number of 

scans averaged to obtain these spectra was increased to five, from three which 

has been the case for all other XPS spectra presented. 
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Figure 6.28. XPS spectra for the W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface alloy before (top) and 

after (bottom) annealing. The spectra are in the energy range close to the Cu 

(2p	
�
�� ) electron (right) and the W (4f	

�
�� ) (left). The experimental data here is an 

average of five scans. 

 

The binding energy of the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) was again shifted upon annealing, from 

932.90 to 932.26 eV. This shift of over 0.5 eV is significant and is shifted to 

lower binding energies, which is the same trend seen in the other two surface 

alloys synthesised. The exact value of this shift is difficult to measure however, 

due to the low intensity and poorer signal to noise. LEED analysis of the 

annealed surface was carried out to determine the structure of the surface and 

indentify which surface alloy had been formed. 
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 Real Space Image                                                Reciprocal Space Image 

    

LEED Image at 58 eV                                      LEED Image at 67 eV 

 

Figure 6.29. Experimentally observed LEED pattern (bottom) seen for the W(100) 

c (2x2) Cu surface with the characteristic square unit cell, rotated by 90° with 

respect to the substrate unit cell seen, with the unit cell of the W(100) substrate 

highlighted with the solid red square, and the unit cell of the alloy surface 

highlighted by the dotted red square. The LEED patterns are presented at two 

different energies, at 58 and 67 eV. Diagram of the real space structure and the 

related reciprocal space structure is included for clarity (top). 

 

The LEED patterns obtained from this Cu modified W(100) surface were 

consistent with the formation of the W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface. As already 

discussed this surface is the most stable of the surface alloys and was 

therefore of most interest to this work. This surface was synthesised twice, 

however in both cases due to the electrochemical cell shorting on the walls of 

the transfer chamber and the power to the lab tripping, the surface was not able 

to be transferred and tested electrochemically.  
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6.4. Conclusions 

From this work it was found that Cu modified W(100) surface alloys can be 

formed in the electrochemical transfer system. These surface alloys all showed 

a shift in the binding energy of the Cu (2p	
�
�� ) to lower binding energies upon 

annealing. This shift in binding energy was indicative of a shift the electronic 

structure of the surface and is direct physical evidence for the shift in d-band 

structure theorised in the literature.60 In addition this shift in binding energy can 

act as evidence for the formation of a surface alloy.  

Both of the alloys screened electrochemically were found to show greater 

overpotentials and hence poorer activity towards hydrogen evolution. For the 

bulk WCu alloys discussed in Chapter 5, all alloy electrodes were seen to be 

more active towards the HER than the constituent pure metals. This result is 

not replicated here with the clean W (100) surface showing the greatest activity. 

This was an unexpected result but whilst it was not a positive result, it does 

show a change in catalytic behaviour upon alloy formation and does not rule 

out the possibility of one of the other possible surfaces being more active 

towards this reaction than the W(100) surface. It was predicted in the literature 

that a Cu modified W surface would show greater activity towards this 

reaction,60  but the exact surface that was used for these calculations was a 

single monolayer of Cu deposited on to the W(100) surface, similar to the 

W(100) p (1 × 1) Cu surface. This surface was not synthesised here so these 

experimental results are not in conflict with the theoretical results presented in 

the literature.70 

In order to directly compare the activity towards hydrogen evolution, the 

cathodic sweep of each of the three surfaces screened electrochemically 

between 0 and -0.25 VRHE has been plotted together in Figure 6.30. From this 

data it can be seen that the W(100) surface shows greater activity towards 

HER as the observed reducing currents are greater for the W(100) surface than 

the two Cu modified surface alloys. 
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Figure 6.30. Cathodic sweeps from cyclic voltammetry experiments on the W(100) 

surface (black), W(100) p (2x2) Cu surface (red) and the W(100) p (2x1) Cu 

surface (green). The CV was recorded in the transfer electrochemical cell with 0.5 

M HClO4 electrolyte (prepared from double distilled, 70% HClO4 supplied by GFS 

chemicals and ultra-pure water) at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. The reference 

electrode used in this case was a Pd/H2 couple which had been primed before use 

and a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode. 

 

Both the W(100) p (2 × 1) Cu and W(100) p (2 × 2) Cu surfaces were screened 

electrochemically and it was found that they had similar electrochemical 

stability windows. In both cases the surfaces seemed stable in reducing 

environments, with a characteristic surface redox couple observable at small 

oxidising potentials, up to +0.3 VRHE. At more extreme oxidising potentials, 

above +0.3 VRHE, the surface was seen to oxidise, eventually giving the 

voltammetric response associated with the passivated tungsten oxide layer 

suggesting all of the Cu had be oxidatively dissolved from the surface. 

The W(100) p (2 × 2) Cu surface was the only surface which was back 

transferred into the surface analysis chamber after electrochemical 
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experiments had been carried out. The XPS measurements obtained showed 

that if this surface was limited to potentials below +0.3 VRHE, Cu remained on 

the surface of the crystal suggesting some stability at these potentials. If the 

potential of the surface was allowed to increase above +0.3 VRHE, XPS showed 

that the Cu had been stripped from the surface. These results were consistent 

with the electrochemical measurements and confirm the stability window of this 

surface.  

These results, whilst not confirming the discovery of a novel Cu modified 

W(100) surface catalyst active towards hydrogen evolution, does show the 

power of the techniques used as a possible method for the detection of electro-

catalytically active surface alloys. Thermodynamically stable surfaces were 

formed and screened electrochemically, an experiment which could not be 

completed without the electrochemical transfer system. In addition the XPS 

results show a direct measure of the change in electronic structure, which has 

an inherent effect of the catalytic activity.  
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7. Future Work 

This work examines the possibility of using non-noble metal materials as 

catalysts for the hydrogen oxidation reaction at the fuel cell anode. During this 

investigation high throughput techniques and single crystal studies have been 

used to investigate the activity of WC and CuW electrocatalysts towards 

hydrogen evolution and oxidation. In the work on WC the XRD work found no 

crystalline structure associated with tungsten carbide. It would be desirable if 

an electrochemical array could be designed in order to allow annealing at the 

very high temperatures needed to crystallise the carbides. This would mean 

crystalline carbides could be made and screened electrochemically and their 

activity could be compared to the amorphous alloys profiled here. To do this, an 

insulator stable to very high temperature, for example a ceramic type material, 

would need to be used to provide the electrical insulating layer on the 

electrochemical array. 

In addition it would have been useful to be able to probe these materials using 

XPS experiments in order to gain an understanding of both the segregation of 

the two elements and also the bonding from the binding energy of the W and C 

peak. This was unfortunately not possible at the time as the XPS apparatus in 

the surface analysis chamber of the HT-PVD system was not operational at the 

time of synthesis. This type of experiment would greatly enhance the 

interpretation of any of the trends in electro-activity as it is possible the peaks 

or troughs in activity could be associated with a certain electronic transition 

which may be able to be detected using this spectroscopic method, as well as 

confirming any surface segregation effects. 

The results obtained on the carbide materials did show the activity of a 

tungsten carbide material was more active than its individual components, 

namely tungsten metal and carbon. The composition at which the highest 

activity was seen was close W50C50 which coincides with the W1C phase, a 

result consistent with results published widely elsewhere. The tungsten carbide 

system is a well-studied material and its activity has been observed previously. 

A much more novel material, WCu alloy, had been predicted to show activity 
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towards the HER and HOR reactions by ab-initio calculations but very limited 

experimental results have been reported. In this work WCu thin film alloys were 

also investigated as HER and HOR electrocatalysts. 

During the investigations looking at the WCu thin film alloys as HER and HOR 

electrocatalysts, it was concluded that peaks in activity were seen due to the 

formation of meta-stable crystal phases. An in depth annealing study, in order 

to determine the ideal conditions for forming these phases could be completed 

in order to help enhance any activity seen.  

In addition to this one of the meta-stable phases was found to be unstable at 

oxidising potential in the experimental conditions used. This meant that whilst 

this phase showed good activity towards hydrogen evolution, no hydrogen 

oxidation activity was seen. It would be interesting to investigate whether this 

phase was stable under other conditions, such as in basic media, and hence 

the hydrogen oxidation activity of this meta-stable phase could be determined. 

This would provide a route to providing further evidence for the idea that good 

HER catalysts show good HOR activity. 

The activity seen on the WCu thin film alloys appeared to coincide with the 

formation of meta-stable alloy phases. As there are no stable bulk WCu alloys it 

is difficult to probe this effect further. There are however, a number of 

thermodynamically stable Cu modified W(100) surface alloys which could 

provide a route to a material which would have similar surface electronic 

structure to the thin film WCu materials which were seen to show activity 

towards HER and HOR whilst also showing enhanced stability. In addition the 

ab-initio calculations from which this work was originally conceived, are based 

on an overlayer of Cu on a W(100) surface, and therefore investigating Cu 

modified W(100) surfaces would relate much more closely to calculations 

discussed. 

The work investigating the various Cu modified W(100) surfaces and their 

activity towards the HER found that the different surfaces show different 

activity. The next most obvious piece of work would be to complete the testing 

on the different surface which were not completed during this investigation, 

particularly the W(100) c (2x2) Cu surface as this is of the composition where 
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high activity was seen in the equivalent thin film materials and is also expected 

to be the most stable. In order to enable a more well controlled synthesis better 

control of the temperature during annealing is needed. In order to do this a 

method of introducing a thermocouple in the chamber close to the crystal would 

need to be found. Alternatively another method of measuring the temperature 

of the crystal surface, for example with a pyrometer, would be required. 

In addition to the other stable surface alloys, seeing how the W(100) surface 

with an increasing number of copper monolayer deposited on the surface 

responds to similar electrochemical testing would be of interest. Firstly, the 

calculations which first suggested these materials may be stable is based on 

the W(100) surface covered with 1 ML of Cu.1 In addition it would be imagined 

that the surface covered with a sufficient amount of Cu would eventually 

behave simply as a Cu electrode. At what coverage this occurs and what kind 

of response is seen at a number of coverages below this would be of significant 

interest. In addition to these Cu modified surfaces, it would be of great interest 

to profile the W(100) surface carbides, of which there are a number.  
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